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i.
A BST RAC T.
This thesis is an account of an investigation into
the structure, petrology and mineralogy of a small Tertiary
intrusive centre in the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur area near the north
coast of Iceland.

The area concerned lies in the Tertiary area

west of the neovolcanic zone.
In upper Tertiary times the extrusion of flood basalts
in the area studied was locally interrupted by the building of
a central volcano characterized by distinctive basalts, andesites
and pyroclastics, some of which interfingered with contemporaneously extruded flood basalts.

The first episode of this

central volcanic activity, of which only the top is seen in the
area studied, was subsequently buried by the transeressinG
flood basalts, and slow

downsa~ging

occurred in parts of the

area along the prevailing north to north-northeast fracture
system.

A second central volcanic episode produced basalt,

andesite and rhyolite extrusions and some pyroclastics in the
northeastern part of the area following the flood transgression.
Injection of thin basic dykes proceeded parallel to the two
phases of central activity and continued during a final episode
in which thin pale grey basalts similar to the Lower Pleistocene
to Recent flows elsewhere in Iceland were extruded on to the
irregular central volcano land surface.
Two phases of intrusive activity proceeded parallel to
the extrusive activi ty, the older More deel,ly eroded First Phase
products being emplaced in the tiuc interval during '''hicb. the

ii.
older flood basalts buried the newly extruded earlier central
volcano lavas.

A consecutive Second Phase of intrusive

activity proceeded simultaneously with the second central
volcanic episode and its less deeply eroded products show
many similarities to the contemporaneous extrusions.

These

First and Second Phase intrusions are probably the upper
apophyses of larger bodies concealed at depth.
The intrusions which form the main part of the study
are concentrated about an intrusive/extrusive centre in
northern Vididalsfjall, and consist of coarse- and fine-grained
basic to acid series, ranging in the First Phase from olivineeucrites (bytownite cumulates) through gabbros (labradorite
cumulates), hybrid diorite and intermediate-acid hybrid types
to acid granophyres.
The First Phase was initiated by the intrusion of the
eucrites and a dense swarm of tholeiitic cone-sheets centred
on a focus about 5 km below northern Vididalsfjall.
Commingling of the simultaneously available diorite and
granophyre magma later in the First Phase resulted in the
formation of small volumes of acid-intermediate hybrid rocks.
The Second Phase intrusive activity is expressed as small
high-level intrusions and began with a new supply of olivinetholeiite magmas which was injected along cone-fractures to
form a late set of high-level cone-sheets centred on a focus
about 2 km below northern Vididalsfjall.

Cogenetic bytownite

cumulates were emplaced as small high-level intrusions, but

iii.
coarse-grained rocks and acid rocks of Second Phase age are
rare in the area studied.
A broad aureole of hydrothermally altered rocks surrounds
northern Vididalsfjall and smaller alteration zones surround
other smaller regions cut by vents and intrusions;

these

altered and injected zones are taken to represent the eruptive
channels at the core of the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur volcano.
The intrusive rocks are all plagioclase-pyroxene-ore
assemblages with or without olivine, alkali feldspar and quartz,
and the First Phase types show a gradation from basic rocks
bearing calcic plagioclase and magnesian augite to acid rocks
containing sodic plagioclase anorthoclase and ferrian augite.
The Second Phase rocks show broad petrographic similarity to
those of the First Phase but coarse-grained intermediate and
acid types are not found, and the basic rocks are richer in
olivine than corresponding First Phase types.
All the rocks examined show textural and mineralogical
evidence of a high degree of fractionation and rapid final
cooling at high crustal levels;

the plagioclase of phenocryst

rims and groundmasses is in a high-temperature structural
state, the calcium-rich pyroxenes have immature exsolution
textures, the olivines are strongly zoned and interstitial
glassy or salj.c material is abundant.

Hany of the acid lilinor

intrusions contain tridynlite paramorphed by quartz.
Chemical analyses of

14

Vididalur-Vatnsdalur rocks

show that they are low in alumina, combined alkalis and

iv.
magnesia, ar.d are relatively rich in iron, and titania, as are
other Tertiary Icelandic tholeiites, with soda present in
greater quantity than potash.

The analyses of these basic

intermediate and acid rocks fit on the iron-enriched trend
for tholeiites (Nockolds a.nd AlIen, 1956) which suggests that
the First and Second Phase sequences may have originated by
-contiriuous fractionation of basic tholeiitic uuterinl.

How-

ever there is little direct evidence of a tholeiite fractionation origin for the First Phase granitic acid rocks, and the
presence of a few small veins of remelted acid material at
some localities casts doubt on a fractionation oribin for these
granophyres and granites of the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur area.
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1.

INTRODUCTION AND

PP~VIOUS

RESEARCH

.

,

The area studied in this work lies in the Hunavatnssysla

.

district of Iceland and is situated 4-6 km south of the

"
Hunafjordur
north coast bet'Vleen the Northwest Peninsula and the
central neovolcanic zone (see inset on Map 1, inside back cover).
The general geology of Iceland has been described by numerous
authors (for instance Tr. Einarsson, 1960; Wallcer, 1964a.) and
will not be recapitulated here; the main features of the geology
of Iceland are shown in the inset on Hap 1.
In recent years it has become clear that the geological
structure of the part of Iceland west of the central neovolcanic
zone is more complex than was previously realized.
three main elements to this complexity.

There are

First, it is now known

that the flood basalt flows in western Iceland dip in amounts and
directions inconsistent with the original widely accepted model
of Tertiary basalts dipping more or less uniformly inwards towards
the neovolcanic zone (Tr. Einarsson, 1965; Sigurdsson, 1967a);
Einarsson (op. cit.) points out that only 30 per cent of the
Tertiary basalt 1avas in western Iceland dip towards the neovolcanic zone.

Some gentle folding is seen in this part of the

lava pile and this is particularly noticeable in Snaefellsnes and
near Borgarnes (Tr. Einarsson, 1960; Th. Einarsson, 1967;
Saemundsson, 1967a; Sigurdsson 1967a.)

This folding is believed

2.

to have been more or less continuous since the beginning of
Tertiary volcanic activity in Iceland (Th. Einarsson,

OPe

cit.

p. 175).

The second element is the presence in the Tertiary lava pile
of central strato-volcanoes which interfinger with'and are often
buried by contemporaneous flood extrusions.

Distinctive basalt,

andesite and rhyolite lava flows, and considerable accumulations
of fragmental rocks are associated with these volcanoes, which
lie at the centre of broad aureoles of hydrothermally altered
rocks bearing epidote, chlorite, calcite and pyrite (Walker,
1966a).

Volcanoes of this type were first mapped in detail at

Breiddalur·in eastern Iceland by Walker (1963), and their cores
are intruded by dense swarms of basic dykes and minor intrusions
in similar fashion to the Hebridean Tertiary volcanoes of l-1ull
and Skye (Bailey et al., 1924; Harker, 1904 ; Anderson and Dunham,
1966).

Other volcanoes of this type were mapped in eastern Ice-

I
"
land at Thingmu1i
(Carmichael, 1964) and Reydarfjordur
(Gibson et

al., 1966) and it was estimated that at least 12 such volcanoes
existed in eastern Iceland and that there were probably many more
in other parts of Iceland

(W~lker,

1963).

Sigurdsson (1966a) described a central volcano from the
Setberg area of Snaefellsnes in western Iceland; this volcano
began to form in Tertiary times and was later intruded by a dense
swarm of centrally inclined cone-sheets.

In a later paper, the

4.
Abnormal dips, central volcanism and large basic acid
intrusions are all seen in the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur area.

This

area is dominated by two northnorthwest-trending mountain ridges,
Vididalsfjall and Vatnsdalsfjall, which rise to maximum heights
of 1000 m above sea level (see Figs. 1 and 2).

These ridges are

separated by two glacial valleys carved in Tertiary basalts and
floored with

alluvi~~

and glacial drift, Vididalur and Vatnsdalur.

•• flow
Broad meandering rivers, the Vididalsa• and Vatnsdalsa,
northwards along these valleys.
Exposures are generally good in the steep walls of
I

,

I

Vatnsdalsfjall and Vididalsfjall, and in the Gilja and Gljufura
stream beds, but peat and glacial drift obscure much of the
ground on the broad moors which surround Vididalsfjall.

Alluv1um

covers the bed rock in the low-lying river valleys of the
I

•

Vididalsa and the Vatnsdalsa.
Previous Research

Ca) Geology

Little recent work has been carried out in the VididalurVatnsdalur area previous to the present study, but the presence
of rhyolitic bodies in the northern parts of Vididalsfja11 and
Vatnsdalsfjall was recorded by Thoroddsen (1906) in the first
geological map of Iceland and its accompanying memoir.
f

'

I

Subsequent work was carried out by Jakob H. Lindal of Laekjamot

*

,

The Icelandic termination "-all signifies "river"

As

Fig . 1 .
View /of Vididalsfjall, looking eastwa rds from Steinsvad, and showing the main peaks;
A - Asmundarnupur (665m); R - Raudkollur (7~9~ ) ; U - U rdarf~ll (6~3m )' S - Sandfell
(777m); K - Krossdals kula ( 97lm); H - Hrossakambur (993m); As - isgei~s&rhlass ( 890m) .
The central zone of t he intrusive complex for ns t he northern tip of Vididalsfjall to
the left of the gully bet\veen Urdarfell and Sand fell . South of this point the lavas
show steep southerly dips on Krossdals kula . The lavas at the top of the l ava pile on
Hrossakambur have gentle southerly dips, and those on Asgeirsarhlass dip steeply to
the south"Test .
Vatnsdalsfjall is seen as t he far sky line .

V1

,

..,

\

Fig 2a .

Viev[ of Vatnsdalsfjall, loo \;:ing northeast across Vatnsdalur from Fell; the
main features are sho\Yn in Fig . l b.
0"-

J
A

B

-.-

BF.B

K

Fig. 2b .

Line drawing based on Fig. 2a . The position of the Hjallaland- Hvammur trough
(shaded) is outlined by the outcrops of the two flow groups BFB and TFB and
the Hvanmur tuff (HvT) ; the trough is occupied by the Hjallin tholeiite
lens (HL) , and Thin Flow Group (TFG) tholeiite lavas outcrop in the stream
near Eyj6lfsstadir (E) .
The outcrop of coarse boulder beds on the eastern
lip of the trou5h is shown by stipple , and a dotted line indicates the
approximate base of the thin pale grey basalts capping J6rundarfell (J) .
Other symbols :
A - Axa6xl; B - Breid; H - Hvammur; K - Kornsa .

Table 1
SEISHIC REFRACTION DATA FOR THE UPPER PART OF THE CRUST IN ICELAND

(After P£lmason, 1963, 1967)

:Layer

Depth of layer
base below sea
level in
Northern Iceland

P-velocity
(km/sec)
Typical
Icelandic
values

Vatnsdalur
values

,

Depth of
layer base
below sea
level in
Vatnsdalur

Approximate
Lithology

t

0

1

A few hundred
metres

0.9 km

2.8~

Quaternary volcanic
rocks

4.16

Tertiary flood
basalts
3.7

2

2.0-4.0

km

--

-

Tertiary flood
basalts and large
basic and acid
intrusions

5.06

6.32

3

0.6 km

6.20

Probably similar to
Layers 1 and 2

8.
Vididalur, who in the years between 1920 and 1944 noted the
occurrence of Tertiary plant fossils in southern Vidida1ur at

Bak~cabr~ir

(L{ndal, 1939) and discussed numerous features

of the local structural and stratigraphic geology in a series
of diaries and articles (Lindal, 1964, ed. Thorarinsson).
Van Bemmelen and Rutten (1955) mention a metamorphosed
Tertiary basalt from northern Vatnsdalsfja11 which bears
secondary quartz; they record the presence in the uppermost
levels of the lava pile of Older Pleistocene basalt flows which
they term the Lax~rdalur Series and equate with'the Graue
Stufe (or Pale Grey Basalts) of Pjetursson (1910) (van
Bemmelen and Rutten, Ope cit. Fig. 37).
Tr. Einarsson (1962) described sections in the younger
t

basalt lavas of the area between Bakkabrunir

and Borgarvirki

in Vididalur and also the part of Vatnsdalur south of the
area; he concluded that these 1avas are of Lower Pleistocene
age as a result of palaeomagnetic and stratigraphic stUdies.,
In addition he refers to a group of Young Plateau Basalts
containing moraine-like conglomerates which appears to
t

represent the Laxardalur Group of van Bemmelen and Rutten (1955).
The Vididalur-Vatnsdalur area is represented on the
geological map of Iceland (Kjartansson, 1960) as being built of
Tertiary basalts, and the position of the acid bodies in
northern Vatnsdalsfjal1 and at Raudkol1ur is shown; the

presence of younger lavas in the south of the area and along

"
the Bjorg-Borgarvirtci
ridge is also shown, but the indicated
extent of young basalt flows at Borgarvirki is rather greater
than their actual extent (see Hap 1).
(b)

GeolJhysic~

A considerable amount of geophysical work has been carried
out in the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur area and the results reveal
interesting anomalies in the crustal structure of the area.
t

The results of seismic worlc by Palmason (1963, 1967) are given
in Table 1 to illustrate the nature of these anomalies in
comparison with the properties of the upper part of the "typical lt
Icelandic . crust.. These results show that the upper Icelandic
crust can be divided into four layers of different P-velocity to
which an approximate lithology can be assigned; (P~lmason; 1967,
pp. 75-77).

The top of Layer 3 lies relatively close to the surface in
the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur area, being 1.5-2.4 km below sea level;
the range of corresponding levels in other parts of Iceland being
about 1.1-4.9 km (Pklmason, 1967, Fig 3).

The exact interpre-

tation of Layer 3 is still uncertain, but it is believed to be
approximately similar in lithology to Layer 2, which outcrops
11

at the surface in the Hornafjordur area of southeastern Iceland;
large basic and acid intrusions as we.ll as flood basal ts outcrop

10.

in this area.
was

fOlli~d

At one point near Hvammur in Vatnsdalur Layer 3

,

to lie only 0.6 km below sea-level (Palmason, 1963);

a large fine-grained tholeiite intrusion (the HjalliIJlens)
outcrops in this part of the area, and the densest part found
of the basic dyke swarm also passes close to this point.
The nature of Layer 3 has been variously interpreted, and
it may represent a zone of alteration of the country-rock

,

basalts or alternatively a stratigraphic unit (Pa1mason, 1967,
pp. 75-77).

Tr. Einarsson (1965) suggests that the seismic

boundaries may be related to zeolite zones or zones of higher
te~perature

infillings in the lava pile, and Sigurdsson (l967b,

pp. 38-39) points out that Layer 3 may represent hydrothermally
altered material in the vicinity of a central volcano, as it
lies only

1.5 km below sea level near the Setberg central

volcano in Snaefellsnes.

P~lmason (1967, p. 70) gives arguments

in favour of a stratigraphic interpretation of the seismic
boundaries, and finds that the P-velocities for Layer 3 "fall
into two groups with average values of 6.19 km/sec and 6.48

~
~
In addi tio!i:

km/sec which show "an apparent geographical division into areaS
where either the lower or the higher value prevails".

I
~
I
Ii

P~lmason notes that "the lower (velocity) value is close to

,

that which is

i

com~only

found in the upper part of the continental

crust, while the higher value is closer to the value for the
main oceanic layer "( Ope

C it . ,

p. 76) •

The distribution of

I

I

11.
P~lmason's low-velocity Layer 3 localities (op. cit., Fig. 5)

was checked against the locations of the known central volcanoes
of Iceland (Sigurdsson, 1967b., Fig 2) to see if any correlation
existed between low-velocity Layer 3 localities and the local
concentrations of acid or hydrothermally altered material found
in the vicinity of such volcanoes; only 11 out of a total of
~2

volcanoes were found to lie above low velocity Layer 3

material, and this is not a sufficiently firm correlation to
indicate a definite link between these phenomena.. Bodvarsson
and Walker (1964, p.296) conclude that the "available seismic
data are not indicative of any major fused layers or larger
fused stocks under Iceland".
Other geophysical studies have revealed the presence of
positive magnetic anomalies in the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur area
(Tr. Einarsson, 1967,

Fig~

11,

p~

137) and these may pass
11

through a possible Pleistocenevolcanic centre in Bjorg,
Vididalur;, other marked magnetic anomalies pass through the
established recent volcanic zones of Iceland.

I

Professor Trausti Einarsson and the late Dr. Thomas
Tryggvason, informed the writer of the

pre~ence

of rhyolite and

gabbro bodies in the north part of the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur
area, and in 1965 Dr. Gudmundur E. Sigvaldason of the University

12.
I

Research Institute, Reykjavik, kindly invited the writer to
make a detailed study of the area.

The present study is the

result of 7 months of field work divided between the summers
of 1965-67.
FORM OF THE v/ORK

The geology of the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur country rock is
described in Chapter 1.

The first half of this chapter deals

with the field characters and stratigraphy of the lava pile
and the second half with the main structural features of the
area, such as fractures, vertical movements and the basic
dyke-swarm.

The work is primarily concerned with the intrusions

of the area, and their field characters, structures, and
relationships are described in Chapter 2, their petrography in
Chapter 3, and their mineralogy in Chapter 4.

The major

element chemistry of the main intrusive rock types is described
in Chapter

5 and

the petrogenesis of these rock types is

discussed at this point.
conclusions of the work.

A final section summarizes the main

CHAPTgR

1

FIELD CHARACTERS, STRATIGRAPHY AND STRUCTURE

OF THE VIDIDALUR-VATNSDALLTR COU1ITRY ROCK

13.
1-1

GENERAL FIELD AND TEXTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
VATNSDALUR LAVAS

A~D

FRAGMENTAL ROCKS

The main field characteristics of Icelandic Tertiary 1avas

have been described by Peacock (1924), Walker (1959, 1960, 1963),.
Carmlchael (1964), and Gibson et al., (1966), and the
Vididalur-Vatnsdalur 1avas are similar to rocks described by
these authors.

Seven main lava types were distinguished in

the area together with several types of fragmental horizons,
and selected examples of these were studied in thin section to
ensure correct identification of the various types in the field.
These types, and their abundances in approximate percentage
thickness of the total lava pile (as represented on Chart 1)

are:Tholeiite lavas

44.8

Olivine-tholeiite lavas

6.9

Feldsparphyric basalt 1avas

7.8

Thin pale grey basalt 1avas

23.3

Kubbaberg basalt 1avas

2.4

Andesite 1avas

10.1

Rhyo1ite 1avas

2.0

Fragmental rocks and detrital beds

2.7

14.

1.

THOLEIIT:8S

Thickness range 1.8-31.0 m.

(Average thickness

of 122 flows: 7.·9 m)
These flows are typically of fine-grained rock, showing
crude prismatic or blocky jointing and often have a faint
planar parting parallel to the contacts.

The weathered surface

of the flows is grey to medium-dark brown in colour and
spheroidal weathering is rare.

Vesicles in these flows are

often angular in section and are most abundant in the
scoriaceous tops of the flows.

Scattered vesicles ,.,ere found

in the main compact parts of the flows, but are only abundant
in the thinnest flows.
phenocrysts up to

5 mm

Small scattered plagioclase microlong may be present in some flows.

In thin section the tholeiites are fine-grained intersertal
fabrics of small plagioclase laths, often arranged in parallel
flow trains, together with pale brown clinopyroxene and opaque
ore granules.

Occasional streaks of yellow-brown interstitial

glass may be present in the flow planes, but this glass is
usually confined to the smallest final gaps in the crystal mesh.
Small glomeroporphyritic clusters of plagioclase, augite
and ore of gabbroic grain size are present in some flows, but
olivine appears to be extremely rare either as phenocrysts or
groundmass.

Many of the plagioclases in these larger crystal

clusters contain inclusions of pyroxene and ore,and may be

15.
xenocrystal, by analogy with similar plagioclase crystals believed
I

to be xenocrystal in the Thingmuli lavas (Carmichael, 1964).
Within the zone of hydrothermal alteration these flows
develop a crude fissility parallel to the contacts, and the tops
are altered to a pale green colour and are often infilled with
platy carbonate crystals, as can be seen in the Thin Flow
"
I
I
Group in the Eyjolfsstadir
stream and the Gljufura
outcrops.

With more intense alteration, the compact lower parts of the
flows also acquire a pale green colour and small yellow prisms
of epidote are seen within vesicles, as in the

"

Eyj~lfsstadir

stream.

2.

OLIVINE THOLEIITES

Thickness range 0.9-15.0 m.>

(Average

thickness of 73 flows: 4.7 m)
These flows are typically coarser-grained than the thol. eiites and show crude blocky jointing.

Flow structures were

not usually seen in these rocks, but a few flows on the west of
Krossdalskula showed a

It

swirly" banding parallel to the contacts;

this was not investigated in detail.

The weathered surfaces of

flows are often black, with a pustular or pimply appearance due
to ophitic intergrowths of plagioclase and black pyroxene; these
rocks are usually more susceptible to weathering than tholeiites
and often show crumbly surface texture and spheroidal weathering.

16.
Narrow veins or schlieren of pegmatitic material with dolerite
grain size were found in the steeply inclined flows at Hvammur,
and these are similar to the veins described from the Reydarfj~rdur area (Walker, 1959).

The tops of flows are vesicular.

The rocks examined in thin section were sub-ophitic to
ophitic fabrics of clinopyroxene and plagioclase with accessory
ore and scattered solitary

subhedral . olivine grains which are

believed to be microphenocrysts.

Phenocrysts of plagioclase are

sometimes present, and these may be clear or with inclusions of
pyroxene and ore as in the tholeiites.

Olivine phenocrysts were

not abundant in the sections examined and no picritic basalt
flows were found in the area.

3.

FELDSPk,,{PHYRIC BASALTS

Thickness range 2.4-21.0 m.
(Average thickness of

34 flows: 8.3m)

Three ma.in types of feldsparphyric basalts were found in
the area.
Ca)

These are:-

Types with large stumpy feldspar phenocrysts commonly 1-;;> cm
;in length
Flows of this type form prominent scarps very resistant to

erosion with crude vertical prismatic joints showing rounded
vertical edges along scarp fronts.

The weathered surface is

very coarse-grained, and pale grey in colour due to the densely

17.
packed white feldspar phenocrysts v[hich ma!ee up to 40-45 per cent
of the rock.

Phenocrysts persist right up to the margins of the

flows and apparently show no preferential size sorting, so that
crystals of the smallest and largest sizes may be seen to rest
against the flow margins.
The matrix of the rock is fine-grained dark grey tholeiite
consisting of plagioclase laths, pale bro'in-pink clinopyroxene
grains and opaque ore in intergranular texture.

Equant, euhedral!

crystals of plagioclase, zoned from cores of anorthite (An

92

)

to narrow ma.rgins of bytownite (An74), are the dominant phenocryst mineral and these crystals may contain a few pyroxene or
ore inclusions; these plagioclases may be up to 3 cm in greatest
length.

Rare olivine phenocrysts were found.
I

I

Four flows of this type outcrop as the Grjota Big-Feldspar
Basalt Group (BFB) in the western side of Vatnsdalsfjall and
the group can be follOlved westwards across the lower ground to
Vididalsfjall and thence to Vididalstunga.

This group is an

invaluable stratigraphic marlcer horizon, and will be referred to
subsequently as the BFB Group.
(b)

Types jlith stumpy feldspar phenocrysts up to

5 pm

in length

Flows of this type are not so rich in euhedral plagioclase
phenocrysts as type (a) but also form resistant horizons of pale
grey to medium-dark brown surface colour.

The surface texture

of these flows is less coarse than the type (a) flows and the
groundmass is a fine-grained intergranular tholeiite fabric of

18.
plagioclase, clinopyroxene and ore.

Plagioclase is the most

abundant phenocryst mineral, but occasional:

subhedralcrystals

of pale pink-brown clinopyroxene and olivine are present in most
flows and may form glomeroporphyritic clusters.

•
Flows of this type outcrop in the top of the Krossdalskula
cliff in Vididalsfjall as the Small-Feldspar Basalt Group (SFB),
and dykes of similar rock were found below this level.
(c)

Types with euhedral platy plagiQclase phenocrysts

typlcall~

8x7 x 2 mm
Flows of this type are rare and are easily recognised by
the presence of numerous lath and tabular sections of plagioclas9,
on exposed surfaces.

,

In thin section the groundmass is seen to be a fine-grained l
intersertal tholeiite fabric Qf plagioclase laths, pale pinkbrown clinopyroxene granules, ore, and interstitial brown glass.
Phenocrysts of labradorite (An6l-64) are abundant; these show
shadowy oscillatory zoning and may occur singly or in clusters.
Some pseudomorphs of serpentinous material, carbonate and ore
"after olivine phenocrysts were found; these crystals were often
seen to be euhedral with well-developed (02l) faces and may be
up to 1 mm in greatest length.
Three thin flows of this type were seen to outcrop in
western Vatnsdalsfjall east of Hjallaland and Masstadir; this
group is designated the Tabular-Feldspar Basalt Group (TFB) and
appears to be of limited extent, being found only in northern

19.
Vatnsdalsfjall.

No dykes of this type were found, but similar

•

•

rock forms the Hnjukur plug.

4.

THIN PALE GREY BASALTS

Thickness range 1.8-1?0 m.
(Average thickness of 63 flows: 4.8m:.

These flmvs are typical of the uppermost part of the lava
pile, and are al'vJays very fresh, \vith blocky jointing and a
rough pale grey surface of grain size intermediate between that
of the older tholeiites and olivine basalts.

Flo1., structures

were not found in these rocks, but vesicles of up to 4 cm in
greatest length are abundant throughout flows and may be of
very irregular shape; these vesicles were found to be empty
above the 900 m and 800 m levels respectively in Vatnsdalsfjall
and Vididalsfjall.

The flow tops are rubbly and scoriaceous,

I

may have a fragmental appearance, and are usually a brick red to
ochreous colour.

I

In thin section these basalts are fresh lntergranular
fabrics of plagioclase laths and granul.es of pale brown c11nopyroxene and opaque ore.· Occasional small __~_ub~eAral

pheno-

crysts ofollvine were found in the flows examined and these
are sometimes elongated parallel to the "a" crystallograpnic

I

Some flows are felds-

parphyric and bear euhedral tabular bytownite phenocrysts •.

:

axis~_

The margins of. these olivines may enclose small groundmass
plagioclases in sub-ophitic intergrowths.

.t
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Some parts of the groundmass in the flows examined show

'1

!

coarse ophitic patches which may be due to local concentration
of volatiles favouring coarse crystallization.

Small irregular
,,

vesicles and cavities up to 2 mm in length were seen in the

i

centre of one highly feldsparphyric flow from Hrossakambur, in
Vididalsfjall; these cavities are filled with a pale brown glass
in which are set small euhedral laths of sodic plagioclase up to
about 0.2, mm in length.

Small euhedral elongated crystals of

a pale honey-brown mineral are also found in these patches,
together with occasional stumpy euhedral ore grains up to about
0.1 mm in length; the ore grains are found at the edge of the

patches and are larger than the groundmass ore grains.

The

crystals in these patches are randomly oriented, and the ends of
the feldspar laths at the edge of patches are seen to be enclosed
by the pyroxene of the surrounding groundmass.

Small stumpy

prisms and small neddles of weakly pleochroic colourless hypers-

,
I
i

thene up to 0.25 mm in length are also seen in these glassy
patches; these are clear and are optically negative with a large
'optic axial angle and show straight extinction and 1ntersecting
(110) cleavages in basal sections.

I
I·
tI

No other pyroxenes were found ~

in these patches, but occasional hypersthenegrains were seen to
mantle the groundmass augite at the marg1ns of the patches.

Kuno

(19,0) has observed minute needles of hypersthene "in microscopic_

al cavities or coarsely crystalline acid patches" in the groundmasses of some tholeiitic basalts

an~

andesltes from Hakone

volcano, Japan, and the Hrossakambur example appears to be
similar to these occurences.

::'"'1.;.·--------------------------········---------
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The general appearance of the glassy patches suggests that
they are acid residua and the

hypersthe~e

may thus be an iron-

rich type; it is interesting to note that the patches are
I

texturally almost identicar to the acid centre of the Galgagil
composite intrusion (see

p.4~7)

which is of broadly similar

age to the thin grey basalt flows.
The thin flows of pale grey basalt are easily recognised in
the field, and are similar to flows reported from eastern Iceland
by Waiker (1960) who considers that they are not a definite
straigraphic group but are fresh non-zeolitized basalts of the
upper part of the lava sequences.

\'lalker reports that "Pale-

coloured basalts of similar appearance to the 'Grey Stage' rocks
have now been found by the writer more than midway down in the
Tertiary succession on a: number of mountains in eastern Iceland.
rt is quite clear that the pale colour there marks the condition
of normal and fresh olivine basalt, a condition in which certain
secondary minerals are absent (because the lavas have never been
sufficiently deeply buried), and which is characteristic of the
upper parts of the chabazite-thomsonite zone and the succeeding
zeolite-free zone.

Ollvine basalts are in this condition until

such time as zeolitization sets in, when the colour rapidly
darkens in response to the development of certain secondary minerals in the rocks".

Olalker,

Ope

cit., p. 5'25'-5'26.)

The pale grey basalt flows in the northern part of
Vatnsdalsfjall show a similar darkening in colour as they are

22.

follo'ved dOioffiwards from the top of the lava pile.
If

summit flows on Jorundarfell are pale grey, and

Thus the

25 m below the

summit one flow shows darker grey compact patches continuous
with the rougher pale grey rock; at 121 m below the summit, the
lava flows on the western summit ridge are all dark blue-grey
compact types.

The downthrown lateral equivalents of the pale

"

n

grey Jorundarfell summit flows at Oxl are light coloured and the
vesicles bear zeolites.
A similar downward· transi tion from pale rough roc l-c to dartc
,

I

compact rock is seen on Sjonarholl and at southern Sandfell

(750 m) in Vatnsdalsfjall.

In Vididalsfjall, the base of the

pale grey zone is seen 183 m below the summit of Hrossakambur
at 810 m on the northern ridge, and this level marks the highest
extent of the regional zeolite zones.
The thin basalts may represent a distinct stratigraphic
group in the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur area, as their vesicular
character and extreme thinness are very distinctive, and they
appear to be very similar to the thin highly vesicular flows
erupted from post-Tertiary volcanoes in Snaefellsnes and else,.,here in l'v'estern Iceland.

This distinction is made solely on

the basis of the strikingly uniform thinness and vesicularity of
these flows which is a very striking change in character when
1.

'viewed in vertical traverses of the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur area.

These rocks are designated tgB on Hap 1 and Chart I (inside back
cover).

23.
Einarsson (1962) has reported the occurrence of similar
~
"
flo\,IS in Steingrimsfjordur
(Northwest Peninsula) and Eyjafjordur

(Nortaern Iceland).

5.

KUBBABERG BASALTS

Thickness range 7.5-30.0 m.
thickness of

5

(Average

flows: 17.4 m)

These flows are easily identified in the field, as they
have a narrow basal zone of vertical columnar joints and
irregular cube-jointing (Icelandic "kubbur"

= cube)

in the upper

part; this upper part may make up 90 per cent of the flow
thickness.

Exposed surfaces of flows are very dark grey-black in

colour and are of smooth extremely fine-grained texture, with
occasional small lath-phenocrysts of feldspar up to 2 mm in
length; the rock breaks with hackly to conchoidal fracture.

A

few large vesicles may occur near the base and top, and these may
be infilled with quartz and chaledony, although the flows are
very fresh.

The Vatnsdalsfjall kubbaberg basalts sometimes pass

upwards into ochreous breccia bearing rounded lumps of fresh
basalt showing strongly chilled almost tachylitic selvages.
In thin section, these lavas are fine-grained intersertal
fabrics of minute plagioclase laths, pale brown clinopyroxene
grains and opaque ore granules with a variable amount of pale
brown isotropic interstitial glass often densely charged with
dark dust-like particles.

Glass appears to be more abundant

1
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in these rocks than in the tholeiites and this may indicate an
intermediate or andesitic composition.

Walker (1963) has drawn

1

attention to the greater abundance of interstitial glass in
basaltic andesites compared to tholeiitic basalts in the lavas
of the Breiddalur volcano.
No flow structures of parallelism of plagioclase laths were
seen in the samples examined.

A few phenocrysts of plagioclase

and pale bro'in clinopyroxene are usually present, and these may
occur as small glomeroporphyritic clusters.

A few subhedral,

sometimes skeletal pseudomorphs after olivine can be seen in the
Vididalur kubbabergs at

"

Bj~rg.

"
In the western side of Jorundarfell,
Vatnsdalsfjall, these
flows often rest on soft detrital beds, and similar flows resting
on lignite horizons are knO\iU in Eastern Iceland (Gibson et al.,
1966).

These workers suggest that columnar jointing develops

in basalts ponded in topographic depressions

and as lignite is

likely to be concentrated in such depressions the two types often
occur together (Gibson et al.,

Ope

cit.).

This interpretation

would partly explain the origin of the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur
kubbabergs.

Basalts of similar structure resting on soft

pyroclastic or detrital horizons have been described from numerous!
localities in the north, west and mid-south of Iceland by
Einarsson (1962), and from the Hangill area of southwestern
Iceland by Saemundsson (1967b).

Some of the examples quoted by

Saemundsson (op. cit.) are andesites.

The writer has observed

similar kubbaberg flows in Snaefellsnes, vlestern Iceland, which
rest on soft pyroclastic or detrital horizons.

6.

ANDf,SITES

Thickness range

4.5-46.5

m

(Average thickness

of 20 flows: 20.6 m)
These flows are markedly thicker than the basalt flows, and
may show columnar jointing throughout as does the spectacular

i
i

flow forming the summit scarp at Breid, Vatnsdalsfjall; platy
jointing parallel to the contacts is commonly developed in the
basal parts of the flows.

Andesites have a d.ark grey-black

colour on fresh surfaces and were distinguished from basalts by
their very fine grain and the presence of flow structures, which
may weather out to produce a conspicuous and sometimes contorted
banding on exposed surfaces, as at the base of the Breid andesite:
flow.

Other indications of flow are given by the parallelism of

the small scattered feldspar microphenocrysts present in most
of the flows.

Hany flows have vesicular tops and the vesicles

may show elongation in the direction of flow.
The flows often show a medium-brown colour on weathered
surfaces, and a dark brick-red patina is common on internal joint
surfaces •. The andesites break along the platy jointing or with
conchoidal fracture and produce a ringing sound when hammered.

=
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The more silicic andesite flows have yellowish tops, as
do the rhyolitic andesites of the Faskrudsfjordur area, eastern
\

Iceland (Gibson et al., 1966); these flows are more obviously
glassy in appearance and richer inferromagnesian phenocrysts
than the more basic andesites.

They are distinguished from

rhyolites by their lack of pitchstone margins and their higher
specific gravity.
In thin section, the andesites are mostly fine-grained
intersertal fabrics of minute plagioclase laths and minute pale
brown clinopyroxenegrains, often showing fluxion textures •

• andesites (Carmichael, 1964) the ore
As in the Thingmuli
mineral is often interstitial to the feldspar and pyroxene,
and small specks of brassy sulphide may be present in the more
basic type; pyrite-bearing andesites are seen among the Urdarfell flows in Vididalsfjall, but this pyrite may be hydrothermal in origin.
Euhedral lath-phenocrysts of plagioclase up to 4 mm in
length and occasional euhedral brown clinopyroxene grains are
present in most of the andesites, together with scattered
euhedral ore microphenocrysts.
In the more acid andesites, the eroundmass contains a
higher proportion of interstitial glass, often altered to
chloritic material, and the clinopyroxene phenocrysts are
often a pale green colour, which may indicate that they are

26a.

an iron-rich type.

Euhedral to

subhedral ' olivine phenocrysts

may also be present and these may pseudomorphed by greenish
serpentinous alteration products.
In all the andesites, the plagioclase and ferromagnesian
phenocrysts are often

intergro~n

as glomeroporphyritic clusters,

in which individual crystals may have embayments which enclose
glassy groundmass material.
Apart from the outcrops mentioned, andesites outcrop in the,
Glj~fur~ and Gilja rivers, in the

Hvammur succession and in

It

the western side of Jorundarfell.
One flow of rhyolitic andesite was found in the extreme
"

,

northern part of the Gljufura, and another was found
' .
It
sf jaIl, east of Masstadlr
and on Jorundarfell.

Only two such

,.

andesite flows were found in the area.

7.

RHYOLITES

Thickness range 30-64 m

Rhyolitic lavas are not common in the area mapped and were
found only in northern Vatnsdalsfjall.

Outcrops of th margins

1

of these bodies are poor and are complicated by westerly downfaulting and intense land slipping, but the

outcro~s

seen between

J8rundarfell and AXlaoxl are thought to be parts of the same
extrusion.

The rhyolite is highly fissile and breaks into plates]

along the flow banding; this flow banding may be

par~llel

to the

base of the flow but is often steeply inclined to this at 50
degrees or more from the vertical as seen north of Jorundarfell
and east of Aralaekur.

In addition, the flow banding may be

I

I
I
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contorted, and the folds in the northern part of the eXYusion

,
,,

were found to be overturned towards the west, indicating flow
from east to west; flow banding appears to be more noticeable
towards the margins of the flow.
The extrusion is,;aproned:by broad screes of pink and white
.

-.~-

platy rhyolite fragments and has lustrous dark green or black
pitchstone margins which are often brecciated like the acid flows
of eastern Iceland (Walker, 1962, p. 281).

Both upper and lower

margins eanbe seen in the 60 m section exposed east of Aralaekur.
The margins are about 4-5 m in thickness, and pass in:o a compact I:
and brittle steel-grey rack which forms the greater part of the

/1

flow.

I1

The flow appears to have been extruded explosively as

1I
IJ

11

,I

evidenced by the brecciated and re-welded base of the northern
part of the body, and the rhyolite is spherulitic and cavernous

"I

;~

,1

j!

towards the upper marg!n; the spherulites and vesicles may reach
diameters of 4-5 cm and vesicles are often lined with quartz,
;.'

i
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chalcedony and bright green secondary material.

In addition,

the flow is seen to pas s into a pi tchstone- breccia ,.,i th pinlc

"
acid matrix in the northern wall of Jorundarfell
at about the
850 m level, and no rhyolitic material was found further south
than 500 m from this point.
In thin section, the main part of the flow is a fine-grained
leucocratic fabric of alkali feldspar and quartz intergro\ffi in
a patchwork texture dotted with minute ore grains and occasional
. small subhedral
phenocrysts of

rods of zircon and apatite.

clea~

Euhedral lath-

acid plagioclase are scattered throughout

the rock, together with less abundant euhedral pale green
clinopyroxene grains and euhedral opaque ore phenocrysts.
subhedral

A few

grains of olivine were seen and these are completely

pseudomorphed by serpentinic material; these olivines were
probably originally fayalitic, by analogy with the similar
Raudaskrida olivine-bearing dacite described from eastern Iceland
by Hawkes (1924).

No phenocrysts of quartz or sanidine were

found in the rhyolite examined.

8.

FRAGI-1ENTAL ROCKS

A number of fragmental horizons were found intercalated
with the lava flows in the flood and central volcano successions
and the positions of these horizons are represented by dotted
lines in the sections of Chart 1.
Four main types of such fragmental rocks were distinguished
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in the field a.nd all of these except for one can be classified
as pyroclastic i.e. "material' produced by volcanic explosion
and • • • extruded as discrete particles from vents" (Fisher,
1961, p. 1412).

These four types can be further subdivided into

an acid and a basic group.
The fragmental horizons mapped fall into the tuff and
lapillistone groups of Fisher's (196l,table 3) classification,
having respective particle sizes up to 2 mm and 6'+ mm.
ACID Fll.\GHENTAL ROCKS

(a)

Tuff to LapillistQne types
Most of the pyroclastic horizons in the lava succession

were found to be of this type, which is found predominantly
in the lOvrest part of the lava pile.

These types are friable,

wi th a fine grained granular matrix of particle :'size com:nonly
less than 2 mm which is often of dusty appearance; this matrix
was found to be of a pale green colour in the more intense zones
of hydrothermal alteration and of a dark purple colour in less
highly altered

~ones.

A variable proportion of small subangular

fine-grained basic and acid rock fragments was found in these
types and the tuffs grade into lapil1istones by increase in the
size and abundance of these fragments; no attempt has been made
to trace varia.tions in the size and abundance of these fragments.
The rock fragments range up to about 30 mm 1n size and were
seen to be of fine-grained aphyric and feldsparphyric basalt types

29.
and some fine-grained rhyolitic types; occasional fragments of
dolerite and isolated crystals of sodic plagioclase and pink
augite were found in these pyroclastics.

The rock fragments

are interpreted as pieces of wall-ronk from the conduit from
1tlhich the pyroclastics 'Ilere ejected.
i

A few small rounded inclusions of altered fine-grained
and undeformed vesicular basic material were

fo~~d

in some of

these tuffs and these are tai{:en to be frag:nents of basaltic
pumice similar to those described from welded tuffs in eastern
Iceland by Walker (1962, p. 283).
Many of the pyroclastic h6rizons were seen to have a crude
basal fissility similar to that described in lOiofer Tertiary
tuffs from eastern Iceland by Tryggvason and Hhite (1955).
Pyroclastic horizons of this type were

"
in the Thin Flow Group in the Eyjolfsstadir

fo~~d

to be abundant

stream section

(Section 9, Chart 1) and similar types were seen at the same
I

,

I

stratigraphic level in the Kornsa,Gljufura, Helgavatnssel stream
I

and Vididalsa sections.

These horizons lactc individual field

characters and were not of great use in stratigraphic mapping,
but are taken to be the lateral equivalents of the tuffs and
I

agglomerates in the Galgagil-Urdarfell vent zone on the basis
of their petrographic similarity to these types (see p.131 ).
(b)

Compact turfs
Two tuff, horizons of this type were found in the area studied

and all were seen to bear small often angular shards of
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isotropic glass; no such shards were found in the type (a)
fragmental rocks.
The tuff which outcrops at intervals in the ground between
.

I

Hvammur and the western side of Krossdalskula is the best
example of this type and will be referred to as the Hvammur
tuff in the sequel; this tuff forms a useful stratigraphic
marker horizon (see Chart 1) as it is very distinctive in the
field.
The tuff was found to show a variable degree of compaction
along its outcrop and parts of the horizon exposed in
Vididalsfjall were found to be of a tough brittle purplish red
or dark brown rock streaked with small fra8ments of black basic
and pink or white acid material; this material has a similar
surface texture to a felsite and was seen to have a dull lustre

,

like that of pitchstone in the western Krossdalskula outcrop.
The section in the cliff about 1.2 km southwest from Krossdalskula was found to be:
Basalt lava overlying tuff
Dark orange-pink tuff, rather soft and
with crude basal parting

1.2 m

Tough compact darlc brown rock with dull
vitreous lustre; no vesicles were found
in this rock.

0.9 m

Dark orange-pintc tuff, rather soft and

0.9

,vi th crude basal parting

Basalt lava underlying tuff

ID
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The tuff in the outcrop of the sa:ne horizon at Hvammur is
fairly soft material similar throughout to the material in the
upper and 101'rer units of the western Krossdalskula outcrop and
is 3.6 m thick; pale acid fragments up to about 6 cm in length
and flattened in the plane of the basal parting were seen on
the weathered surface of this Hvam:nur outcrop, which was the only
outcrop, of the horizon,to be found in Vatnsdalsfjall.
In thin section, the softer parts of the tuff were found
to be made up of a felted mass of small angular shards of pale
brown isotropic glass; the presence of occasional Y-sectioned
shards in this matrix is taken to indicate that the rock had
undergone little deformation due to compaction.
i

Scattered small subangular rock fragments up to 6 cm in
length were found in this rock; these are mainly of finely
crystalline aphyric and feldsparphyric basalt types and f1ne-

\
~

I
I

grained holocrystalline rhyolitic and felsitic types, together
with occasional coarser-grained dolerite types.

A few small

fragments of glassy dacitic rock similar in texture to that of
the minor intrusions in Vididalsfjall (see Fig. 82) were seen in
the tuff and one fragment of quartzo-feldspathic granitic rock
was also found in a specimen'c of the tuff from the western
Krossdalskbla outcrop.

The range of rock types occuring as

inclusions in the tuff was found to be similar in all the

1

I
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localities examined.
As in the type (a) rocks, small euhedral single crystals
of sodic plagioclase and augite were found to be present; the
a.ugites in the Hvammur tuff are a pale green variety similar in
appearance to the ferroaugites of the acid intrusions, to be
described in Chapters 3 and 4.

These feldspar and pyroxene

crystals vlere not seen to show corrosion indicative of
disequilibrium.
A few small rounded inclusions of highly vesicular dark
bro1in glassy naterial were found in the tuff at all the localities:
examined, and these are felt to be pieces of basaltic pumice
'similar to those described from the Skessa tuff by Walker (1962,
p. 283).

The outline of the glass shards in the tough felsitic parts
of the Hvammur tuff is often hard to discern as these particles
are deformed and appear to have been fused together.

Trains of

these shards ca,n be seen to curve round the basic and acid rock
fragments in the rock, and this is taken to indicate that the
rock fragments remained solid during formation of this compact
part of the tuff (see Fig. 3 ).

The small basaltic pumice bodies

in the felsitic median zone of the western Krossdalsk&la outcrop
retain their vesicular appearance and are not noticeably flattened;
this is felt to suggest that they too were rigid at the time of
formation of the tuff, and they are believed to have originated
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in simi ar feshion to the basaltic pumice descr ibed by Talke r
(1962 , p. 283 ) who has suggested "that the basaltic mng.l

Has

erupted at the same ti me and probably from the same source as the
acid mat erial , that it became distended by gases to a froth , but
that it had congealed by the time it reached its present positio ,
unlike the aci d ma.te rial , which was t hen stil

pl us tic " .

FiE; . 3. '1'he ielsi tic uslded portion of the Hv a ur tuff from
Bak<la ur .
'rains of flattened glas shards can be seen to curve
round the inclusions in the rock .
large inclusion of basaltic
)umice lies in the upper part of the fiela , ~nd to the left of
this are some small clinopyroxene crystals (A) . Small pla~ioclase
cr stals (p) occ lr elsevlhere in the field , gna a Sf all 1i htcoloured , cid inclusion ( F ) ~ie at the right edge of the picture .
Plvne-polarized light , x 15.

(~oecimen

13) .

The compact felsitic portions of the Hvammur tuff seen in
Vididalsfjall (see Fig. 3) are so similar in field and textural
characters to the welded tuffs of eastern Iceland (Walker, 1962)
that they are interpreted as being welded acid tuffs of similar
origin.

These Vididalsfjall occurrences were not seen to bear

large vesicles of the type described by \'lalker (op. cit.) but a
few small irregularly-shaped cavities less than 1 mm in size were
found in the

i ....elded

median part of the Hvammur tuff and these were

Seen to be filled with minute crystals of silica minerals like
those in the examples from eastern Iceland.
The softer unwelded marginal parts of the tuff which consist
of undeformed glass shards are interpreted as sillar, using the
classification scheme proposed by Walker (op_ cit., p. 238, Type

.

A similar acid tuff with a w0lded basal portion was found at

,

the base of the Thin Flow Group in the Gljufura river bed north
of the road bridge; the succesion here 1s:
Basalt lava overlying tuff
Pale green tuff, soft and with
crude basal parting
Tough compact grey-green rock
with brittle fracture

0.9 m

Basalt lava underlying tuff
This tuff is hydrothermally altered, and the lower welded part

"---"--------~-------------""

"----
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was seen in thin section to consist only of flattened and
largely devitrified shards which curve round scattered euhedral
crystals of sodic plagioclase.

No basic or acid fragments ,.;ere

found in this tuff, and a few small cavities in the
seen to be infilled by silica minerals.

roc~

were.

No large vesicles of

the types described from tuffs in eastern Iceland by vlalker
(1962) were found in this tuff.
'1

BASIC FHAGHENTA:i:J ROCKS

ii
I:

Two horizons of this type were found, and each was seen to
bear small rock fragments set in a fine-grained matrix.
(c)

Type bearing basic and acid fragment§
t

A

t

15 m horizon of this type was found in the Grjota and

I

Gila stream sections in southern Vatnsdalsfja1l where it is
intercalated with fresh tho1eiite flows which are contemporaneous
wi th the l'hin Flo,., Group near the base of the lava pile (see

Section 9, Chart 1).

The sequence is:

Basalt:; lava overlying pyroclastic horizon

P,Yroclastic horizon with dark fine-grained.
and friable matrix which contains small
basic and acid rock fragments. The uppermost 0.5 m of this horizon is reddened.

15 m

Basalt lava with reddened top underlying
pyroclastic horizon
The horizon is massive in structure and shows little jointing or

36.
fra.cturing except for a few cracks which cut the entire thickness
of the body at angles oblique to its base.
The matrix is of a dark brown earthy colour and is friable
and fine-grained throughout; small angular rock fragments are
scattered throughout the body and these account for up to about

5 per cent of its volume.

These rock fragments range up to

8 cm across, are commonly about 3 cm in size, and form small
protrusions on the weathered surfaces of the body.

Fragments

of this size fall into the lapilli to block category of Fisher's
(1961) classification and the horizon is thus a lapillistone
vThich grades in places into an agglomerate.
The fragments were found to comprise a varied assemblage of
basic and acid extrusive end intrusive types, and fragments of
ophitic gabbro and dolerite were found to be common, together
with small fragments of compact and vesicular basalt types.
Small fragments of black feldsparphyric pitchstone are also
embedded in the matrix materia.l, and one angular 8 cm block of
a whiteish coarse-grained crystalline rock was found.

This rock

is made up of columnar sodic plagiocla.se crystals, elonzated
augite crystals, scattered ore grains and abundant interstitial
micropegmatite; the

roc~

appears exactly similar in thin section

to the more leucocratic parts of the HI basic granophyre hybrid
rock seen in Vididalsfjall and to be described at a later stage.

I

37.
Further outcrops of this horizon were found in the western

,

side of the hill Hulinn in sQuthern Vatl1.sdalur and in the 100 rn I

,

shoulder between Saurbaer and As.

The soft nature of the

pyroclnstic material means that it is easily eroded and no
I

outcrops of it vlere found north of As or on the flat moorland
between Vatnsdalur and Vididalsfjall.
(d)

TYVes bearing only basic fragments
Horizons of this type were found near the top of the thin

.

pale grey basalt sequence forming the uppermost part of the
'

,

Vididalsfjall lava pile on Hrossakambur and Asgeirsa.rhlass
(Sections 2 and 3, Chart 1) and also 1mver down in the succession
near Breid in Vatnsdalsfjall (Sections 7 and 8).

These horizons

are all marked Hy on Chart 1.
In all the localities cited, these horizons pass gradually
downwards over a few metres into the tops of basalt lava flows;
these flows are thin pale grey basalts in Vidida1sfjall and
kubbaberg flows in Vatnsdalsfjall, and small angular fragments
of these basalt tYges were found in the basal parts of the
respective fragmental horizons.
The main part of the fragmental horizons of this type is
made up of fine-grained ochre-coloured matrix material of tuff
particle size (Fisher, 1961); some preferential size sorting of
these particles was seen

in the Hrossakambur outcrop, the smallest

size fractiombeing concentrated in occasional thin layers up to

38.
about 1

c~

thick.

This fine-grained matrix material waS seen in thin section
to consist of small angular to subrounded fragments of honeybrown isotropic glass; these fragments are often of more or
less equant form and viere never found to have the splinter form
of the glass shards in the type (b) tuffs.

A few of the glass

fragments in the rock were seen to be vesicular.

Small euhedral

crystals of calcic plagioclase and augi te occur in the rocl{ as
isolated individuals or as crystals enclosed in the larger glassYI
!
fragments; many of the crystals enclosed by glass were seen to

I

be truncated at the edges of the glass fragments.
A few s:l1all rounded fragments of dart'>: vesicular glassy
basaltic material were found in parts of the rock and these are
so similar in ap?earance to the basaltic pumice in the type (a)
and (b) rocks that they are taken to be of similar material.
These rocks are very similar in texture and field occurrence
to the hyaloclastites described by Cucuzza-Silvestri (1963) from
Catania and also to the types from other parts of Iceland
described by Peacock (1926), Walker (1963, p. 48; 1966b), Tr.
Einarsson (1946, 1962) Digurdsson (1966~ p. 112), Gihson et al.
(1966) and Saemundsson (1967B.

The breccias described in the

literature are believed to have formed as a result of basic
lava encountering and being permeated by water and have been
classed as hyaloclastites by Cucuzza-Silvestri (op. cit.); the

I
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examples from the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur area show similarities to
the hyaloclasti te .' breccia and common hyaloclasti te' types in
the

pro~osed

classification of

Cucuzza~Silvestri

(op. cit.).

,

:

,

(
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1-2 STRATIGRAPHY OF

T~

VIDIDALUR-VATNSDALUR AREA

A total thict-cness of 1200 m of lava flows is exposed in the
Vididalur-Vatnsdalur area, of which 600 m (52.5 per cent) Can be
recognised as the products of central volcanic eruptions, by
analogy with the similar flows described in the central volcanoes
of Breiddalur (Walker, 1963), Thingm~li,(Carmichael, 1964),

"
Reydarfjordur
(Gibson et al., 1966) and Setberg (Sigurdsson,
1966a).
The Vididalur-Vatnsdalur succession is composed of two
phases of central volcanic activity separated by a period of
eroSion and extrusion of flood basalts; the upper ·most volcanic
phase is covered by the products of a final period of flood
basalt extrusion.

These two central volcanic phases ,viII be

referred to subsequently as the First and Second Central Phases.
Continuous sections over vertical intervals of more than
300

ID

are hard to find in the area, studied, due to faulting and

widespread superficial deposits; the thin succession of flood
basalts which separates the

tltlO

Central Phases, hO'\'Tever provides

a persistent and readily recognisable datum level in
for determining the stratigraphic
volcano lavas.

positio~s

~he

field

of the various central

The stratigraphy of the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur area'

is shown in the form of 10 sections in Chart I (see inside back·
cover), and a generalized section is given in Fig.

it.
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Fig. 4.

Two generalized composite sections through the country rock lavas,
showing the subdivision of the pile into central volcanic and flood
phases; the Vatnsdalsfjall Second Central Phase se~uence 'is much
thicker than the contemporaneous Vididalsfjall se~uence.
Porphyritic basalt groups are indicated by stipple; unornamented
parts of the sections represent undifferentiated tholeiite lavas.

...I
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The apparent thinness of the lava sequence in the area is
due to the presence of a large number of faults which cause
1:0

repetition of parts of the sequence

and·als~(the

originally

low regional dip of these lava flows; the greater part of the
sequence can be seen in the extensively faulted sections near
Hvammur in Vatnsdalsfjall over a total vertical interval of
little more than 1000 m.
THE FIRST CENTRAL PHASE;
The products of this phase are found ::l.t the base of the
lava sequence, and their upper limit has been fixed as the base
of the BFB Group; this group is believed to represent the first
lavas to flovT across the First Central Phase volcanic landscape.
The outcrops of First Central Phase lavas are scattered,
and were found to consist mainly of thin altered tholellte flows
(see Fig.

5).

No acid extrusions were found among the products

of the First Central Phase.
The thickest succession of First Central Phase lavas is
seen in the streams draining the west side of southern Vatnsdalsfjall, especially the Bakkalaekur and the stream which runs dOvnl
11

to Eyjolfsstadir (see Section 9, Chart 1).

A thickness of 180 m

"
of thin tholeii te flO1"S wa.s found in the Eyjolfsstadir
stream and
it is possible that this thickness is exaggerated due to several
faul ts which cut the group; the flQws laclc indi viduali ty in t11e

42 .

. 5.
Thin Flow Group tholei ' te lava flows /of
e First
ventral Phase in the northern part of the Gljufur streaJ bed ,
s~owin
crumbly hydrotherjall altered pale reen tops ~llch
have broken dOvm into small scree frag ents . Vie~1 north T rds
S
to d~p froll a distance of 1 k.i1 north of the GljD.fura road bridge .
The average thickness of these flows is nbout 3 m.
~i

field and exact determination of the total thiccness is not
possible .
about

5. 5

The average thic

ess of the flows was found to be

m, the extreme ranJ9 beinG

ossible that

SOlae

1. 5-7. 5

m,

d

it is

of these IIflows ll are sm'll flmy uni ts \Thich

resulted from the extrusion of tholeiitic

I

terial on to a

steeply dippin", surface , in the same fashion "s the thin flolv5

described from the Breiddalur volcano by Halker (1963).

The

flows have pale green vesicular tops which are often infilled
by carbonate, zeolites and epidote, and at least 8 thin acid
tuffs were found to be intercalated with this part of the
succession. (see p.

~

q

cmd Chart 1.)
fI

Thin flows similar to the Eyjolfsstadir types were found

,

in smaller thicknesses in the northern part of the Gilja stream
.

.

I

,

,

bed, in the entrance'to the Kornsa gorge, the Gljufura and in

,

the sc!lall stream draining eastern Krossdalskula towards
Helgavatnssel.

All these outcrops are of smaller thickness than

"
,
I
the Eyjolfsstadir
group, those in the Gljufura
and Helgavatnssel

streams having a total thickness of 40

represented by 6-10

ID

flO\'1s, and 2-3 intercalcated acid tuffs.

These acid tuffs laclt

individual field characters, except for one pale green altered

3.6 m tuff at the base of the group which shows a conpact

,

,

I

I

!I
I'

f:

,\-Telded central portion in the northern Gljufura and Gilja sections
(p.34 );

these two

expos~res

are believed to represent parts of

the same horizon.
No thin flo,.,s of this type "Tere found at the corresponding
I

horizon beneath theBFB group in the Gila stream bed; this
section lies only

3.5

11

km south of the Eyjolfsstadir section,

and this is taken to indicate that
out ra.pidly southwards.

the Thin Flow Group thins

The la.teral eql1i valents of the Thin

Flow Group in the Gll~ stream bed are fresh thole11te flows of

44.
average thickness 11.7 m"one member of this group of 20 flows
having a thickness of 30 m; a 15 m fragmental horizon in this
tholeiite group is remarkable in that it bears small angular
fragments of basalt, pitchstone, gabbro and hybrid granophyric
rocks up to about 10 cn in size (see p. 36).

This horizon

lies at the same tratigraphic level as the top of the Thin Flow
Group in the Eyj81fsstadir section (see Section 9, Chart 1) and
although not continuously exposed it can be found in southern
f

Vatnsdalur in the west side of Mulinn and in the 100 m shoulder

,

between Grimstunga and Saurbaer.

,

No rock fragments were found

in the Grimstunga outcrop, and in both these southerly localities
the tuff occurs within a group of fresh tholeiite flows similar

,

to those seen in the lower part of the Gila section.

The exact

junction of these tholeiites and the thin altered tholeiites was
not found but probably lies beneath the superficial deposits on

,

the moor west of As.
These thin tholeiite flows are believed to have been erupted
on to the sloping flanks of the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur volcano, by
analogy with the similar flows described from the Breiddalur
volcano (Walker, 1963, p. 34 and 40); the Thin Flow Group 1s
believed to interdigitate with the contemporaneous thicker

tholei~:I

ite flows which outcrop in southern Vatnsdalur and are taken to
be flood basalts lapping against the edges of the volcano.
estimate of the original dips in the area has been made as
there is no obvious regional dip and most of the older

No

lava flows have been tilted durin8 faulting; the instability of
the area will be apparent from the very variable dips on Map 1.
Andesite Lavas
Flows of this type were

fo~~d

in a small

n~~ber

of scattered

outcrops over a wide area, the most complete outcrops being seen

,

,
,

in the northern part of the Gljufura.

At the base of this

,

.

succession (at the mouth of the Gljufura) a thin 8.3 m andesite
flow lies beneath the Thin Flow Group; this flow is greenish
and altered, and 5ho\'1s some flovf-banding near the base.

This

r

rock contains numerous altered glassy patches in thin section,

I

and may be a type transitional to a rhyolitic andesite; no other

I

flow's of this type were seen among the First Central Phase
products.

A group of very fine-grained dark basaltic andesites

with platy jointing outcrops above the Thin Flow Group, and is
I

also seen in the northern part of the Gilja and in the east side
of Krossdalskhla at the 400 m level; this group consists of four

,

,

flm.fs totalling 37 m in the Gljufura outcrop, and the thickest
I

I

of these flows (22.5' m) lies directly belo,,, the Gljufura road
bridge.

Faulted parts of this group can be seen at intervals
I

I

along the Gljufura southwards to Helgavatnssel; the three flows
west of this point in the east

sid~

of Krossdalskula total 49 rn,

which indicat'es some thickening in the group from north to south
accompanied by decrease in the number of flows.

46.
Location of the probable northivard continua.tt"on of this
andesite group is not always possible in the highly faulte·d and
injected ground north of Krossdalsk1ila •. Small exposures which
I

I

may be part of the group seen in the Gljufura were found in a
fI

small stream south of Grof and on the moor just north of the
I

Holar eucrite intrusion.

Fine-grained andesite highly injected

b7 First and Second Phase cone-sheets was found at the 420 m
t

I

level on the northvlest side of Asmundarnupur in the form of a
single

15

ID

flow; this flow may be the thin

north~westward

continuation of the Krossdalskula group of flows and may have
I

been joined originally to the flows seen beneath the Holar
eucrite.
The only other outcrops of andesitic flows seen in northern il

!t

Vididalsfjall 'Vlere found on the 'toJestern and northern sides of

1\

I
I

Urdarfell, v/here a

I

50 m thickness of extremely thin dark basaltic i,
I

andesite units flecked with pyrite outcrops as a capping to the
granophyre intrusion formin.; the lOi'ler part of the mountain.
The average thickness of these units is 8.6 m but one was found

I

I!..

;I

:I

1

• I
, i

to have a thickness of only 1 m; these andesites have vesicular

i

tops and are usually aphyric, but some vlere found to be pla.gio-

,:

phyric.

A small sub-angular block of BFB about 10 cm in diameter.!

was found in the median level of the uppermost 4.2 m andesite
unit and the top of the unit was seen to bear numerous small
fine-gra.ined basic and acid fragments; six metres above the top

.\

of the andesite is the base of the

much~attenuated

BFB group

whose ba.se is taken. to represent the upper limit of the First

II,
I'

Volcanic Phase.
The extreme thinness of these lavas on western Urdarfell is
felt to suggest

th~t

they werepoured out on to a steeply inclined

surface; the present dip of the units is to the southwest at

25-30 degrees, and it is possible that the original dip was high, \'

!~

as the relatively viscous andesi tic lava would tend to form
thicker flm,vs on more gently sloping surfaces.

I
i:

~. ~

The small basic

and acid fragments in the uppermost unit are interpreted as
t

ejectamenta from the nearby Galgagil vent area which showered
down on the moving lava and \vere stirred into its upper part.
A small patch of platy-jointed andesite was found in the

1I

Krossdalur stream bed at the 475 m level; the exact stra.tigraphic "
I
position of this small outcrop is uncertain in the highly injected!
and fractured ground, and it is buried by thick scree in the

I1

stream valley walls, but it lies beneath the BFB group, as do

I

i

the other andesite flows.
I

The three Gilja andesi te flO\'1s are exactly similar in
I

I

appea.rance to those in the northern Gljufura section, and they
o.utcrop immediately above the Thin Flo\v Group tholeiites; these
andesite flows are obscured by superficial deposits in the lower
•

northern slopes of Vatnsdalsfjall, and lava of similar type is
not found south of this point until the lo'''er vlestern slopes

48.
near Hjallaland farm, 'ltlhere much-broken pIaty nndesi te similar
,

I

to that in the Gljufura type locality outcrops at the 220 m
level as. a flm.; of uncertain thicl-cness'largely obscured by scree
and dipping east at about

15 degrees.

This andesite flow lies

in the HjaIIaland-Hvammur trough sequence, which will be describe
later; if this trough h01..,rever, is followed southi·mrds to the
west side of Vatnsdalur, a similar andeslte horizon is seen to
outcrop at 48

ill

in the shoulder above Flaga farm; the thickness

of this flow is not knovm, as it is broken and faulted, but it
dips northeast at 20 degrees, and it seems possible that it
may be the continuation of the flow seen in the HjaIlaland section in view of the similar structural position of these t"TO
bodies.
The most southerly exposure of andesite was found high in
If

the Eyjolfsstadir stream; this occurs as a single rather broken
10

ID

flow lying 163 m belm" the base of the BF3 group (see

Section 9, Chart 1) at approximately the same stratigraphic level ;
as the other andesite outcrops described.
The First Central Phase andesite lavas described occur in
the core and on the flanlcs of the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur volcano;
the northern Vididalsfjall flows are

f~lt

to be extrusions in

the core zone of the volcano, as they outcrop in the most
intensely altered part of the area, and their thinness suggests
that they were erupted on to a steep ground surface, probably

the upstanding pyroclastic cone surrounding the G~lgagi¥vent
area.

All the other, thicker, andesite flovrs are taken to have

been erupted on to the flanks of the volcano.
The upper,nost flovls in the First Volcanic Phase bet'l.feen the
topmost andesites and the BFB Group base are tholeiitic usually
aphyric types similar to those in the Gil~ section, showing
smooth brO'tV'n exposed surfaces, faint irregular basal parting e.nd
crude prismatic jointing; these flows are thought to represent
the contemporaneous flood lavas which gradually encroached upon
ru1d buried the gently dipping lavas of the central volcano.
TU e Flood Basalts

succeedin~

the First Central Phase

The First Central Phase lava flo'w's are overlain by a
relatively thin successfon of flows v11th very distinctive field
characters; the arbitrary base of this part of the succession

, ,

is taken as the base of the Grjota BFB Group and the top is the
distinctive Hvammur tuff (see Chart 1).

A few tholeii te flO'tlJ's

(of total thic:\:ness up to about 5'0 rn) "'hich may belong to the
flood group were

fOQ~d

below the BFB Group base, but these do

not have distinctive field characters and so the BFB Group base
has been taken as the base of the flood basalts as it represents
the first distinctive and widespread transgression on to the
Central Phase landscape.

The total thickness of this flood

basalt cover is abotit 85 m in Vatnsdalsfjall and 165 ID in

Firs~
i .

,i
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Vididalsfjall, a minimum of about 22 m being found en the
mountain Urdarfell in northern Vididalsfjall.
These lavas are felt to be flood basalts as they show
consistent characters over the l.vhole of the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur
area; the occasional development of reddened weathered tops
and thin intercalated brick-red dust beds suggests that the
flows were extruded at longer intervals than the central volcano
lavas.
There is evidence that the lavas of the BFB Group poured out i:
on to cm irregular landscape, cmd this has had some effect on the:
thickness of the group at some localities; the form of this
1

landsca.pe will be considered in the section on Structure.
~a

Four north-trendingtdykes ranging in thickness from 1-9 m
were found in southern Vatnsdalur (see Hap 1) and it is in this
part of the area that the group attains its greatest thickness
I

I

of 55 m in the Gr jota; the lO1.vest flo1.1 in the exposure north of

,

Koradalstunga lies only 100 m above a 9 m BFB dyke and it seems
possible that this dyke fed the lavas to the surface.
,

I

In the Grjota, the BFB Group consists of four richlyporphyritic flows bearing 40-45 per cent by volume of bytowuiteanorthite crystals up to 2-3 cm in size; these flows range in
thictcness from 7.5-15.0 m and a 12 m aphyric tholeiite flow lies
exactly halfway up the group.

The three lowest feldsparphyric

flows lie on thin brick-red dust beds.

An 18 ID olivine-tholeiite

flow lies on the topmost BFB floyl but the IIvammur tuff was not

i,

!.

51 .
found at this loca i ty 1nd

m~.'

have been reil0ved by s bsequent

erosion followin o extrusion of the flood basalts .
The.!jIi'

Group shmvs sliGht thinning in the Hofsstallar a.nd

Grenjaklettar cr .;s as it is folloi.led northuards , and swin..;s
vlest-'Tards dmmhill tOllards Rv' 1'lr in a monoclinal structure
which carries it 600 m belo\.; its outcrop in the Grenja cletta.r
cliffs (see Hap 1 and Figs 2 , 6 , 11 and 12).

6. View of the southern end of the Ijallaland - vanm r trough
loolcint; east-'lards fro Undirfe11. The steep dip of t le flovlS
formi . the trou~h is clearly seen .

~ig .
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The group consists of four flows totalling

50

m at the

lowest exposed point of the monocline, and the IOvlest flow at
this locality is 21 m thick as compared vdth the
flow in the Grjbt~ section.

7.5

m basal

A 35 m group of five thin olivine-

tholeii te flows overlies the Hvam"!1ur BFB flmvs, and these thin
flows have thin coarse-grained ·'pegmati tic" plagioclase-pyroxene
veins similar to those described in rocks of this type from the
ReYdarfjgrdur

area by \'lalt{er (1959).

Immediately above these

flows is seen the pale ochre-pink Hvammur tuff, which is 3.6

ID

thick at this locality and bears numerous off-vlhi te acid fragments.
The BFB Group is poorly exposed on the eastern side of

\\

Vatnsdalsfjall as it is covered by superficial deposits as f a r ;
north as the gentle slopes east of Hjallaskard and the top of
the group is seen here protruding through grassy cover.

A small

faul ted part of the group outcrops in Hj allas'Iard 1 tsel! and the
BFB top can be follmved northw'ards from this point along the
lower eastern slopes of Jorundarfell until exposures fail just
south of the small Saudadalur eucrite intrusion.

No outcrops

of BFB were found north of this point except for a small faulted
remnant in the slopes east of IIra.fna.1{lettar.
Small steeply dipping exposures of the BFB Group were found
on the western side of Vatnsdalsfjall near Mosnskard; these
dip vlestwards at 35 degrees to the horizontal and pass int'J more

53.
gently inclined units towards Hvammur.

Outcrops of the olivine-

tholeii te and Hvammur tuff units ,,,ere not found in the east·
side of Vatnsdalsfjall, and these units may have been removed
by erosion in the interval between the end of the flood phase
and the beginning of the succeeding Second Central Phase.
No outcrops of the BFB Group or Hvammur tuff were found in
the low-lying moor on the west side of Vatnsdalur; this gound
is cut by numerous north-trending faults and the dips of the
scant tholeiite exposures in this part of the area indicate that
the BFB may lie only a short distance below the surface (see
Section CD, Map 1).
The EFB Group next outcrops in the southern part of the
I

'

,

Gljufura stream bed as broad slabs dipping to the southeast at

4-5 degrees near Bordsteinar; west of this point the group
appears as poorly exposed slabs and blOCKS in the faulted ground
of the moorland and the small streams which drain the east side
of southern Vididalsfjall.

Flows of olivine-tholeiite similar

to those seen in the Vatnsdalsfjall sections overlie the EFl3

,

.

,

in the Gljufura, but exposures fail before the river bed intersects the Hvammur tuff level and this unit is seen only in the
small streams such as the Sellaekur and those south of Bakdalur.
The BFl3 Group is seen northwards from Batcdalur in the east
side of Krossdalsk~la; and is not exposed immediately south of
this section due to thick landslip and drift cover; three flows

,,
1:
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of EFB totalling 48 m were found in the Krossdalskbla section,
two 19.5 m flows being separated by a 10.5 m flmv.
BFB flo\; lies 33

ill

The basal

above the highest andesite flow in this

section (see Chart 1), and the uppermost feldsparphyric flow
is succeeded by a mixed group of flows which includes some
olivine-tholeiite types similar to those seen in the Vatnsdals-

,

,

fjall and Gljufura sections, together with thin intensely
weathered olivine-tholeiite types.

A 2.1

ID

orange-red acid tuff

outcrops 165 m above the BFB base and this is taken to be the
continuat'ion of the HV8.mmur tuff seen in the Bakdalur and
Sellaekur sections in southeastern Vididalsfjall.

The BFB Group

is cut off by ~ fault in the stream running from Krossdalsld:lla
to Helgavatnssel and the next outcrop found is a small altered
mass of

BFB

largely buried by scree at the 700 m level in the

northeast ridge of Skessusaeti (see Maps 1 and 2); the rocks
here are extensively propylitized due to their proximity to the
central intrusive zone.
A thin 10

ID

group of three BFB flows with vesicular tops

wa.s found resting directly on the thin andesite units of
northwestern Urdarfell, and these feldsparphyric flows are
overlain by a. small thickness of thin mostly aphyric tholeiite
units and are cut by thin First Phase intrusive sheets.

The

extreme attenuation of these 3FB flo\.;s suggests that they flowed
on to or lapped against a steeply inclined surface, and they

,
r

I
have been correlated with the thicker BFB flows of the flood
sequence in the absence of similar flows elsewhere in the lava
pile.

/

!

It seems possible that these thin BFB units were flood
i

J

lavas which thinned out to a "feather-edge ll as they lapped

I

,

I

against the upstanding agglomerate pile in the Galgagil vent

I

area; no BFB units were found on the east side of Urdarfell,

l

northern Skessusaeti may have fonmed in similar fashion to the
thin Urdarfell units as the first flood lava flows moved across
the irregular First Central Phase land surface.

Thinning of this

type has been observed by the writer in Quaternary basalt flows
near eruptive cones and valley walls in western and southwestern
Iceland.
The outcrop of the BFB Group now swings southwards and can
be seen dipping southwest at

15

degrees at the 750 m level in

•
the stream draining the west side of Krossdalskula;
from here the
group passes westwards into a small capping on the Sandfell ridge
and it is then downfaulted in steps westwards into the

11elrak~a

dalur valley floor where it outcrops with a southerly dip of 6
degrees in the Dals~ stream bed.

,
I

and the apparently small EFB thickness already described on

The outcrops between the

Sandfell ridge and the Dalsa are somewhat discontinuous, but
I

some olivine-tholeiites similar to those on east Krossdalskula
outcrop above the level of the EFE Group and the Hvammur tuff is
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seen above these basal ts a s a 3
(see p • .30 ) at 635

r.1

ID

horizon vIi th

Cl.

welded centre

in the south wall of the broad corrie

I
drained by the stream running fro:TI \vestern Krossdalskula
down
I

to the Dalsa.

Thus the three most distinctive ·uni ts in· the flood

succession maintain the same sequence and general field

chara.cter~
,
i
!

,

in both the Vididalsfjall and Vatnsdalsfjall

successio~s.

i

The BFE is overlain by relatively coarse-grained olivineI

tholeii te flows in the Dalsa stream bed in

lIelra:,~lradalur,

but no

J
i J

'11
:i
"

outcrops of the Hvc.mmur tuff were found in the drift-covered
:i I

ground at the head of the valley; the BFB '"as traced

·~;estwards

"
from the DalsaI into Hogg
whence it continues round the lower
j;

western slopes of

I

I

Asgeirs~rhlass

"

into the Asgeirsa stream bed.

Here the Group has a thickness of about 32

ID

and appears to

,contain three flows; olivine-tholeiites similar to those in the

,

Dalsa outcrops succeed the feldsparphyric flows but no outcrops
,

I

of the Hvammur tuff were found L1 this Asgeirsa section.
A few scattered outcrops of BFB slabs with gentle easterly
inclination were found on the Vididalur moor nearThbruk-:)t, and
one of these was seen to end abruptly

a~ainst

a north-trending

faul t; the base of the BFB Group w·as not exposed in these lowrelief exposures.
The BFB Group outcrops in the south of Vididalur in the
Vididals~ banks opposite Hvarf farm and here consists of three

flOlvs totalling 25.5 m; the ti.,ro lo\"est flows are not so richly

;' !

57.
porphyritic as those in the more easterly exposures of the
group and they are also thinner than these other flows, their
thicknes ses( from 10"\vest flow upvrards) being 7.5, 4.5, ruld 13.5 m.
This contrasts strikincily with the thic:mess of the flows in
the Gr j~t~ type-section (see p. 50 ).
The Vididals~

flo"wvs can be traced ,,,est"w'rards across the

BFB

low ground of Vididalstunga to the rapids at Kerafossar where
they are cut by a fault; the faulted continuation of the Group
is obscured by superficial deposits a short distance west from
.;

I

the banks of the Fitjaa.

~~o

outcrops of the olivine-tholeiites

.

,
I

were found in this low-lyin3 part of the area; the BFB flows
are, however, very resistant to erosion and form a readilyrecognised feature even when largely covered by superficial
deposits and vegetation.
THE SECOND CE?'TT!.iAL

".

I
.

I

:

i

: i

PIIAS~

The greatest thicknesses of Second Central Phase products

j'!
I'

!' f

are seen in the northern half of Vatnsdalsfjall and the more

I

distinctive andesite ond rhyolite flows are apparently confined

I

I

I

i

to this part of the area, the contemporaneous lateral equivalents,!
of these units in Vididalsfjall having more of the character of
extrusions on the flanks of the volcano.
The lower limit of the Second Central Phase rocks has been
tc.ken as the base of the Hvammur tuff and the upper limit has
been taken as the base of the thin pale grey basalts (tgB), as

58.
there is evidence that these latter flovls buried the highest
exposed a.cid products of the volcano; the Hva.mmur tuff may have
been the first extrusion frem the Secend Phase volcano.

Isopachs

i

drawn for the Hvammur tuff indicate that this horizon thickens

,

t01.<fards the Hvammur-Kornsa ground in mid-Vatnsdalur and it 1s
thus tal;:en to have been extruded from a vent in this area (see
Fig. 7).
The Vatnsdalsfjall SU9Qessiou
The thickest part of the

(a)

Pre-erosion Extrusions

~uccession

exposed in Vatnsdals-

fjall is seen in the sections betvleen Hva.mmur and Hjallala.nd.
Continuous exposures of the earliest Second Volcanic Phase
products are seen in the lowest part of the

trou~h

at Hva.mmur

where 16 m of thin vesicular flo,vs lacking distinctive field
characters overlie the Hvar.lmur tuff, and on these flO'\vs rests a
single 6 m flow of the Tabular-Feldspa.r Basa.l t (TFB) rich in .
large tabular phenocrysts of labradorite up to I cm in lensth.
A thin 3.6 m flow of

,
si~ilar

TFE was found in the Dreid cliff .at

the eastern lip of·the trough and this also rests on thin

:i

t

i!

vesicular flows; the only TFB exposure found south of Hvammur was;·1
I

,

a slab in the stream bed south of Sjonarholl on the Vatnsdalsfjall:'

i·

;

!

summit plateau.
Further exposures of TFB occur in the west side of
Vatnsdalsfjall near Hjallaland ,.,here the flows dip southvards at

30 degrees in the north end of the

Hjallaland~Hvammur

trough; the

.. 1

.
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The eastern part of the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur area, showi~.g
the outcrop of the Second Central Phase extrusives in the
northern half of Vatnsdalsfjall.
Isopachs drawn for the
Hvammur Tuff are also shown, and these indicate some thickening of the horizon towards the ground just south of the
Second Central Phase outcrop.

59.
outcrop of the group rises from the 200 m level to the 360 m
,"

level i.'lhere it dips north at 12-15 degrees and reaches its
greatest thickness of four thin flmvs totalling 24 m.
"

"

The TFD

Group can be followed nortl-n.,ards from this point for a short
I

distance before it is obscured by scree east of Hasstadir farm,
and no further exposures i.vere seen on the ,,,est side of
Vatnsdalsfjall. ,

4.5 m flow of TFB was found in the northern
,
"
part of the Gilja stream bed east of Axlaoxl, and the next
A single thin

exposure of the group is on the east slopes of Vatnsdalsfjall at
I

11

the 500-600 m levels opposite Nauta Thufa and Jorundarfell; the

j,

TJ:t'B Group at this point consists of three flo,Y's totalling 18 m.
The two thickest measured sections of the TFB Group lie on
,

east

and~west

tI

Jorundarfell at respective distances of

,

4.5 and

,, !,
i:

;!

2.5 km east from the Hnjukur basic plug; the gabbro core of this
plug bears tabular labredorite phenocrysts identical to those

I

I

,r

in the TF:3 Group and is thought to have fed TFB material to the
surface, "lhere it formed a flow group of very limited extent
ivhich is nOi., seen only in the northern half of Vatnsdalsfjall.
The TFB Group in the Hvammur end of the Hjallaland-'fIvam:nur
trough is succeeded by a 30 m seQUence of 10 thin tholeiite and
olivine-tholeiite flo,,,s ranging in thickness from 1.5-8.1 m;
some of these flows contain very small feldspar phenocrysts, but
none were found to have distinctive field characters.
1

ill

A thin

pink-i.vhi te pumiceous tuff ,·ras found in this p3.rt of the

60.
sequence (PmT see Section 8, Chart 1); this tuff contains
occasional euhedral black pyroxene crystals up to 1 cm in length,
and can be traced into the upper eastern part of the trough
sequence in the Breid cliffs, but was not found in other outcrops
of this part of the sequence.
A fresh 18 m basaltic andesite flow with well-developed
platy basal parting lies on top of this thin flow group, and
this is succeeded by two thin olivine-thole1ite flows totalling
about 11 m.

Above these flows in the Breid cliff is a

15

m

thickness of detrital beds bearing basalt pebbles and boulders up
to 2 m in in greatest length, (see Fig. 8) among which are
boulders of BFB and TFB types; the matrix of these detrital beds
is gravel of variable grain size in which much fine-grain yellowbrown dusty material is present.
These boulder beds pass upwards into a large number of
crudely stratified units in which the average particle size is
usually less than 10 cm, the matrix being similar to that of
the boulder beds (see Fig. 9).
The crudely stratified units pa,ss upwards into a 110 cm
horizon of fine-grained sediment lacking pebbles or boulders;
this horizon consists of three units:
{Top)

3

7 cm

Extremely fine-grained buff
mudstone showing some faint
undlstrubed lamination

61.
2

80 cm

Lov/est 15' cm are medium-grained pale
grey sandstone; this passes upwards into
pale buff mudstone like that in unit 3

1

23c!i1

Lowest 15' cm are pale grey sandstone
which passes gradually upwards into buff
mUdstone like that in unit 3

Fig. 8. The coarsest lower part of the detrital beds in the
Breid cliffs at the eastern margin of the Hjallaland-TIvam~ur
trough, sho"ring the lacle{ of stratification or size sorting in
these deposits and the limited degr.ee of rounding in the
boulders. The hammer handle is 35' cm long.
The coarseness of the detrital beds increases rapidly jhd
stratification disappears \v-esti.v3rds from the Breid cliff, a
thich:ness of about 141+ rn bein~ present in the cliff about 300

r.1

62.

Fig. 9.- View of the upperoost part of the Breid cliff section,
lool{in.; to the north. At the base of the secti on are detrital
beds showing some stra tification iNi th ,.re st,~ard dip.
ITyaloclastite (RY) and kubbaberg (K) units rest on the detrital
beds and are overlain. by the colwnnar Braid andesite flow with
brecciated base (B). The exposed part of the andesite is about
25 m thick.
.
south from the exposure in the top eastern edge of the trough'
in the Breid cliff section.

The basalt

reach greatest lengths of 1-2

ID

and

bo~lders

ShO'V1

in this

depos~t

angular form iVlth very

little rounding' (see Fig 8)jthe boulders are of the same lava
types as those seen in the Breid section deposit and they
appear in the deposit.in reverse order to that in vn1ich they
i<fere extruded as the boulder bed is followed upwards.

Thus

boulders of TFB are common in the lo'vest levels of the detrital
j

beds and boulders of BFJ are more common in the uppermost levels;

1

this apparent depositional order is taken to be due to dowIn<fard
erosion of the Second Central Phase land surface by a stream
which cut through successively lovJer horizons in the lava pile.
The detrital deposits to the north of the Breid cliff
section lie in a small stream valley which drains the ,,,est side
of Vatnsdalsfjall from Breid tovlards IIjallin, and they outcrop
intermi ttently over a vertical interval of about 136 rn, shmving
the same lack of stratification and size sorting as the deposit
south of Breid.

This northern detritus outcrop lies along the

east margin of the IIjallaland-Hvammur trough, and its northernmost part can be seen to pass gradually into crushed BFB flood
basalt flows along a north-south trending fracture zone.

No

outcrops ·of the detrital deposits were seen north of the crush
zone which marks the eastern lip of the Hjallaland-HvamulUr trough,
and the deposit is believed to be vledge-shaped, thinning out
eastwards beneath the lava flows south of Nosaskard.

These

tillite-like deposits may represent the base of the Quaternary
succession in the Vididalur-Vatnsdnlur area or alternatively the

I
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onset of "cold-climate" Upper Tertiary conditions; \'lalker (1964a) .'
places the base of the Quaternary successiori in eastern Iceland
at the lowest interbasaltic bed of tillite or tillite-like
material.
(c)

Post-ero~ion

Extrusions

The first lava flows to cover the erosion products show
field characters v,rl1ich indicate that they formed in specialized
local environ.nental conditions; these flows are da.rk fine-grained
and compact kubbaberg basal ts (see p. 1.3 ).

The 10 m flo,.,

resting directly on the uppermost mUdstone unit in the Breid
section is a 10 m l{ubbaberg type ,vi th a basal zone of regular
polygonal vertical columns 1 m in height which pass upwards into
a mass of small irregular cube-joints.

The top of this flow

passes gradually into a breccia in which small scattered subrounded fragments of the darlc fine-grained lava are set in an
ochreous yellow-brown fine-grained matrix; some of these fragments
w'ere found to sho,,, thin selvages of lustrous black glassy material.

The lava fragments were found to range up-to about 20 cm

in greatest length and a few have globular pillow form but most
are irregular in form.

The general appearance of this fragmental

horizon is very similar to that of breccia bodies associated
with basic lavas described from Iceland and Catania (see p. $8 )
and the body is believed to have formed by basic lava flowing
into a body of water resting on the detrital deposits.

Many of

65.
the examples of such breccias in other parts of Iceland are
associated with kubbaberg or columnar basalt flows, and these
kubbaberg types are thought to originate by cooling and ponding
of basic lava in wet environments, as has already been mentioned

(p.14 ).
The first kubbaberg flow at Breid is succeeded by a thicker
30 m kubbaberg of identical appearance which lacks the upper
breccia zone seen in the 100v-est flm.;, and this later flow was
presumably erupted ina.less moist environment or into a shallovler
depth of 'vater than the 101vest flow.

A

thicl~

well-developed columnar jointing rests on the

lt9 m andesi te ,d th I
upper~ost

flo",: and the basal 1-3 m of the andesite consists of a breccia

of small closely-fitting sub-angular

15 cm in size (see Fig. 9).
material

vJ'aS

vitr~ous

!

No extensive development of matrix

pale yellow dusty material in cracks in the breccia, and the
by

I

blocks up to about !

seen in this breccia, apart from a small amount of

zone appears to ha.ve formed

I

kubbaberg I

the intersection of numerous

irregular cracks in the base of the flO1'[; somG floW' banding is
seen in the breccia blocks, a..'1d this runs continuously through
contiguous blocks, indicating that no great movement deformation
of the .andesite base took place during brecciation.

The general

appearance of this breccia suggests that it formed by extremely
rapid cooling of the flow base, and it may have formed in
similar fashion to the scoriaceious rubbly bases of.the

66.

Pleistocene andesites of the Setberg area (Sigurdsson, 1966a,
p. 93); these flows are believed to have flowed over Ita body
of water or water-logged ground" during which the steam formed
fragmented the lava into scoria.

Geikie,(1897), described

andesite flows of Lower Old Red Sandstone age from Ayrshire
which showed basal breccia layers, and he suggested them to be
of "highly viscous lava which was shattered as it moved along
under water" (op. cit., pp. 334-335>.
The unbrecciated lower part of the Breid andesite is
prominently flow-banded, the bands weathering out as prominent
basal partings along which the rock splits with ease; much of
this flow-banding in the lower part of the andesite is contorted
and folded, the folds in this locality being overturned
predominantly towards the west, indicating flow from an easterly
source.
This thick andesite flow at Breid is overlain by a sheetlike body of brick-re4 acid tuff about 7-8 m in thickness which
often shows irregular red and dark grey banding; this body is
tough and indurated and looks like a dacite in the field, but its
petrographic inhomogeneity suggests that it is a welded tuff.
The body is also structurally inhomogenous in the field, some
parts

being sheet-like in form and others, especially near the

base, being made up of blocks of the brick-red material welded
together in a matrix of the same material as the rest of the

body; in parts of the body no matrix material is seen between
the individual blocks, which range up to about 30 cm in greatest
length.

No rock ot this type was tound in any other part ot the

Second Central Phase sequence, ~nd the outcrop is believed to
be part of a small pyroc1astic body developed locally near to a
small vent; no distinct base to the body was tound in the tield
and it may be connected to a concealed vent whose position (and
that ot its surface products) was controlled by the prevailing
north-trending fracture system formed at the end of the flood
phase separating the two Volcanic Phases.

The present outcrop

ot the tutt has been glaciated and is too small to indicate the
torm of the original structure to which it was connected.
!be Breid turf body marks the top of the Breid. succession,
but the thick columnar andesite tlow on which it rests can be

"
followed northwards into the west side of Jorundarfell
where it
rests on two kubbaberg flows which total

35 m and have similar

appearance and stratig1aphic position to two tlows in the Breid
section but no intervening development ot hyaloclastite (see
Section 7, Chart 1).

These tlows rest on rotten thin flows and

no detrital deposits were found in this section.
The andesite is overlain by two dark

1; m kubbaberg tlows

separated by a 12 m hyaloolastite brecoia layer similar in
colour and torm to that seen lower in the Breid section.

Tbe

lower ot these two kubbaberg flows thickens considerably as it
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is traced southwards towards Breid, reaching a thickness or about
30 m on the west side of Mosaskard.

The presence ot these flow

types and the repeated development of a hyaloclastite horizon
suggests that this part of the area was susceptible to flooding
and it may have been a low-lying topographic depression liable to
subsidence at this stage of the central volcanic activity.
The kubbaberg flows are succeeded in the Jorundartell
"
section by an 80 m thickness ot aphyric 'tholeiite flows ranging
in thickness from 6-31 m; some of the thicker flows in this part
of the sequence may be flood flows interdigitated with the central
volcano flows, as they show similar field characters to the flood
tholeiites developed at some distance from the volcano in the
Vididalsfjall sections.

At the top of this tholeiite group rests

a 12 m basaltic andesite flow with platy basal parting and the
dark colour typical ot these very fine-grained rocks, and this is
overlain by a 16, m thickness of tholel1tes and vesicular olivinetholeiites, the former ranging from about 6-16 m in thickness and
being common at the base of this sequence and the latter types
being about 6 m in thickness and more abundant nearer its top.
n

At about the 800 m level in the Jorundartell section, the
thin olivine-tholeiite flows are succeeded by a

,8 m feldsparphyrie

rhyolitic andesite flow with a slightly vitreous appearance in its,
basal part which lacks the glassy lustre seen in the rhyolites;
this unit shows some flow banding and prominent platy parting

which may be inclined at 50-70 degrees to the vertical near
the base of the north J~rundarfell outcrop and it has a yellowish'
rubbly top similar to the rhyolitic andesites described from the
F~skr~~j8rdur area (Gibson et al., 1966).

i

This flow appears to

thin rapidly southwards towards Breid, and no outcrops of it were:
found south of Jorundarfell.
"
An acid breccia bearing subrounded blocks of black lustrous
rhyolitic feldsparphyric pitchstone up to

50 cm in size in a

fine-grained pink matrix overlies the rhyolitic andesite flow;
this breccia is similar in appearance to the marginal facies of
the rhyolite flow at axl and is believed to be the southernmost
part of this flow exposed in Yatnsdalsfjall.

The breccia reaches

a thickness of 30 m on the east side of Yatnsdalsfjall and this
gradually decreases almost to zero thickness on the west side of
the mountain, forming a surface which dips westwards at about
degrees.

5

An 81 m group of four basaltic andesite flows resmon
11

this rhyolitic material on the west side of Jorundarfell and it
can be seen to thin westwards to zero thickness across the north
face of the J8rundarfell summit cliff ln a horizontal distance of
less than a kilometre, the individual flows showing the relation"
of offlap which suggests that the flows came from a source to the
west of Vatnsdalsfjall.

This andesite group represents the

highest-level unit of the Second Central Phase in Vatnsdalsfjall
and is succeeded conformably by a few thin tholeiite flows and
thin pale grey olivine-tholeiite flows making a total thickness

70.

"
, ot 123 m at the summit of J'orundarfell.
,

The thickness of Second

Cen~ral

Phase rocks in'north

Vatnsdalsfjall amounts to only 435 m, compared with the 616 min
the J'8rundarfell-Hvammur sections (see Chart 1) and there are
fewer distinctive horizons than 1n the more southerly sections.
The levels of the Hvammur tuff and TFB groups in north Vatnsdalstjall can only be inferred from the sparse available outcrops, and"
the bulk of the lava pile in this part of the area is built of
thin floys, no detrital deposits, tuffs, kubbeberg or basaltic
andesite flows being found.

l'

The predominance of thin basalt flows;

suggests that the northern Vatnsdalsfjall sequence developed on
the sloping flanks of the volcano; the angle and direction of

fl

this~

slope are not known with certainty, due to the effect ot tilting
along the numerous faults.

In addition, the sections examined

j

I1

are believed to lie between at least two eruptive centres, one in i~
~
'fi
i

the

I

,

G~lgagil-Hnjukur-Hvammur

ground, and another in the north ot

;1
~

:1

Svinadalsfjall, the products of which probably interdigitate.

,

The lavas succeeding the TFB Group in the Masstadir

~ II

d'

;:!

;1

"

'.;

section (Section 6, Chart 1) are thin flows,' often vesicular
throughout, of aphyric tholeiite which pass upwards atter about
56

ID

into a l30'm sequence of very fresh thin 1-2.5 m flows (or

flow units) of ol1vine-tholeiite; these flows have the pustular
dark greenish surface typical ot oliv1ne-tholeiite lavas and have
occasional black spots ,due to the presence ot scattered olivine

{
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phenocrysts.

These rocks appear similar in thin section to the

Type 1 Second Phase olivine-tholeiite minor intrusions of the
Vididalur-Vatnsdalur area, to be described in Chapters 2 and 3.
Above these flows lies a

75 m group of thicker aphyric tholeiites

with a few intercalated

thin flows; this group may represent the

interdigitation of contemporaneous flood and volcano lavas, and
none of these flows show distinctive field characters.
A 30 m rhyolitic andesite flow bearing teldspar and terromagnesian phenocrysts lies immediately on top ot this tholeiite
11

.

group, and shows similar field characters to the Jorundarfell
tlow, having a platy basal parting and darker grey colour than
the rhyolites; in addition, this flow has a yellow rubbly top
like the Jorundartell
tlow, and may be the northward continuation
"

ot this tlow.

i

I

The rhyolitic andesite is tollowed by about 42 m

ot thin olivine-tholeiite flows on which rests the lustrous black
teldsparphyr1c p1tchstone base ot a large rhyolite body; this
p1tchstone base is locally brecciated in similar fashion to thatseen further south and 1s about
in the screes at the top ot

~-5

m in thickness, be1ng exposed

M~sstadir

section and it is also seen.1

<

in the west side of Sandtell and in the clifts above Aralaekur.
The basal pltchstone passes up into a pale steel-grey teldsparphyric rhyolite which shows some flow banding and local development

ot spherul1tic and cavernous structures near its upper margin,
(lee

p. 2.1 ).

1
,

The upper margin is also ot black pi tchstone which

'I

q
11
J
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can be seen in the cliffs east ot Aralaekur and in the slopes

"
east ot !xlaoxl.

Much ot the rhyol1te tlow exists as pale pink,

white or grey scree fragments but solid outcrops with platy basal
parting can be seen on the summit of Sandrell (903 m) and at the
base of the cliffs east of Aralaekur, where the rock shows good
tlow band1ng; this banding is.cons1stently overrolded towards the
we~t,

1nd1cat1ng that flow was trom east to west 1n this part ot

the extrus10n.
The rhyo11te flow dips west at about 30 degrees 1n the
Sandtell outcrop and here reaches 1ts max1mum thickness ot about
64 m; the north end ot the outcrop above Aralaekur reaches a

,,.

j

thickness ot about 30 m and dips towards the west but appears to

!

l1e near the horizontal as it is followed east across the north

t

end of Vatnsdalsfjall.
The flow is succeeded by thin pale grey basalt flows 1n the

.,fr:
;\

ft
".
ground between Axlaoxl
and Jorundarfell.

A few thicker tholeiitesl

are usually round at the base of th1s group and these and the

,~

~

;~

lowest thin flows are sometimes seen to be banked up against the

"
rhyolite as on the northeast side or Jorundartell,
indicating
'

that the acid extrusion formed an upstanding bun-shaped feature.

d

i

/"1

il

;1

i

'\I

An 18 m wide swarm of east-southeasterly trending thin black I
feldsparphyr1c pitchstone dykes ranging in thickness from 0.;-1.2 '\
'I

m lies at the north end or the rhyolite outcrop on the Sandfell
summit ridge.

These dykes are near-vertical and may show flow

"
,\
I
;1

d
~
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banding with flow fold-crests pointing upwards and feldspar
phenocrysts aligned with their long axes parallel to the walls ot
the dyke.
The Vididalsfjall Succession
The total thickness of Second Central Phase extrusions in
Vididalstjall is far less than that exposed in Vatnsdalstjall,
amounting to only 160 m from the base of the Hvammur tutt to the
base ot the thin pale grey basalts in the Hrossakambur-Krossdalsk~a section (Section

tound in this sequence.

3, Chart 1), and no acid extrus10ns were
The bulk ot the sequence above the

i
I':

Hvammur tuft 1n the Krossdalsk~a section 1s made up ot thin tlows

ot tholeiite and olivine-tholeiite types which range in thickness
trom 3-8 m, the 011vine-bearing types being often crowded through- .
•
out with vesicles, 1n contrast to the less vesicular olivine-tree
types.

A few thicker tholeii te flo'to[s up to 21 m thick outcrop at

intervals throughout the succession, but these do not show
distinctive field characters and have not been differentiated in
the sections.

Most ot the upper part ot the Vididalstjall lava

pile has been removed by subsequent erOSion, and it is l1kely that
a considerable thickness of flows lay between V1didalsfjall and
Vatnsdalstjall at the end ot the Second Volcanic Phase, as
indicated by westward extrapolation from the Jorundarfell-Hvammur
sections.
Four ot the tholeilte flows in the north tace ot Krossdalsk~a are very fine-grained arid dark in appearance and may be
J

andesite types; none of these flows, however, show the welldeveloped platy parting of the First Volcanic Phase basic
andesites.
This mixed flow-group is followed by a 20 m group ot three
compact basalt flows rich in small bytownite phenocrysts up to
about; mm in size and bearing occasional olivine and augite
phenocrysts; this group is deSignated the Small-Feldspar Basalt
The general appearance ot this rock type in thin

Group (SFB).

section is identical to that of the Second Phase type 1 minor
intrusions and the thin olivine-tholeiite units already described
trom beneath the rhyolite in the north Vatnadalstjall sections.
This SFB Group is of apparently limited extent, and was not
.•

•

t

I

••

-'"

•

tound in the Asgeirsa or Asgeirsarh1ass sections southwest ot
~

•

:1

Krossdalsk~a or in the east side sections ot Vididalsfjall (see

Chart 1, sections 1, 2 and ;).
The£resh basal part ot a small prismatically-jointed flow

•
•
of this SFB type was found on the summit ridge ot Asmundarnupur
in the north ot Vididalsfjall; this outcrop lies about 100 m south ::,

ot the small ~smundarn~pur teldsparphyric basic plug (see Fig 4;) :!
and is ot similar rock type to this plug.

Although no direct

connection was seen in the tield between the two bodies, their
close association in space and their petrographic similarity
suggest that they are ot related origin, and it ls possible that
the plug was a teeder to the SFB lava tlows.

The ground between

7,.
~smundarn~pur and Krossdalsk&1a is much· broken and propylitized
but some largely propylitized SFB sheets were found on the north
side of Skessusaeti, and these may represent the faulted northward
continuation of the group from KrossdalskJ1a.
The second Central Phase lava flows in the southern part of
Vididalsfjall are mainly aphyric tholeiite types with no special
distinguishing features in the field and they may represent flood
basalt flows encroaching on the upper levels of the volcano flanks.
The total thickness of the flows decreases from east to west across
Vididalsfjall, and although the Hvammur tuft is not exposed in all

ot these sections, an estimate of this decrease can be made from
tbe total thickness of lavas between the top of the BFB Group and
the base ot the thin pale grey basalts at the top ot the succession.!.
These thicknesses are listed below for sections 1, 2, and 3

or

Chart ls
KrossdalskU1a section

(3)

270 m

•
•
Asgeirsarhlass
section

(2)

162 m

(1)

110 m

• section

Hvarfsgj~

the

loUD,

east
to
west

Basalts

The SrE Group on the south side ot Krossdalsk!l. is overlain
by • thin
by a

22~

se~ence

ot very thin tholeiite flows which are followed

m group of

,7 thin pale grey olivine-tholeiite

flows
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(average thickness 3.9 m); these flows are vesicular throughout
and contain no infillings, and have ochreous to brick-red coloured
scoriaceous tops.

These thin flows are exactly similar to the

thin pale grey vesicular basalt units seen In the upper levels of
the Vatnsdalur lava pile, above the rhyolite on Jorundarfell
(see p.

,z ).

The thin pale grey basalt flows rest with apparent conformity
on the lavas beneath them In the north side of Hrossakambur and
no erosion surface was seen at their base but they can be seen to
I

have gentler dip than the underlying !.lows (see Fig. 1).

The tlows

show little variation in texture, but a tew are plagiophyric and
a thin group of three thicker porphyritlc flows totalling

~l

m

and bearing small bytownite phenocrysts was found with its base
at about 90 m below the summit ot Hrossakambur; this group was not
located elsewhere in Vididalsfjall.
A

2.~

fine-grained hyaloclastite horizon outcrops 3 m below

the summit plateau of the same mountain; this horizon contains
abundant

scatte~ed

angular scoriae ot pale grey basalt up to about

10 mm In size which show some reddening.

The matrix ot the

hyaloclastite is ot ochre-coloured material which is seen in thin
section to consist ot small isotropic brown glass fragments (see

p.38 ).

The matrix material shows some stratitication, with

occasional thin regular laminae of very fine-grained material
parallel to the base of the bed.

No tuffs ot this sort were found

77.
in the Vatnsdalsfjall pale grey flow sequence, but the probable
continuation of the Hrossakambur horizon was found in the upper

•

•

I
levels of Asgeirsarhlass and in the north wall of Hvartsgja.

A breccia bearing vesicular fragments ot the pale grey
tasalt in an ochreous matrix similar to that of the Hrossakambur

,

palagonite outcrops at 290 m in the Hvarfsgja stream; this lies
on crushed tholeilte flows and is succeeded by thin pale grey
basalt flows which persist to the top of the succession.

The

breccla is not well exposed, but may be a pyroclastlc horizon of
similar type to that seen farther up in the lava pile.
Van Bemmelen and Rutten (1955, Fig. 37 and p. 160) recorded
the presence of "Older Pleistocenebasalts" as a high-level cover
to the Tertiary Basalts ot Vldidalstjall and Vatnsdalsfjall and

,

.

called these rocks the Laxardalur Series for the area west

or

the central neovolcanic zone of Iceland; these authors equate these
young basal ts

w1 th

the Grane Stute or tlGrey Stage" lavas ot

Pjetursson (1910).
Other young basa1ts are present in Vididalur, notably in the
low Bjorg
" ridge which runs along the west side of the valley on
I

the west side of the Vididalsa.

Five flows ot extremely fresh

compact kubbaberg basalt were found in a total thickness ot about
40 m on the east side of this ridge, but no base to the group vas
seen, and by analogy with the Vatnsdalstjall types, these flows
are thought to have consolidated in a topographic depression in

78~

similar fashion to the Vatnsdalsfjall kubbaberg flows.
A small faulted outcrop of very tresh columnar basalt
similar in appearance to the basal colonnades of the Bjorg
" flows
was found in the east bank of theVididalsa• just north of Sida
(see Map 1); this outcrop dips northwest at 8-30 degrees and
rests on an erosion surface of First Central Phase basalts cut
by early set cone-sheets with easterly dip.

The erosion surface

dips west at 8 degrees, and disappears southwards beneath a
detrital deposit which bears numerous well-rounded basalt
fragments ranging in size from less than 1 cm to about 60 cm, these
fragments are commonly ;-12 cm in size and are set in a dark grey
sandy matrix.

Little bedding or preferential size sorting ot the

fragments was seen, but scattered lenticles ot silt and sand occur
throughout the deposit, which is taken to be part of a stream or
,

river course.

No acid fragments were seen 1n the deposit and the

basalt fragments are dominantly of pale grey material simllar to
the flows 1n the south of Vididalur and in the uppermost part ot
the lava pile; one 18 cm fragment of SFB-type basalt was found In
the deposit and the predominance ot younger basalt types and the
absence of acid fragment_s Is felt to suggest that the deposit Is
itself ot very young age.

The poss1ble southwards continuation

ot the detrital material is seen 1n the sharp bend of the Vldidalstwest of Stelnsvad where It fills a 178 m wide 'trough section
carved in a soft green tuff or the F1rst Central Phase; no further

·L

I1

I

19.
outcrops were found south of this point.
It seems likely that this deposit marks an early drainage
channel 1n Vididalur during the Pleistocene, and it lies at the

" kubbaberg
.
approximate level of the base of the BJorg
flows.

These

lavas are believed to have flowed along this stream bed to acquire
their present elongate outcrop; subsequent erosion after faulting
of the flows produced inversion ot relief in the manner illustrated:
by Cotton (1952, p. 359 and Fig.·189) for other examples of basalt;

flows occupying drainage channels.
The BJorg
" basalts show similar mineralogy and microscopic
textures to the thin grey basalts in the south ot Vididalur and
in the higher levels of VididalsfJall and they bear occasional
phenocrysts ot plagioclase and olivine.
A small outlier of tresh basalt 8 m in thickness rests on
river gravel on the top ot Borgarvirki, and this lava shows similar field characters to those of the thicker basal flows in the
pale grey flow sequence near the top of the succession 1n the
Axla8xl section ot nothern Vatnsdalsfjall.

This lava has been

described by Tr. Einarsson (1962, p. 38) who noted that the rock
has reverse magnetization and he suggests that the lava flow has
been "somewhat disturbed by tectonic movement".
The lavas beneath this young Borgarvirki lava and the river
gravel are glacially striated aphyric tholeiites with crude
prismatic Jointing and greenish hydrothermally altered tops; these
flows lie above the First Phase eucrite intrusion and are felt to

I

I

I
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be either flood or flank flows or First Central Phase age, being
similar in appearance and degree of alteration to the tholelites
Which lie between the Thin Flow Group and the basaltic andesite
flows near the

I

I

Glj~rura.

road bridge.

,
i!
, I

.;

:

,

:

,

,
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1-3 STRUCTURE OF THE COUNTRY ROCK LAVA PILE
The general structure of the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur area is
outlined by the present outcrop of the distinctive BFB Group,
which shows evidence of having undergone frequent vertical

displacement in the ground enclosed by the Vididalsa• and the

north-trending tault lines which pass through the Grenjaklettar
cliffs ot Vatnsdalstjall towards ~s~

This central area is cut

by numerous faults, and the ground outside the limits-mentioned
is less faulted and appears to have remained relatively stable
throughout the time sequence

repre~ented

by the exposed rocks

in the area as is indicated by the disposition ot the BFB Group

I
I

'I

,i

southwards from Grenjaklettar (see Map 1).
Attitude of the Lava Pile
The original regional dip of the lava floys in the Vididalu~'
Vatnsdalur area is hard to determine with accuracy, and no
estimates ot this original value or dip corrections for later
crustal movements have been attempted.

Local variations in dip

L•

due to the juxtaposition of central volcano products and flood
extrusions are often seen as in the thin BFB Group outcrops on
Urdarfell and in the thin pale grey summit flows banked up againstl
"
the high-level rhyolite extrusion on Jorundartell.

These local

variations in dip are further complicated by tilting of faulted
blocks in the central part ot the area, and there is evidence
that in some parts of the area several temporally separated

!
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movements occurred along the same fault plane, as in the swarm

"
ot north-trending fractures which cuts the Hvammur-Jorundarfell
part of Vatnsdalsfjall.
The dip ot the lava flows in the area studied decreases
with increasing height in the lava pile, and this is very
•

noticeable in the ground between

Krossdalsk~la

(see Map 1, Chart 1 and Fig. 1).

and Hrossakambur

The EFE Group at the head ot

Krossdalur has a southeasterly dip of

1; degrees and the SFB

Group on Krossdalsk~a dips southsoutheast at about 10 degrees;
the thin grey basalts on the summit ot Hrossakambur dip southwards at about 3 degrees.
The attitude of the older lava tlows has also been atfected •t
I
f

by the emplacement ot intrusions, and this will be discussed

:~

(~
\

:

I

later.

;I

Fracturing ot the Laya Pile
<a)

yatnsdalur and Vatnsdalstjall
The available evidence indicates that fracturing and normal

taulting of lava flows began at an early stage in the accumulation:
ot the exposed sequence.

Most ot these tractures are dyke-tilled

tissures about which little vertical displacement has occurred,

"
as in the Gljufura
and

,

Korna~

river sections, and these will be

considered later in the section on Dykes.

Discussion or the

cone-sheet fractures will also be left to a later stage.
The dominant trend of the observed tracture system in the
t

V1d1dalur-Vatnsdalur area is· between north and nortbnortheast
(see Map 1 and Fig. 13) and is well seen on air photographs of
the area; the sides of Vidida1ur trend parallel to this tectonic
direction but Vatnsdalur has been eroded along a northnorthwest
direction across the dominant fracture and tectonic trend.

Barth

It

(1950,Fig. 4) and von Bulow (1962, Fig. la) suggested that a
northnorthwest tectonic trend predominates in the VididalurVatnsdalur area; their suggestion is not substantiated by field
evidence.

" for the
The northnortheast trend suggest by von Bulow

extreme northeast corner of the area (loc. cit.) is however
supported by the present field evIdence.
The small north-trending taults which cut the Thin Flow

"
Group 1n the lower. part of the Eyjolfsstadir
stream section are
believed to be among the first faults in the Vldldalur-Vatnsdalur
lava pile.

These fractures do not appear to pass up into the

BFB flows exposed on the Hvammur slopes, but they displace the
Thin Flows downwards towards the west.·· Faults or similar trend
and downthrow direction cut the BFB Group and Second Central
Phase lavas in the Hvammur and Breid sections, and can also be

.

seen to cut the youngest pale grey basalt flows at the top ot .

,

the lava pile, as on Sjonarholl.

Faults ot north-northeast trend

,

cut the youngest exposed extrusions 1n the north ot Vatnsdalstjall
as can be seen 1n the gradual westerly downstepping ot the
Axlaoxl-Jorundartell rhyolite flow and rhyolitic andesite tlow
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beneath it.

The base ot the rhyolite flow is displaced a total

vertical distance ot about 250 m in 3 km over this ground and
is cut by at least five faults.
Most ot the Vatnsdalstjall north-trending faults were found
to downthrow towards the west, and there is evidence that taulting
occurred at numerous stages of the extrusive sequence and may
even have been'continuous.

The tault planes are inclined between

0-30 degrees to the vertical.

The north-trending taults on the

west side ot Vatnsdalsfjall appear to have been active over a
considerable interval ot time, and one ot these faults was found
to brecciate the EFB Group exposed above Hjallin; later movements
along this tault plane caused it to cut both the detrital beds
tormed by redistribution ot the original fault breccia and the
younger lava flows which overlie these deposits.

This evidence

indicates that movement occurred at frequent intervals during
the extrusion ot the Vatnsdalstjall lava sequence.
Most ot the faults in the area have relatively small downthrows less than 20 m, but larger downthrows have been tound, as
in the prominent north-northeast trending tault which cuts the

,

rhyolitic andesite tlow east ot Masstadir, downthrowing it to
the west by about 58 m (see Fig 10).
A fault on the east side ot Hjallaskard downthrows the BFB
group about 200 m to the east into the Saudadalur valley floor;
this appears to be a relatively young movement, as it cuts'thin

,
'"

Fig. 10. View of the north-northeast trend1ng fault (dotted)
which cuts the l ava sequence near Masstad1r, looking southwards
across Vatnsdalur towards Fell. The rhyolitic andesite flow is
seen resting on tholeiite flows in the upper left foregr ound crags
and ~n the small pinnacle in the centre of the picture. The summit
of Jorundarfell (1018 m) is seen in the upper left middle distance
and the top of the snow patch marks the approximate base of the
thin pale grey basalt flows. A second fault, parallel to the
first, passes just to the left (west) of the prominent tabular
feature on the near skyline.
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pale grey basalt flows.

It is possible, however, that these

larger downthrows are characteristic of the older faults in the
area; Saemundsson (1967b) has noted that the downthrust in the
faults of the Hengill area of southwest Iceland seems to decrease
pari passu with the age ot the formations involved.
Some of these faults were seen to be intruded by basic
dykes as in the fault near MAsstadir (see Fig. 10), the BreidI

Grenjaklettar section, and the Kornsa and north

I

Gilj~

stream beds.

In the M~sstadir fault, a fresh young dyke is seen to cut an
older sheared dyke, and this indicates some renewed movement
along the fault plane; both dykes are near-vertical.
,

I

The near vertical fractures in the Kornsa and Gilja sectionsl
are filled by dykes, and vertical d1splacement on opposite sides
of the fractures appears to be of the order of only a few metres.
The amount and d1rection of downthrow in many ot these faults is
difficult to determine due to the lack ot distinctive lava

horiz~

ons in the low ground between Vid1dalsfjall and Vatnsdalstjall.
(b)

VidiAa1ur anA Vididalsfjall
The faults in th1s,part of the area show the same general

field features as those in the eastern halt ot the area and most
of the faults found have a north to north-northeast trend.

Many

of these faults have been intruded by basic dykes as can be seen
in the faults between Krossdalskfila and the Sellaekur stream
(see Map 1).

,,i

~,.

I

One of the greatest downthrows found was in the stream

,

draining the west side of Krossdalskula, where a north-northwest
trending fault downthrows the BFB Group to the west by about
200 m (see Section CD, Map 1); the probable northward continuation
of this fault passes through the west slopes of Urdarfell where
it cuts the Melrakkadalur-Urdarfell granophyre intrusion and
its lava capping.
The faulting pattern in the north of Vididalsfjall 1s more
complex than that 1n the ground farther south, and the trend of
the faults associated with the intrusive complex is very variable
as can be seen on Maps 1 and 2.

One of the most prominent of

these faults is the east-northeast trending fracture which can be
traced from the south part ot Urdarfell east to the ridge south
of Raudkollur.

This fault appears to downthrow to the north, as

the base of the BFB Group outcrops at about the ~O m level on the
-

west side of Urdarfell north of the fault and again at 750 m on

I
I.

1

l

\
I

I
3
i

!
I

the ridge south ot Sandfell, a distance ot 2 km down-dip from

I.

Urdarfell.

!

Rough estimates of the total subsidence

1

along this fault,

assuming constant dip, were made by calculating the altitude at
which the BFB Group would outcrop on Urdarfell if there

had.bee~

no subsidence; this was done by up-dip extrapolation of the
outcrops at Vididalstunga and on the Sandfell r1dge •. The former
locality represents a relatively undisturbed part of the area,
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unaffected by uplitt due to cone sheet injection; the second
locality represents an uplifted part of the area.

The data are

shown in Table 2 and indicate approximate maximum and minimum
values for the subsidence of the lavason Urdar!ell ot 880 m
and 340 m respectively.
Table 2
BFB outcrop
Locality,
with altitude and dip

Vididalstunga
80 m, 50

Sand!ell rid~e
750 m, c.15

Distance
up-dip to
Urdartell

Calculated
altitude ot
BFB outcrop
on Urdartell

(660 + 80)
7lfo m

7500 m

=

2000 m

(530 + 750)
1280 m

=

Estimated
Subsidence
(corrected tor
present altitude
ot BFB on
Urdarfell)
(740-400)
34 0 m

=

0'

(1280-400)
880 m

=

Other fracture zones in northern Vididalsfjall have a
northeasterly trend; these are particularly noticeable in the
ground between Urdarfell and

e

e

~smundarn~pur.

The Urdartell

faults appear to have caused only small displacements 1n the
lava capping, but the easternmost ot the taults in this eroup
appears to down throw to the northeast by a considerable vertioal
I
I1

'

distance on the north side or ~smundarn~pur; the exact amount of
this downthrow is uncertain, but if the small andesite exposures
on either side of the fault wera originally joined, this downthrow would be or the order of 120 m.

This fault forms a narrow

(about 300 m) zone of parallel fractures in the precipitous
north side of

I

I

I,

and appears to cut the eucrite

Asmundarn~pur,

I

I'

I

intrusion exposed at Holar.
Other Fractures in the Lava Pile
A near-vertical crush zone with west-northwest trend waS

,

"found in the Tungua stream bed at the southern end of Vatnsdalur;
this zone appears to be about 100 m wide and was not seen to be
injected by dykes.

The crushed lava flows in the stream bed

have a highly sheared appearance, the larger fragments showing
a crude platy form which is aligned parallel to the walls ot the
fracture, and the vertical displacement of the walls appears to
,

I

be extremely small, as the Gila turf outcrop in the west Side
t

of MUlinn lies at the position indicated by strike lines drawn
on the Gila• stream bed outcrop.

No outcrop of this fracture

was found west of the Tungua locality.
to be very recent and may be

This fracture appears

a transcurrent

fault or the

I
I

j
I:

similarly-trending types recently round in mid-Iceland by Dr.

I

K. Saemundsson (Mr. I. B. Fridleifsson, pers. comm., 1968).

r

9ther vertical Moyements in the Laya Pile

(a) Vatnsdalst3all

The most remarkable structural feature of the lava pile

I'
J

I.

I

I

1

,
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is the elongated trough-shaped structure which outcrops in the
west side of Vatnsdalsfjall between Hjallaland and Hvammur (see
Figs. 2a and b, 6, 11 and 12); this trough shows a maximum
length of 7 km along its northnorthwest axis of elongation, and
a width of about 3

km

transverse to this axis (see Map 1).

The

best section of the lavas forming the trough is.: seen in the slopes ':
east of Hvammur, where the south end of the trough has been
eroded away to expose its component lava flows as highly tilted
~2

units dipping west at up to

degrees.

In this section the

oldest lavas forming the trough are those of the BFB Group, and

!:

,,;

a continuous succession is exposed up to the level of the thin
!;

flow group which succeeds the TFB Group; thus the trough is

"

,i
i

formed from the products of the flood phase and the early part

ot the Second Central Phase.

,:

The northward continuation ot the trough is outlined by
the outcrops of the BFB and TFB Groups (see Fig. 26); both these
Groups can be traced up into the Breid cliffs, and the broken

I.
1

northward part ot the BFB Group is seen dipping west at about

35' degrees above Hjallin.

::

The north end of the trough is

::
!1

outlined by the steeply dipping TFB flows in the lover west slopes':,
,

:;

!'

ot Jorundarfell, and these units can be seen to swing down the

!

i

l

i

slope to a level beneath the Hjallin lens where they dip at

30 degrees to the south.
The dip of the lavas on the eastern edge ot the trough i8

1

!

.; ,!

.,
" .

~

Fig. 11. View of the steeply dipping flows in the eastern side of the Hjallaland-Hvammur
trough, looking northwards to the ·lake Flbdid. The detrital deposits are seen near the ~t
border of the picture, and are cut by a fault plane now occupied by a basic dyke. The
\.0
distinctive columnar Breid andesite flow outcrops at the summit cliff left of the fault.
......
The Hjallin lens occupies the lower part of the trough and the hummocky ground formed by
its roof is clearly seen; beyo~nd the lens lies the HnJftkur plug.
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Fig. 12. View of the northern part of the Hjallaland-Hvammur
trough near Hjallaland farm, showing the steep southerly dips of
the thin flows in this part of the area. The dip of these flows
decreases as they are followed northwards (to the left of the .
picture), and they are overlain by gently dipping post-erosion
flows of the Second Phase in the upper part of the secti on.

up to about 10 degrees in a northeasterly direction; the
western edge of the trough is not so clearly defined, as the
BFB and TFB horizons ar e not exposed on the west side of
Vatnsdalur, and the lac k of distinctive horizons in tbe 100 m
shoulder makes determination of their position difficult in this
faulted ground.

The possible form of the west side of the
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trough as deduced from dips of the available exposures is
inaicated 1n Section COl Map'l, and it seems likely that the
trough is asymmetric with wteeply dipping lava flows on all
but its western margin.
L1ttle faulting was seen in the tilted flows except 1n the
eastern edge of the trough in.the Grenjaklettar cliffs, and
the trough flows appear to have been gently flexed by a gradual
slow movement.

It is apparent that the axes of the monoclinal

eastern part of the trough exposed in the Hvammur slopes trend
parallel to the regional northerly fault system; the elongation
of the trough also trends parallel to these faults, and it
seems likely that the faults exerted some control on its
development.

A further clue to the origin of the trough is

given by the presence of the small faults which cut the underlying thin Flow Group (see p.83 ) but not the flows 1n the
lower part of the Hvammur monocline.

It is felt that slow

westward step faulting along these tractures 1n the Thin Flows
proceeded together with ,slow sagging ot the gradually accumulating BFB and later tlows to produce the Hjallaland-Hjallin
trough structure; the increasing overburden due to slow
accumulation ot lavas above the Thin Flows may have initiated
the original tractures.

In addition, trom purely morpholmgical
c

considerations it seems unlikely that the approximately oval
plan shape ot the trough could have formed as a result ot uplift
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in the block east of Grenjaklettar; uplift would probably form a
dome structure east of the trough such as those developed in
n

the Reydarfjordur area near the Sandfell laccolith (Hawkes and
It

Hawkes, 1933> and at Haugaoxl and Thernunes (Walker, 195'9,
p. 387; GIbson et al., 1966, p. 19).

These three uplifts in

eastern Iceland are associated with subjacent intrusions and
the lava flows forming them are highly tilted; the lavas of
the Thernunes uplift have undergone a high degree of local
hydrothermal alteration and a dense swarm of dykes and minor
intrusive sheets is associated with the uplift.

No hydrothermal

alteration was found in the Vatnsdalsfjall plateau top between
Grenjaklettar and Svartfell andrdnor. intrusions are only sporadically developed, so that.it seems unlikely that subjacent
intrusions capable of producing a 600 m uplift exist beneath
this part of the area.
The densest part of the Vid1dalur-Vatnsdalur basic dyke
swarm passes close to the position of the trough (see

p.lO~

)

and the country rock shows a greater degree of hydrothermal
alteration west of and beneath the trough than to the east of
it; in addition, the trough lies in a zone in which bedded
chalcedony infillings are found in a variety of rocks.
E 6 ,).

(...

The isopachs for the Hvammur tuff indicate that this
.

t

horizon thickens towards the Hvammur-Kornsa ground, and a few
small basic and acid sheets.were found in this part of the area

95.
(see Maps 1 and 3).

The ground ln which the trough lies thus

has much ot the character ot the core zone ot a volcano.
Walker (1963, P. 44-45) has interpreted the highly propylitized
and dyke-injected core zone of the Breiddalur volcano as a
zone ot irregular subsidence, and he estimated that a collapse

ot about 450 m occurred in this zone.

A similar subsidence of

about 600 m" has been calculated in the core rocks ot the
Thingmti11 volcano (CarmIchael, 1964, p. 436) and Sigurdsson
(1966, p. 64) has suggested that the core of the Setberg central
volcano underwent considerable subsidence due to the partial
emptyIng of the underlying magma chamber and collapse of tWe
weakened superstructure.
11

• and
The core zones ot the Lon
.

.

Alttatjordur central volcanoes in eastern Iceland have also
undergone subsidence (Walker

19~a).

The field relations and tectonic environment ot the
Hjallaland-Hvammur trough are felt to suggest that this
structure is tormed by local subsidence in a zone of intense
hydrothermal activity close to an eruptive oritice; the maximum
amount ot this subsidence is estimated as being about 600 m,
this figure being obtained by comparison ot the levels ot the
BFB Group in the Grenjaklettar clitfs and at Hvammur.
Cotton (19;2, p. 322) points out that "Withdrawal, outnow,
or blowing ott ot magma which has underlain considerable areas

ot surface seems to have been rather commonly the cause ot
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collapse in which normal faults have been developed with the
production ot downwarped basins and complex graben of irregular
outline", and collapse structures ot this type are known
elsewhere in Iceland, as in the later stages ot developments

ot the Askja caldera.' The Hjallaland-Hvammur trough shows
some similarity to the structures termed "concas" in Italy
(Cotton, Ope cit., p. 313); these structures are

~lowly-rormed

calderas in which the walls descend as a succession ot steps
separated by faults, and the approximate structure ot the trough
in question is shown in Bection CD, Map 1.
No marked flow structures were seen in the basaltic flows

11

If

i!
~l

ot the trough, and the vesicles at the base ot the BFB Group

;,~

it,

tlows .were found to be near-spherical; no large-scale thickening I!
if

which might be interpreted as ponding ot tlows 1n a topographic
depression was seen in the lower part of the trough and so it
seems unlikely that the oldest trough lavas cascaded over a
steeply-sloping ground surtace in the manner seen in the
Stadarsveit cliffs ot Bnaefellsnes.

Many ot the younger tlows

in the trough, however, are very thin and this may indicate that
the surface gradient increased as the trough succession
accumulated, although the lateral continuations of.these flows
in the more gently inclined sections in the eastern rim ot the
trough at Breid are also very thin.
The presence ot large scale flexures similar to those

I

1I

11
11

il-

11;
11
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tound along the East Greenland coast (Wager and Deer, 1939) has

Ir~

recently been proved in Iceland by Walker (1961+a), Annels (1967)

!:,.

and Th. Einarsson (1967).

I

...

Annels (op. ci t.) has shown that

the dyke swarm which cuts and trends parallel to the large
n

'

flexure near Hornatjordur 1n eastern Iceland has been injected
into inclined fractures which developed along the axial plane

ot the flexure in similar fashion to those which inject the
East Greenland flexure.

The dykes which intrude the Hjallaland-

Hvammur trough are near-vertical and this is taken to suggest
that the

~rough

formed by local subsidence rather than regional

flexuring.
Atter the formation of the trough, faulting occurred along
the regional north-trending fractures, and caused intense
brecciation ot parts of the trough flows; good exposures or
crushed BFB flows are seen between the

~OO

and ;00 ID levels

east of Hjallin, and these can be seen to pass southwards into
'the' coarse boulder beds already mentioned (see p.63 ).

These

boulder beds fill much of the southeastern part of the trough

and are taken to be reworked fault breccias; it is possible that '
some of this breccia material was derived from broken lava

I,

horizons now buried beneath the upper part of the lava section

!

south or Jorundarfell.

The reworking ot these breccias may

have been accomplished by streams, and the chaotic assortment
of blocks ot widely differing sizes in the detrital deposits

I

1
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t
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(see Fig. 8) is> taken to suggest that. this process was rapid
and initiated by powerful torrents.

It seems likely that the

trough area lay near to the surface ice in Upper Tertiary times,
and meltwater streams from this ice pouring into the trough in
spring would have redistributed the fault debris over a considerable area in similar fashion to the present-day streams which
have formed the extensive sandur plains south of the Vatnajokull
ice-cap in southern Iceland.
The original extent of the Vatnsdalsfjall detrital depOSits
is not known, and it is not proposed to attempt a detailed
interpretation of their sedimentary structures.

No outcrops

of similar material were found on the west side of Vatnsdalur
or in Vididalsfjall and it seems possible that the depOSits
were originally only of local extent.

The asymmetr1c east-west

cross-section of the trough appears to suggest that it would
have been too shallow to contain detrital horizons extending
far to the west at the 500-700 m levels at which the present
detritus outcrops are seen in the west side ot Vatnsdalsfjall.
(see Section CD, Map 1)
The detrital deposits in the west side of Vatnsdalstjall
are thus interpreted as being fault breccias reworked by rapidlyflowing streams which deposited th1s material as a boulder and
gravel tan; this deposition may have taken place 1n several
stages, possibly due to seasonal variation in the amount of

99.
water available, as some stratification is seen in parts of the
deposits (see Fig. 9).

The gradual decrease in grain size of

the particles in the deposit parallels the gradual upward decrease!
i

1

t

in gradient of the depositional surface and could have been
produced by the building or a delta on the west-racing fault
scarps of Vatnsdalsfjall by a river flowing trom an easterly
direction.
(b)

Vididalsfjall
The most noticeable evidence of vertical movement in this

part of the area is the relatively steep dip of the BFB Group
flows in the northern part of Vididalsfjall; this dip reaches a
maximum of about 15 degrees to the southwest (see Map 1), and
indicates some doming of the ground by the intrusions now seen
at the surface.

; f

:: II

iI
.1

An approximate estimate of this uplift can be
,

;

1

made from the data of Table 2 by comparing the different

,i

theoretical elevations on Urdarfell of the BFB Group obtained

., ,,

,

;

, i

by up-dip extrpolation ot the V1dldalstunga (relatively undisturbed) and Sandfell (uplifted) outcrops.

The value obtained

1
I

l

I

i

is 1280-740 =

~O

m.

Measurements on the two cone-sheet swarms

;i

:I
1n northern Vididalsfjall (to be described in Chapter 2) indicate ii
that the total possible uplift of 'this ground due to cone-sheet
,

.

injection is of the order of 1830 m, which seems high but when
corrected for the subsidence estimated in Table 2 gives a
possible uplift of 950-1490 m.

'I

I

:1

1
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The steep southwesterly dips of the thin pale grey basalt

•
•
flows on the west side of V1d1dalsfja1l at A,sgeirsarhlass
(up
,

to 20 degrees) and Hvarfsgja (up to 16 degrees) are also
believed to be due in part to extrusion on to a previously
existing dome and to later uplift (see Map 1 and Fig. 1).
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1-4 THE VIDIDALUR-VATNSDALUR BASIC

DYKE-SWAffi~

Trend and Distribution ot Dykes
Although extensive exposures of basic dykes in the
Vididalur-Vatnsdalur area are rare, the strikes ot 275 dykes
were measured in the field and have been plotted at ;-degree
intervals as a rose-diagram (see Fig. 13).

The dykes measured

can be split into two sub-swarms with north-northwest and
north-northeast trends respectively.

Too few dykes were

found to establish the possible existence of dykes radially
disposed about the Vididalsfjall intrusive centre.
Inspection of Map 1 reveals that the strikes ot the lava
flows in the area are not parallel with those ot the dykes; the
strikes of flood lava flows and their associated dykes are
parallel in eastern Iceland (Walker, 1959) and, by analogy, the
lack ot parallelism seen 1n the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur area
suggests that some tilting of the flood basalts has taken place
since their extrUSion.

Some ot the abnormal dip direotions

seen may be due to intercalation of volcano lavas with flood
lavas (Walker, 1963), as already discussed (p. 3

).

The majority of the dykes are vertical but some northt

,

northeast types in the Gljufura were seen to dip westwards at
60-70 degrees; these dykes outcrop along fault lines.
None of the dykes found could be followed for more than

a few tens ot metres along the strike as they are usually

Fig. 13.

The trend of the Vidida1ur-Vatnsda1ur basic dyke swarm; the
strikes of 275 dykes have been plotted at 5-degree intervals
in a rose-diagram.
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(a) Histogram of the widths of 224 basic dykes, showing
the preponderance of dykes thinner than 2 m.
(b) The decrease in number of dykes with increase in
altitude.
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obscured by superficial deposits, and few show field characters
sufficiently distinctive for them to be followed in intermittent

J

stream-outcrops across country.

One fresh fine-grained basalt

dyke was followed for a horizontal distance of ,00 m southwards

I

u

from the point at which it cuts and andesite flow in,Breid,
Vatnsdalsfjall.
Few dykes were found to exceed 2 m in width (see Fig. l4a);

90 per cent of the 224 dykes measured fell within the width
range 0-2 m, and the average width was just over 1 m.

The two

thickest dykes found were 9 m in width; one of these is a tresh
tholeiite dyke in the Grjbt~ at 240 m and the other is a
porphyritic basalt bearing large plagioclases which outcrops at '[
,

the 300 m level north of

l

Gudr~astadir

in southern Vatnsdalstjall

• • BFB flow
This dyke is of identical rock type to the Grjota
group and l1es about 200 m below the base of th1s group in the
crags above.
As the dyke swarm is not well exposed, no detailed
quantitative analysis of the horizontal or vertical swarm
density was attempted in the area.

The densest parts ot the

swarm found are exposed in the Korns! and the northern Gilja
stream beds, and it is felt that several hundred dykes lie
concealed beneath the superficial deposits which cover the
ground between Vid1dalsfjall and Vatnsdalstjall, by analogy
with the swarms described from eastern Iceland by Walker

(19;9, 1960, 1963). Estimates ot the intens1ty ot the dyke

swarm were made, however, tor traverses across the strike ot
I

the well-exposed parts ot the swarm seen 1n the Kornsa and

•

Gilj~

rivers, using the same method as Walker (1959, 1960); the

or

perCentage stretch or dilation
inject10n~

the country rock due to dyke

was calculated using the re1ationl-

Percentage-stretch =

Aggregate width or dykes in traversexlOO
Length ot traverse
~" ..

The results obtained are shown in Table 3 below.
Intensity ot the Vldldalur-Vatnsdalur

Table 3.

basic dyke-SWArm

..

I

I

I

Kornsa A

Kornsa B

Gl1ja

Number ot dykes in
traverse

35

25

16

Length ot traverse

3000 m

1750 m

1750 m

Number ot dykes
per km (per mile)

11.7 (19)

14.3 (23)

34.6 m

24.75 m

Locality

Aggregate thickness
ot dykes in traverse
Percentage stretch

1.1%

Altitude or traverse 40-220 m

1.4%
100-220 m

9.1 (15)
23.1 m
1.3%
50-110 m

104.

,

The Kornsa B traverse is the more highly injected middle
,.

I

length of the Kornsa A traverse.

The results indicate only

slight stretching ot the country rock due to dyke injection.
Thus the percentage stretch due to a number ot dykes in the
range 15-23 dykes per mile is only in the range 1.1-1.4 per cent.
Walker (1959, 1960) quotes figures which indicate that for an
injection ot 15-23 dykes per mile the percentage stretch would
be about 3-5 per cent in the Reydartjordur
area and about 2.6"
8.3 per cent in the 2erufj8rdur area.

These higher percentage

stretch values retlect the greater thickness ot the dykes in
eastern Iceland; the average thickness of these dykes is 3.0
to 3.3 m (Walker, 1959, 1960, 1963).
The thinness ot the Vididalur-Vatusdalur dykes may be due

I
I
'/
j

I
~
I

;I:

to a relatively small amount of the country rock; this may be
due to compressional stresses in the crust act1ng across the
swarm trend in a northwest to southeast direction, as suggested
by Sigurdsson (1967a).
Walker (1963) has suggested that the apparently low dyke
swarm intensity in the core zone of the Breiddalur volcano,
eastern Iceland, is due to dQwnsagging ot this zone by about
480 m since the emplacement of the dykes in the core or t h e ;
volcano.

•

It the Kornsa traverse l1es near the core zone ot the

Vididalur-Vatnsdalur volcano, the 600 m sag indicated by the
BFB group at Hvammur (see section CD, Map 1) may be responsible
tor the small number Gf dykes seen in this part ot the area.

No detailed estimate ot the intensityot the dyke swarm
was made for the higher levels in the area, but general field
observations indicate that the number ot dykes decreases .,;
towards the top ot the lava pile; the top ot the pile coincides
with the highest topographic levels in the area except in the
ground west ot the ~Sgeirs~rhlass cliff in southwestern
Vididalsfjall where it descends to lower levels.

The area was

divided into tour altitude zones - 0-300 m, 300-600 m, 600-900 m,
and 900-1200 m, and the total number ot dykes outcropping in
each zone was plotted as a histogram (see Fig.

l~b);

dykes trom

the ground west ot ~SgeirS~rhlass are not included in this

I,

summation.
The method is not exact, and does not account tor the
\

possible bias due to varying degree or exposure in low ground;
this bias may be balanced by the tact that the measurements used
were taken from a broad area.

A distinct general decrease in

the number ot dykes towards the top ot the lava pile is shown
however, in Fig.

l~b;

this confirms the general impression

r
I
i!
I'
I
I'

I
I/!

I
r
"

gained in the field and agrees with the relation between swarm
,

i

1ntens1ty and alt1tude proved to exist in eastern Iceland (Walkeri:

19,9, 1960).

A similar decrease in the number ot minor intru-

sions towards the top ot the Karroo basalt pile ot South Atrica
was noticed byD.u Toit (195'+).
The trend ot the dyke swarm in the area mapped shows a

j;

j;
j,

I'

I
I

I,
!,.

}
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certain degree of coincidence with the predominant north to
north-northeast fault system.

Good examples of dykes occupying
•

I

fault planes were seen 1n the Kornsa, G1lja and

••

Glj~fura

I

'I
~I

,I
"

stream

beds; other examples were seen in the Sellaekur (southeastern
V1didalsfjall) and at Hnjukur and Breid.

~I

11

A fresh vertical 1 m

tholeiite dyke was seen to lie along the north-northeast fault
which runs from Hjallaland north to Sandfell in Vatnsdalsfjall
(see Fig. 10); this fault downthrows nearly 60 m to the west

.

and represents the greatest vertical movement seen along a dyke
fissure in the area.

The dyke is slightly crushed by vertical

movement along the fault, and is cut by a later uncrushed 30 cm
dyke with tachylitic margins.
The majority of the dykes in the area were found to be intruded into fissures along which little or no relative vertical
!

displacement has oocurred, and those lying in fault planes

I

were often found to be crushed; this movement may have been due

I

to later readjustments along the faults, but little unambiguous
evidence was found to indicate the relative ages ot faults and
dykes.

The two groups ot dykes inclined westwards at 60-70

degrees in the Glj~fur! already mentioned (p.l0l) intrude lava'
tlows which are cut by the northward continuation of the taults,
seen in eastern Vididalsfjall.

Most of the sixteen dykes lying

in these two faults are altered, older types, but two tresh
andes1te dykes and a tresh dyke:s1milar to the Type 1 late set

cone-sheets (see p;2..48) are seen ln the northernmost locality,
which 11es on the fault 11ne which passes along the eastern

,

border of the Holar-Skessusaeti lntrusion.

The presence within

the same fissure of altered and fresh dykes characteristic of
the early and late parts of the igneous sequence is taken to
lndicate the continuous emplacement or dykes throughout this
sequence.
The faults which controlled the development of the Hjallaland-Hvammur trough were also seen to be intruded by basic dykes
as can be seen in the cliffs between Breid and Grenjaklettar
If

and in the Eyjolfsstadir stream in eastern Vatnsdalur.

The dykes

in these fissures are near-vertical, and several dykes of

,

,

different age may occupy the Same fissure as in the Gljufura
11

examples; the younger, fresher dykes in the Eyjolrsstadir stream
faults were not crushed by movement along the faults.
General Fleld Characteristigs ot Dykes
The majority of dykes show chilled margins, and many or the
youngest dykes were found to show lustrous black glassy margins;
some of the older dykes have crushed margins, due to postintrusive movement along the walls of their containing fissures.
Dykes of rock types similar to all the basic flood basalt types
were found, compriSing tholeiites,

olivine-thol~iites,

and

porphyritic basalts (including BFB and SFB); these dykes show a
dlfference in the degree or secondary alteration which generally

108.
appears to be greatest in dykes of similar rock type to flows
low in the lava pile.
Two fine-grained fresh andesite dykes were found in the

• • and these have already been mentioned.
Gljufura

.

Four dykes or

EFB were found in eastern Vatnsdalur between Bakkalaekur and
-

the hill Mulinn, and the positions of these and the andesite
a~

.

dykes/shown on Map 1.

No BFB dykes were found to outcrop above

the level of the BFE flow group, and the thick dyke already
-I

mentioned near Gudrunastadir farm is taken to be a reeder to a
EFB flow in the crags north ot the farm.
All the dykes seen to intrude the thin pale grey vesicular
basalt flows in the uppermost part of thelava pile are ot
identical rock type to these flows and are chilled to tachylitic
margins against them; these dykes are the only type found at
the highest levels of the lava pile and are of identical rock
type to the Type 3 late set cone-sheets or minor intrusions
seen in Vididalsfjall and Vatnsdalsfjall.
also outcrop at about

3,0-~00

Dykes of this type

•
•
m on western Asgeirsarhlass
in

V1didalsfjall, and were seen in the same mountain on Hrossakambur, ~rossdalskU1a and Skessusaeti; similar types outcrop 1n
Vatnsdalsfjall on Sandtell (903 m), Jorundartell, Hjallaskard
and at Bodlaklettar.

None of these pale grey dykes were seen to

pass into the pale grey flows, but they are felt to be the
-reeders of these flows.

These pale grey dykes appear to trend

between north-northwest and north-northeast; no detailed

analysis was made of their orientation.
AGE RELATIONSHIPS OF THE DYKES
(a) Compared with Layes
The presence of dykes of so many different rock types,
individually similar to central volcano and flood flow groups
in the lava pile, and showing different degrees ot alteration
within the zone of greatest alteration of the country rocks is
taken to indicate that dyke intrusion was a continuous process
parallel to that of central volcano and flood lava extrusion.
The occurrence of one

BF~

dyke which probably passes into a flow,

the fact that this and other distinctive dykes were never seen
to outcrop above flows of similat rock type, and the general
upward decrease in intensity ot the dyke swarm is taken to
indicate that many of the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur dykes were the
feeders of the lava flows.

Direct evidence of dykes feeding

flows has been tound in eastern Iceland by Walker (19;9, 1960,
1963) and the dykes studied in this thesis are thought to be
an analogous case.
(b) Qompered with Intrusions
Few dykes were found to cut the other intrusions in northern
Vididalsfjall and its environs, and none ot these intrusions
were seen to cut dykes.

,

This is thought to indicate that the

intrusive centre'lay some distance west of the densest part ot
the dyke swarm, in a zone first subject to intense

cone-tracturi~

110.

and later to central subsidence; in this intensely fractured
zone, the structural conditions were never suitable for largescale dyke fissure formation, until the final consolidation
of the First Intrusive Phase products.

Thus dykes older than

Second Phase types are rare in Vididalsfjall.

.

Some dykes of First Phase types were seen in the gully
"

which lies between Raudkollur and Asmundarn~pur, where a 24 m
wide group of northwest vertical dykes of greenish dolerite
identical to that of the Type 2 early set cone-sheets is seen
to cut broken Type 1 feldsparphyric sheets; these dykes run
vertically for about 60 m upwards and at the 300 m level Swing
round en blog to adopt a southerly dip of 3; degrees concordant
with that of the earlier"sheets, thus becoming ordinary Type 2
cone-sheets.

This occurrence is taken to indicate the oldest

instance found of a dyke fissure intersecting a cone fractureJ
these are thus the oldest dykes of known place in the intrusion
sequence •.
Early basic cone-sheets of Types land 2 were seen to be
cut by tholeiite dykes in the Vididalsa near Titlingastadir,
but these dykes have no distinctive field characteristics to
assign them to a definite place in the intrusive/extrusive
sequence.
A single 1 m dyke of greenish altered microplagioph,ric
dolerite was seen to cut and chill against the Urdar!ell gabbro
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tongue; this shows some similarities to the Type 3 early set
cone-sheets and may

b~

a late straggler from this group but

its affinities are uncertain.
The two tresh andesite dykes cutting Type land 2 early
cone-sheets in the Gljufura• (see Map 1) may be related to the
andesite flows which outcrop beneath the EFE in the east side
of KrossdalskOla; this would indicate that the main part ot
Type land 2 sheet injection was over by the start of BFB tlood
basalt extrusion.

This is felt to be unlikely, as some small

Type 1 and 2 sheets were found above the level ot the BFB in
the east side of Krossdalsk~la at about 620 m, and the andesites
may have been related to later flows not now exposed in the area.
The two thin blue dolerite dykes cutting the MelrakkadalurI

Urdarfell granophyre in the Dalsa (see Map 2) may be low-lying
parts of the thin pale grey vesicular dykes seen at the highest
levels of the lava pile.
i

single brown dolerite dyke ot similar rock type to the

Type 1 late set cone-sheets was found to cut the northern
p1tchstone marg1n ot the Ereldabblsstadur acid intrusion, and
late set cone-sheets of

t~is

type and Type 2 on Skessusaeti

were found to be cut by thin dykes ot the pale grey vesicular
basalt characteristic ot the highest levels ot the lava pile
and the Type 3 late set cone-sheets.

These thin grey dykes

show tachylitic margins against the earlier intrusions, and
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are clearly the youngest intrusions exposed in the area.

Simi-

lar dykes were seen to cut the Skessusaeti summit eucrite, and
also the rpyolite at

"

~xl

and Sandtell (903 m) in Vatnsdalstjall;

this is taken to be additional evidence that these acid bodies
are lava flows older than the pale grey basalts and not younger
intrusions.
Comparison ot th, Vididalur-Vatnsdalur Swarm Trend with that ot
other Syarms in Northern and Western Iceland.
Recent data on dyke trends in northern and western Iceland
are summarized in Fig. 15, drawn from Sigurdsson (1967a) and
Tr. Einarsson (1967); Trend 1 in this tigure is compiled trom

203, measurements ot fracture and dyke lineations in western
Iceland 1n which the northerly lineations correspond to dyke
and fracture trends in the Northwestern Peninsula, and the
east-northeast and easterly lineations to trends in Snaefellsnes
(Sigurdsson,

OPe

c1t.).

The Vid1dalur-Vatnsdalur rose-diagram was replotted tor
lQ-degree intervals and shows a dom1nant northerly trend which
approximately bisects the angle between the trends ind1cated in
the Northwestern Peninsula and 1n the region near Akureyr1.

Fi{;. 15.

The trend or the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur dyke swarm compared to
the trends of dyke swarms in northern and western Iceland.
Rose 2 plotted for IQ-deGree intervals.
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STRUCTURE AND FIELD RELATIONSHIPS OF THE
VIDIDALUR-VATNSDALUR INTRUSIONS
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The most striking teature in the geology ot northern
Vididalsfjall is the presence or two temporally separated and
petrographlcally distinct sets or basic cone-sheets which are
t

centred on a common focus beneath the Galgagil-Urdarfell region .
(see Maps land 3).

The approximately circular outcrop torm of

this cone-sheet swarm provides a useful reference framework for
outlining the structure ot the Vididalsfjall intrusive centre
with which this study is primarily concerned, as most ot the
coarse-grained bas1c and acid 1ntrus1ons studied 11e with1n
the lim1ts of the swarm.
Extensive bod1es of acid pyroclastic material outcrop
above the tocus of the cone-sheet swarm and these mark the
centre ot a broad zone ot hydrothermally altered country rock
lava flows bearing epidote, chlorite, carbonate, quartz and
pyrite; the outer (i.e. upper) lim1t or this epidote zone 1n
the lowest-lying parts ot the area lies just with1n the outer
limit ot the cone-sheet swarm (see Map

4). A tew occurrences

or garnet were found 1n the most highly altered rocks ot the
G~lgagil-Urdarfell

region which l1es above the tocus or the

cone-sheets.
Smaller developments ot epidote-bearing country rocks are

,

seen near the 1ntrusions and vent zone near Hnjukur 1n northern
Vatnsdalur and also in a small area injected by minor basic
and acid intrusions in the Kornsa-Eyjolfsstadlr ground or the
same valley.

A fourth outcrop of epidote-bearlng country rocks
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was found in the northern part of the Gilja• river bed and this
is believed to be related to an intrusive centre in the north
of Svinadalsfjall, which lies outside the area studied.
The coarse-grained intrusions grouped about the Vididalsfjall centre outcrop as small bodies. which rarely exceed 1.6 km
in greatest breadth, and their frequent development of finegrained margins and tongue or plug form are taken to suggest
that they represent the uppermost parts of larger intrusions
concealed at depth.

Comparison of the form of these outcrops

with that of the upper parts of the more completely exposed
intrusions of the Vesturhorn complex in eastern Iceland invites
the same conclusion, as does also the great breadth of the
epidote zone (Walker, 1960).

Seismic refraction work by

.

Palmason (1963, 1967) has indicated the presenoe at relatively
shallow depth beneath the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur area of a crusta!
layer likely to bear major intrusions, and this has already
been mentioned (pe q

).

The Intrusiye Seguencg
The order

or

emplacement of the intrusions

or

the

Vididalsfjall central zone within a radius of about 3 km from
Urdarfell has been determined from the combined evidence of
cross-cutting relationships, xenoliths and the degree of
hydrothermal alteration in the various intrusions.

Cross-cutt-

ing relationships were found to be rare in the more w1dely

11,.
spaced intrusions outside the central zone and the position
in the sequence of these bodies was determined from their
relationships with the older set of basic cone-sheets or from
their petrographic similarity to intrusions within the central
zone.
The intrusive sequence has been divided into two
consecutive periods of injection which will be referred to
hereafter as the First and Second Phases.

Each of these two

Phases was found to begin with the emplacment ot eucritic
material and a set ot basic cone-sheets, i.e. an access of
basic magma; the petrographic differences between these two
initial basic magmas will be discussed more fully in Chapter
The First and Second Phases of the intrusive sequence also
show some synchronization with the First and Second Central
Phases of the extrusive sequence, (Chapter 1) and this will be
discussed at the end ot the chapter when the structure and
field relationships ot the intrusions have been considered.
The intrusions are described in this chapter in what is
believed to be their order of emplacement.
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THE FIRST PHASE INTRUSIONS
2-1

EUCRITES
Two main outcrops of eucrite can be seen in the area

mappedz(l){Hblar, on the east side of ~smundarn~pur
Skessusaeti
(2) Borgarvirki
I

The Holar and Skessusaeti outcrops show such similar
textural and structural features and are so closely related :.in
space and time that they are taken as being parts of the same
intrusion.
The field relations of all these eucrite intrusions are
now described under the headings of
Form, Internal Relationships, and Relations with other
Intrusions.
(1). The Holar-Skessusaetl Eucrite Intrusion
(a)

FORM

I

Holar outcrop

This intrusion 1s only partly exposed and outcrops in
low-lying ground as scattered, glacially-rounded hummocks with
. massive blocky jointing.

The main part ot the outcrop is made.

up of tough, pale grey-green eucrite ot uniformly coarse grain
and shows little variation in texture.

No banding is seen in

this intrusion and the only indications of its torm are given
by the attitude ot the lower margin exposed in the northern
part ot the outcrop, the attitude or occasional well-developed
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joint planes parallel to the base ot the intrusion and the
attitude ot adjacent country-rock lavas.
.

I

Viewed trom the
I

northeast, near the banks ot the Gljufura the intrusion has
a saucer-shaped torm with dips between east and southeast.
The tine-grained basal part ot the intrusion is exposed
at the north end ot the outcrop, and can be seen trom the
"
•
u
Blonduos
road near Grot
farm as a prominent tabular structure

or slab (see Map 2).

This part ot the intrusion dips at 10

degrees to the east, this being identical to the dip ot the
country rock basalts about 30 m north ot

the~ab.

In the

middle ot the outcrop, the large planar joints which continue
inwards from the north margin dip at 10 degrees to the southeast.
The tine-grained upper margin ot the intrusion outcrops
at a height ot just above 300 m in the scree on the eastern
I

I

flank ot Asmundarnupur, but the exact contact with country rock
is not exposed, and the attitude of this part ot the 1ntrusion
is uncertain.
The southern part ot the outcrop1s ot uniformly coarsegrained eucrite with no teatures typical ot a margin and 1t
disappears with no detectable boundary beneath the peaty
surtace cover.
The eastern side ot the outcrop disappears beneath peaty
cover 1n low ground and 1s probably truncated by the northward
continuation ot the fault cutting the country rock lavas 1n
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the east flank of Skessusaeti.
The total thickness ot the intrusion exposed is estimated
as 174 m.
(b)

E. Skessusaetl outcrop
This eucrite outcrops on the east slope of Skessusaeti

between the 300 m and ;90 m levels, at which points the finegrained lower and upper margins of the intrusion can be
located w1 th reasonable accuracy. 'over horizontal distances ot
only about 40 m.

The form of the intrusion is indicated by

the attitude of the basalts above and below; above the north
and south ends ot the outcrops the basalts dip west-northwest
at 30 degrees and below the outcrop the dip is
the same direction.

1, degrees in

The massive joints in the eucrite are not

regular enough to indicate the attitude ot the intrusion, but
the attitude of the adjacent lavas and the elongated shape ot
the outcrop suggest that the eucrite torms a lenticular body
or tongue dipping westwards towards the cone-sheet focus at
about 20-30 degree ••
The maximum thickness of the intrusion trqm lower to
upper margin is ot the order of 330 m, assuming 30 degrees dip.
INTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS
In both outcrops the eucrite torming the bulk ot the
outcrop is very uniform in grain size and texture, but four
distinct rock types can be distinguished within the intrusion.
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Two of these are eucrite sensu strictu, in that they are rich
in bytownite plagioclase, While the remaining two types
contain 1abradorite and are more correctly termed gabbros.
These types in order ot consolidation, are:1.

Marginal tine-grained plagiophyric eucrite.

2.

Coarse-grained eucrite, subdivisible Into equlgranular
and subophltlc textural types.

3.

Fine-grained marginal dolerite, also seen as thin veins
cutting the eucrite.

4.

Coarse "pegmatitIc" gabbro, occurring as patches,
stringers and veins in types 2 and 3.
The tine-grained eucrite is found only at the upper part

ot the intrusion and has a matrix of medium-grained dolerite
size comparable to that of the early basic cone-sheets; this
matrix contains stumpy bytownite phenocrysts up to 8 mm in
length.

The rock Is faintly greenish due to hydrothermal

alteration and looks very similar to the early basic conesheets but can be distinguished trom these sheets by its greater
thickness and massive b10cky jointing.

This rock forms a

9-12. m zone at the top of the outcrop and passes gradually
downward without discontinuity into the coarse-grained eucrite
which forms the bulk ot the outcrop.

The well-exposed surfaces

of this rock are a pale grey-green colour and stumpy crystals

ot bytownite and pyroxene can be seen forming an intergranular
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I

fabric both at Holar and Skessusaeti.

In the upper half of

the thicker Skessusaeti outcrop the coarse-grained intergranular
eucrite grades into a more sub-ophitic eucrite type in which
the plagioclases have a more lath-like habit and this type
persists upwards to the fine-grained margin.

I

In the Holar

outcrop, a few scattered examples of this texture are seen below
the upper margin, and at one locality the pyroxenes are prismatic
crystals up to 10 x 2 mm in size.

These crystals are arranged

in crude parallelism with the joints parallel to the base ot
the intrusion •
. I

Both the Holar and Skessusaeti outcrops are floored with
fine-grained fresh blue-grey dolerite which lacks the greenish
tinge of the upper two rock types and is far poorer in
plagioclase phenocrysts, those present being lath-like labradorite crystals.

Examples of this rock type are seen as a 12 m

zone upwards from the 300 m level in eastern Skessusaetl and
as a

~.5

m zone in the

•

H~lar

slab outcrop.

The transition zone between this rock and the eucrite was
examined carefully over a 26.4 m traverse in the
but no chilled contact was found.

t

H~lar

slab,

Any corresponding discontin-

uity which mar exist in the Skessusaeti outcrop is obscured by
surface deposits.
The coarse '''pegmatitic'' gabbro is very distinctive in the
field and has long tabular to prismatic labradorites up to
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1, x 3 mm in size, intergrown in a sub-ophitic texture with
weathered-out black pyroxene.

This type is arbitrarily termed

pegmatitic as it is coarse-grained and is common as small
patches, schlieren and stringers near the lower parts ot both
eucrite outcrops, no occurrences being found above the lowest

2, per cent of either outcrop.

Patches of this gabbro are

quite abundant in the eucrite at the eastern boundary ot the
I

Holar outcrop and may indicate proximity to the base of the
intrusion at this pOint.

Small scattered patches up to 30 cm

1n greatest w1dth can be seen on basal joint surfaces from.
about the 180 m level down to the eastern margin of the
outcrop in both eucrite and the basal dolerite.
have amoeboid, irregular out11nes.

•
Holar

These patches

Small stringers or lenticles

of the gabbro can be seen in both vertical and basal joint
surfaces.

These patches are thus probably small IIpools" ot

gabbro, occupying gaps in the eucrite or dolerite crystal mesh
which lie parallel to the basal plane ot the intrusion; the
term "pool" is used in the same morphological sense as Nockolds

(1938).

No chilled margins were seen at the edges ot these

gabbro pools, which implies that they were introduced into small
rifts in the host rock before this had completely cooled or
consolidated.

i~

These gabbro pools are thus probably isolated

pockets ot late-stage residuum rich in volatiles; the high
volatile content would decrease the viscosity or the magma and

i'
!!

:i
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would thus promote the formation of large crystals.

Similar

ophitic gabbros have been seen to vein the gabbroic intrusions
"
I
of the Hornafjordur
area (Annels, 1967) and the Holar-Skessus-

aeti rock is similar in appearance to the "wavy-pyroxene" rock
of the Skaergaard Border Group (Wager and Brown, 1968, p. 111-

iI

113).

I

i

A guide to the age relations of the fine-grained basal
do1erite, the pegmatitic gabbro and the eucrite is given by
a single 4 cm composite vein which cuts the eucrite at 366 m
in the Skessusaeti outcrop.
In thin section this vein can be seen to consist of three
components (see Fig. 16).

Lining the original fissure opened

in the eucrite is a 0.5-2.0 cm zone of the fine-grained intergranular to sub-ophitic doler1te identical to that seen at the
base of the main intrusions.

Individual crystals of plagioclase,:

pyroxene, olivine and ore 1n the eucrite wall rock at the
interface AA show almost no fracture or strain features, and
the dolerite shows no noticeable decrease in grain size toward
the interface.

This evidence implies that the host eucrite was

neither sufficiently rigid tor the vein-parting to fracture
individual crystals nor sufficiently cooled to chill the
invading dolerite.

Continuing inwards trom the dolerite is a

much coarser zone of sub-ophitic gabbro identical to the
pegmatitic gabbro already described bearing labradorite prisms

I

i

I
I

1

I
eucrite

dolerite
gabbro
granophyre

cm.

B

B

A J---r---l""--"'r---r-__~-r---i A
"".t..
Fig. 16.

Schematic section through a composite vein
cutting the First Phase eucrite intrusion
in Skessusaeti.
See text for explanation.
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up to 6 x 15 mm in size.

This gabbro shows only slight

decrease in grain size toward the dolerite at interface BB,
and this'1nterface is clearly defined but not sharp as would
,

be a rapidly chilled margin.

None of the crystals in the

dolerite show truncation or fracture at interface BB, and none
of the small plagioclase laths has been drawn into parallelism
with the gabbro/dolerite interface.

This evidence implies

that at the time of introduction ot the gabbro, the dolerite
was still too hot to chill the gabbro, and the mesh, although
not rigid enough for the parting to fracture individual crystals
was nevertheless too rigid to allow crystals to be dragged into
parallelism by the invading material.
The central gabbro zone ot the vein has been breached at
a still later stage and the resulting space is now filled by
a thin

~

mm wide zone of pale fine granular granophyre

consisting mainly of cloudy alkali feldspar.

Little or no

fracture ot the individual gabbro crystals has resulted trom
this breach and the gabbro appears to have been gently eased
apart before it had completely consolidated.

~Some

ot the

gabbro feldspars and pyroxenes have been plucked trom the walls

ot this final rift and these subhedral crystals can be seen
tloating in the granophyre.

Some reaction has occurred at the

margins ot these plucked crystals and they have turbid and
slightly crenulate margins.
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RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER INTRUSIONS
I

The only intrusions seen to cut the Holar-Skessusaeti

.

eucrite are cone-sheets of both sets, and a small granophyre
,

body ot unknown torm beneath the

H~lar

slab.

This acid

material is a pale blue-grey colour and is tairly fresh.
contact between

th~

No

lower marginal dolerite and the granophyre

was tound and the acid intrusion is difficult to place in the

I
)

intrusive sequence as it shows no obvious similarities to
other acid bodies in the area.

A few thin leucocratic veins

up to 3 cm thick and ot exactly similar rock'type to that ot
the acid intrusion beneath the slab were seen to torm a network
which cuts the eucrite and lower marginal dolerite of the slab
outcrop; this rock type is also petrographically similar to

.

the acid centre of the Skessusaet1 composIte vein (p.f15 ).
The veins are straight, the trend of different individuals
being variable and their attitude ranging trom horizontal to
vertical.

These veins were not found to show st.ong chilling

against the lower marginal dolerite, and can be seen in thin
section to cut across truncated phenocrysts in the dolerite •.
The order ot consolidation ot the dolerite and granophyre thus
appears to be exactly the same as that seen between the
corresponding units in the composite vein already described
(p. 1:22

and Fig. 16).

Tbe olde.t intrusions cutting the eucrite are a.few

!

greenish aphyric or feldsparphyric ba&c cone-sheets belonging
to thetarly set and showing strongly chilled, now rotten,
tachylltic marglns.

In the stream running east to Helgavatnssel

below the Skessusaeti eucrite early basic cone-sheets make up
about 40 per cent of the ground but the total number of similar
sheets cuttlng the eucrlte ls fewer than a dozen although the

II

eucrite lies between this point and the centre of the cone-sheeti
ring.

'Two interpretatlons are possible for this relationship.

The eucrite is either coeval with the last part ot the early
basic sheet intrusive phase When tew sheets would be avallable
to cut it, or lt was too resistant to be broken by the cone
tractures so that only a few tractures capable ot admittlng
cone-sheets were tormed.

This second interpretat10n seems more

l1kely in view of the tact that few ot the late set of baslc
cone-sheets cut the eucrite and a dense swarm ot these sheets
has "pl1ed-up" agalnst the upper margin of the intrusion.
No cone-sheet blocks or xenollths can be seen in any part
of the eucrite, but one ot the two early set cone-sheets cutting
the upper margin of the Holar outcrop bears some xenoliths
derlved trom intrusions assumed to be hidden beneath Vid1dalsfjall; these xenollths are bytownite-augite fabrics in

~hich

the mesh gaps are filled by fine-grained material continuous
with the cone-sheet matrix and they appear to be fragments ot
crystal "mush tl taken trom an unconsolidated eucrite body.

The
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absence of interstitial material other than cone-sheet matrix
testifies to this uncons'olidated condition.
The balance of evidence indicates that the eucrite was
emplaced shortly before the start of the period ot injection

ot the early basic cone-sheets and completed its consolidation
shortly after the start of this intrusive period.
(2)

The Borgaryirki Intrusion

FORM

This eucrite outcrops in the low 100 m ridge running from
Faxalaekur to Borgarvirki and is only about 1.7 by 0.8 km in
surface area.

Low glacially rounded and striated humps of

eucrite outcrop on the west side of the ridge, and these are
rarely greater than 10 m in length.

The rock is jointed into

large blocks showing crude slabby habit near the

probabl~

upper margin of the intrusion and these slabs dip at 22 degrees
in a northwesterly direction.

A straight fault-line trending

north-northwest downthrows the fine-grained upper margin ot
the intrusion to the east near Litl~~Org farm.

West ot the

fault the eucrite outcrop can be tollowed northwards for about
1 km from its southern limit, and it eventually disappears
beneath flood tholeiite flows contempraneous with the First
Central Phase lavas.

No distinct upper margin to the

intrusion is seen beneath these basalts, and to the east ot the
fault the upper margin is concealed by drift and gravel.
The general structure exposed appears to be the upper part

I
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of a small hump-shaped mass trending approximately northnortheast.
INTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS
The eucrite is very uniform in texture and of coarse
grain size except for a transition to a more doleritic grain
size near the position of the upper margin which can be seen
at LitltiBorg.
I

The rock is much darker 1n colour than the

• eucr1te and 1s texturally quite different, being
Holar
composed of large stumpy pyroxene crystals up to 4 mm tn
length ophit1cally 1ntergrown with small plagioclase laths.
These 1ntergrowths weather out to give a pustular texture on
exposed surfaces and occasional phenocrysts of plagioclase and
rusty pseudomorphed olivine can be seen.

No fluxional structure

or preferred orientation of crystals can be seen in this rock,
and no basic or acid veins or schlieren were observed.
RELATIONS WITH OTHER INTRUSIONS
On the west side of the Borgarv1rk1 fault the eucrite 1s
cut by a single thin cone-sheet ot the early basic set which
shows tine-grained chilled margins; against the eucrite.and
east of the fault several similar sheets cut the basalts above
the eucrite, possibly having passed through the eucrite.

No

other intrusions were seen to cut the eucrite which is therefore taken to antedate the main period of injection ot the
early basic cone-sheets at this locality.
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Other Small Euctitic Bodies in the area surrounding
Vid1dalstjall

,

Northern Vididalsa
A small maSS ot

eucrite·:~w1th

similar texture to the

.

t

Borgarv1rki rock outcrops in the Vididalsa banks west ot
Retsteinsstadir.

This has a dyke-like form, being an elongated

body 21 m in breadth and strik1ng in a northwesterly direction.
The visible outcrop is only

,0 m long,

never more than 8

min

thickness, and is cut into large blocks by regular vertical and
horizontal joints.

No contacts can be seen to confirm that it

is a dyke, and the outcrop has uniformly coarse-grained size
and texture throughout.

The eastern end ot this eucrite is

cut by a 2 m dyke:«rotted rhyolite~h east-west trend and
there are no exposures east of this.

In the river bank to

north and south or the mass are exposures ot pale green acid
fragmental rocks bearing angular blocks ot basalt and rhyolite.
These pyroclastic rocks are similar to those seen in the

•
Galgagil
stream, Which are discussed in the next section.
This small eucrite mass may be an apophysis .or faulted
part of the Borgarvirki eucrite intrusion.

.

I,

Northern Gl3urura
Part of a small composite dolerite intrusion ot rock type
I

very similar to the finer-grained parts ot the Holar-Skessusaet1
and Borgarvirki eucrites outcrops in the northern part of the

.
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I

I

Gljufura
westwards from Umsvallir.
.
~

This intrusion is exposed in the river bed over a width

ot a little more than 100 m, and the greater part ot it is
made up of a medium-coarse-grained dolerite bearing small
rotten phenocrysts ot olivine.

The rock has a crumbly, dark

grey weathered surface, and is cut into blocky 30ints very
similar to those seen in the small dyke-like apophysis ot the

•
Borgarvirki eucrite already described from the Vididalsa.

The

northern lower margin ot the intrusion outcrops as a sheet ot
uncertain thickness which dips at about 10-1, degrees towards
the centre ot the intrusion and the inclination of the basal
joint planes steepens southwards to about
centre of

the~outcrop;

~,-'O

degrees at the

a corresponding inward steepening ot

.

joint plane:; attitudes is seen in the southern part ot the
outcrop, indicating that the intrusion has plug-like torm.
The lower margin of the intrusion is ot very fine-grained
dark basaltic material, and includes small rounded fine-grained
patches of different basaltic material; this margin rests against
greenish fragmental rocks and passes laterally into small
uniformly tine-grained sheets which intrude the fragmental rocks
and lavas tor up to about.200 m trom the centre of the intrusion.
These sheets are usually up to

~-,

m in thickness and are

concordant with the lavas.
The junction between the fine-grained margin and the
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coarse-grained inner dolerite is abrupt, but no chilling was
seen at the margin of the inner dolerite in the field; this
is taken to indicate that the

~nner

dolerite was intruded

immediately after the marginal material so that the difference
in temperature was not great enough for chilling to occur at
the interface.
The intrusion is taken to be a small plug which has sent
out fine-grained apophyses on encountering a readily-parted
fragmental horizon.

It is cut by a greenish altered Type 2

early set cone-sheet with westerly dip, and is also cut by a
thin north-nortbwest-trending basic dyke.

Both components of

the plug are somewhat hydrothermally altered, and the
similarity of the olivine-bearing inner dolerite to the rock
of the larger and coarser-grained eucrite intrusions 1s taken
to indicate 'that 1t is contemporaneous with these 1ntrusions.
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2-2

EARLY TOFFS AND AGGLOMERATES
Large volumes ot pyroc1astic rocks are exposed in the

centre of the Vidldalsfjall cone-sheet ring; and smaller

.

developments ot such material are localised in the north ot

"
the Vididalsa and Gljufura
river beds and as thin horizons
within the lava pile (see p.2.9 ); the term Itpyroclastic" is
used in the sense suggested by Fisher (1961) to describe
material "extruded as discrete particles from vents" although
some ot the

,

G~lgagil-Urdarfell

deposits may be "autoc1astic"

i.e. produced within vents.
Two main types ot pyroclastic rocks are present in the
Vidida1ur-Vatnsdalur area and both have essentially the same
matrix material, a fine-grained type grading into a coarser
type by simple increase in the size of the included fragments.
These fine and coarse types correspond to the tuft and
agglomerate types described by Gibson et al. (1966) trom the

"
Faskrudstjordur
region ot eastern Ioeland, and they are
.
.
classified aocording to Fisher's scheme (op. cit.,Table 3).
.
.'
The matrix of the types examined is ot a pale green or
'

'

dark purple colour, and is composed,ot very small particles
less than 2 mm 1n diameter; this is a tutt in Fisher's classification (op. cit.).

A tew plagioolase and pyroxene crystals

may be scattered throughout this material, Which grades into
a type bearing small equant, /angular to sub-rounded basalt and
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rhyolite fragments up to 30 mm in size; this type is the
lapillistone of Fisher "s classification.

The plagioclase

crystals in the matrix material ot the Urdarfell tuft were
found to be of calcic and sodic types; a few single euhedral
stumpy crystals of bytownite with distinct rims of labradorite
were seen in this rock as also were a tew single elongated
crystals of andesine similar to those which occur in the acid
minor intrusions of the area.
The rock fragments in this type show marked un1formity
in size at individual 10calities3 and this size-sorting is
taken to be the result of a winnowing effect on the fragments
as they flew through the air (Kuno et al.,
The Vididalur-Vatnsdalur agglomerates

196~,
~

p. 231).

angular to

sub-rounded basalt and rhyo11te fragmentsscommonly 10-20 cm
,

in size which reach extremes of 1-2 m in the

,

G~lgagIl

expos-

ures; this type corresponds to the agglomerate type of
FIsher (op. cit.).

Agglomerates are confined to vent areas

such as the centre of the cone-sheet ring, and the small
accumulations in the northern parts ot the VIdidalsa and

• • river beds (see Map 1).
Gljutura
FORM OF VENTS

The torm ot the vents is dIfficult to determine as their
margins, like those ot the Setberg vents (Slgurdsson, 1966a),
are not clear-cut, and there are few reliable indications or
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the attitudes of the agglomerates and tuffs within the vent
areas.
The vents described from eastern Iceland (Walker, 1963)
are mostly tunnel-shaped in section and circular in plan, and
it seems possible that the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur vents are of
similar form to these types.
The three most reliable criteria for locating the margins
I

of the Galgagil vent are:(a)

the country rock basalts are normally intensely

shattered throughout near vent margins.

Entire masses ot

basalt that are completely cut into small hackly lumps or
irregular shape due to numerous intersecting hairline cracks

are common in the area within the cone-sheet ring (see Fig. 17).,
The basalt masses remain coherent despite the shattering,
and veining by calcite, epidote, quartz and zeolites may be
seen along many of the cracks.

Propylitization and weathering

occur easily along these cracks, so that in places the
shattered basalt is cut in all directions by zones of'greenish
material, giving it an appearance very similar to that of a
well-sorted agglomerate.

Fragments or this shattered basalt

may be included in the marginal parts of the vent.
Similar shattered or breceiated basalt has been described
from the margins ot vents in Mull (Bailey et al. 1924); the
Vididalsfjall examples are believed to have formed 1n rigid

•
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Fig. 17. Highly shattered basalt from a point just south of
the summit of Urdarfell . The rock is cut into hackly lumps
by numer9us hairline cracks , and is common near the margins
of the Galgagil-Urdarfell vent zone . The hammer handle is
35 cm in length .
structures subjected to faulting and repeated ShOCKS of small
amplitude at the margins of a continually exploding eruptive
vent .
(b)

Agglomerates are confined to the area within the shatter

zone and contain abundant wall-rock fragments.

The large

size of many of these blocks (0 . 5-2 . 0 m) indicates that t hey
have probably not trav elled far from the vent .
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(c)

Small radial and tangential fault 'breaks 'are common round

the edge of the shatter zone and presumably indicate foundering
of the country rock at the vent margin.

Examples of such

breaks are well seen in the ground to the immediate southwest
of the Raudkollur felsite

intrusion~

Similar types of arcuate

faults have been described at the rims of Swabian turf pipes
by Cloos (1941).
Dips in the agglomerate are difficult to determine due
to lack of unambiguous depositional stratification.

A crude

I

stratification can be seen in Galgagll just north of the
granophyre outcrop and this is inclined at an angle of about
~O

degrees toward the northeast.

The medium-grained tuft in

the north end of the Krossdalur stream shows vertical banding
which probably indicates the intrusive nature ot the deeperseated tutts.
A second small area of agglomerate bearing large basaltic
blocks and some .rhyoli te blocks in a pale green acid matrix
outcrops in the VididalsaI banks southwest ot Retsteinsstadlr.
This is largely concealed by alluvium, but probably represents

•
a second vent similar to that seen in Galgagil.

.

The small

,

agglomerate outcrops intruded by the northern Gljutura dolerite
,

I

plug and the Breidabolsstadur intrusion are also taken to
represent small vents (see p.24f).
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INTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS
1.

AGGLOMERATE
(a)

The Acid Matrix

All the main pyroclastic types

described so far can be seen in the
parts of the

,

G~lgagil

,

G~lgagil

vent area.

In

stream exposure, irregular plug-shaped

bodies ot compact tine-grained telsite rock of pale-green
colour can be seen merging almost imperceptibly into the matrix

ot the agglomerate, sometimes with a transitional zone of very
fine-grained breccia.

These bodies usually have a maximum

w1dth of about 20 m and are up:to 20 m in exposed height.
Small phenocrysts ot oligoclase and opaque minerals are
scattered throughout these bodies.· It is felt that these
felsitic masses may represent the types of acid material which
exploded to form t.he pyroclastic matrix, and that these
particular compact outcrops are material which was unable to
explode due to lack of a 'suitable escape outlet.

Alternatively

these bodies may represent later pulses of acid material too
depleted in volatiles to produce an explosive eruption.
(b)

The Included Blocks

The lar,est blocks in the

agglomerate are fine-grained basic and intermediate types.
These blocks are commonly angular and range in size from

0.5 m to 2.0 m (see Fig. 181.
The blocks are probably not country-rock lavas, as they
are not intensely altered and are only slightly greenish,
being usually a grey-black colour.

No vesicles were seen In
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1

Fig . 18. View of the eastern end of the Galgagil vent zone,
looking westwards. The stream bank in the right foregound of
the picture consists of pale green agglomerate bearing large
basaltic blocks . Much of the pyroclastic mate,r ial has broken
down to a fine scree in the middle distance, and just beyo~d
this point the agglomerate is cut by a thin rhyolite dyke (R).
these blocks and although some may be subsided country-rock
lavas,

othe~can

be seen 1n places to pass into irregular plug

and tongue-shaped masses which are chilled against the agglomerates 1n the western end of Galgag1l .

The large s1ze and

angular form of these blocks suggest that they have not moved
far from their original position and that they are among the

last blocks to be included in the agglomerate.

Toward the

eastern end ot the vent outcrop relatively tresh blocKs ot
\

this type with sub-rounded outlines are seen crowding the
green matrix exposed in the stream bed; these blocks possibly
represent partially consolidated basic material also in the
vent conduit which was exploded by the rapidly ascending
acid material.

Near this locality a pipe ot fine-grained

basalt with circular cross-section

1.5 m in diameter cuts

the agglomerate, showing a distinct chilled margin; this
may'~~be~

a later basic feeder possibly connected with the

surtace.
Angular blocks of strongly propylitized pale green
country-rock basalt occur throughout the agglomerate, and the
vesicles in this type are lined with closely packed lemon-yellow epidote needles radiating trom the walls.

Basalt ot this

type can be seen in situ above the steeply inclined agglomerate north ot the granophyre margin.

Angular blocKs ot dense

fine-grained aphyric rock completely altered to green propylit~
are present also and these may be highly altered andesites.
Numerous tine-grained tragments or acid material occur in
the agglomerate; and these torm only small blocks up to 20 cm
1n size due to their greater br1ttleness and t1ssility
relative to the basic material.

Compact teldsparphyr1c types

with dark and light grey tlow bands are common, and these

I

II ..

I,
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are frequently rich in sheaves of lemon-yellow epidote prisms
and in quartz pseudomorphs after tridymite.

No surface

, I :
I

outcrops of these rocks were seen.

I

Some blocks of compact pale grey plagiophyrlc felsite
seen in the agglomerate can be matched with similar rocks
occurring as rare thin intrusive sheets up to 2 m thick or
Some fine-grained doleri te fragments are also seen in the

,

eastern end of the Galgagil agglomerate and can be related to
~

;j

:, \I
:I
:

I

!I

:. i\

! ~
iF

as irregular tongues cuttlng the pyroclastlcs.

a thick

9'

i

I

,i

:I

:1

!I
;I
m columnar sheet of uniformly fine-grained basaltic;1

rock of near horizontal attitude whose
propylitlzed basalt and agglomerate.

ba~rests

against

!

I

This sheet forms a
I

prominent cllff face cutting across the Galgagil stream gorge
and its base is seen to become fragmented over a horizontal
distance of about 30 m until it forms large blocks firmly
embedded in the agglomerate.

This sheet is fresh but it Is

difficult to decide whether it is a sill or a

~h1ck

flow.

A few small blocks of greenish altered dolerite similar
to that ot the early set cone-sheets were found in the
G~lgagil

agglomerate but no blocks of gabbro, granophyre, or

coarse-grained acid-intermediate hybrids were found.

On the

western flank of Urdarfell a single large block of extremely
coarse-grained gabbro about 30 cm across was found embedded

ll'

1n pale green tuff at the 160 m level.

i

I

:

i

The plag10clase 1n

; j'

lItO.
this rock forms prismatic crystals typically It.; x 1.0 cm in
size and which may be as long as 9.0 cm.

Interstitial to these

feldspars are black pyroxene crystals commonly

3.;

x 2 cm in

surface area.
A single large angular block of tresh eucrite similar to
I

.

that seen in the H?lar-Skessusaeti outcrop, and 3 x 1 m in
size was seen to be embedded in tuff in the north of Krossdalur just north of the vertically-banded tuff locality.
. These gabbro and eucrite blocks will be considered again
in the section on age relations of the pyroclastics.
2.

TUFFS

,

The tuffs within the Galgagil vent are pale green rocks
bearing small plagioclasa crystals up to

5 mm long in a fine-

grained acid matrix and are poor in included fragments other
than occasional small while felsitic fragments up to 1 cm in
size.

Tuffs with a well-sorted and well-mixed heterogeneous

assemblage of fragments up to about 2 cm in size outcrop .
farther away from the central zone of the vent and are seen
in the west side of Raudkollur, in Krossdalur and on the
Sandfell ridge.

Finer-grained pale-green tufts are seen in

the Dals~ near Selfell and also just north of Melrakkadalur
farm; these types are believed to represent the flanks of
the pyroclastic pile erupted trom the Galgagil-Urdarfell vent.

llf-l.
No base to these .tuffs is seen, and as the extent ot subsequent erosion is uncertain reliable estimates ot their

1:

I

I

I

!

I

1
;

•

:

thickness are no possible.
Pale-green and dark purple tuffs of similar fine grain,
containing variable proportions of

well~sorted

and well-mixed

fine-grained equant acid and basic fragments, outcrop at
intervals in the area surrounding north Vididalsfjall, as
shown on Map 1 (see pp. l8-zQ

These tutts may well

).

pass into the vent agglomerates .ot
Refsteinsstadir,

I

Breidab~lsstadur

I

G~lgagil-Urdarfell,
I

I

and Gljufura, no other

likely sources being seen in the area studied.

Exact corre-

lation of the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur tufts with one or other of
the four vents is ditficult due to lack of exposure in the
moor surrounding Vididalsfjall, lack ot individuality of the

,I

:I

tufts, and the possibility that the tuffs from two or more
sources may overlap.
Lateral continuity between tuffs and agglomerates has been.
demonstrated in the FaskrUdsfjordur area of eastern Iceland
by Gibson et al. (1966).
AGE RELATIONS OF THE PYROCLASTICS
(a)

Compared yith intrusions
The pyroclastics associated with the Galgagil-Urdartell

vent zone were not seen to cut the early basic cone-sheets,
• the Urdartell telsite and granophyre or the Urdarfell acid-
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intermediate hybrid rocks.

No blocks of the acid or hybrid

types were seen in these early agglomerates or tuffs.
One large block of

,
Holar-Skessusaeti

~ucrite

similar to that seen in the

intrusion is included by the tuff in the

northern end of the Krossdalur stream bank; no other eucrite
rocks are seen in the pyroclastics, but the presence of this
block suggests that vent activity began after emplacement of
the eucrite intrusions.
The tuff on southwest Urdarfell bears a single angular
block of extremely coarse

pegmatit~c

gabbro, as already

mentioned, and small gabbro feldspar and pyroxene crystals are
scattered through this tuff either singly or as clusters up to
1 cm in diameter. . These tufts outcrop near the Urdarfell
gabbro tongue which itself clearly intrudes both the tuff and
the acid-intermediate hybrids on the southern slopes of the
mountain, showing thin gabbro veins cutting the former and a
distinct fine-grained margin against the latter.

As the gabbro

is of later emplacement than tuff and hybrids at this level,
it is inferred that the gabbro fragments were incorporated
into the tuff at depth when rapidly ascending acid vent
material came into contact with partly consolidated gabbro.
(b)

Compared yith laYAS
The" thin green and purple surface tuffs seen in the

I
I ,
Vididalsa,
Gljufura
and in the west wall of Vatnsdalsfja11 i n

11

the Eyjolfsstadir stream are all intercalated with the
distinctive Thin Flow Group of thin tholeiite flows which
•

•

outcrops below the

••

Grj~t~

succession (Fig. 5).
I

equivalent of the

BFB Group, near the base ot the lava

These tuffs are the most likely flank
.

.

G~lgagil-Urdarrell

agglomerates.

No blocks

of the BFB group are seen in these agglomerates, and these
BFB flows outcrop at a level about 150 m above that of the
vent agglomerates in
nssel and

11

I

G~lgagil

Eyjo~fsstadir

and the tuffs in the Helgavat-

streams.

Thus the BFB group is

believed to be one of the first products of the period of
flood basalt extrusion which followed and buried the products
of vent activity in the central zone.
No completely exposed dyke or pipe feeders paSSing into
lava flows of basaltic or basaltic-andesite types are seen

•
within the Galgagi1-Urdarfell
vent zone, but there are two
pieces ot evidence which suggest that material of these types
was erupted from the vent during the later stages of the

•i

eruptive phase which produced the extensive agglomerates and
tuffs.
(a)

fine-grained basic and intermediate rock types occur

as small irregular or pipe-shaped masses intruding the

•
agglomerates in Galgagil.

These masses could be the infillings

ot lava conduits within the vent.
the fine-grained green tuffs which bear small gabbro

i

!
l

i

I

I
i
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clots on west Urdarfell also bear small blebs of dark basic
pumice up to

5 mm in size.

A further indication is given by the presence on western
Urdarfell of a group of basaltic-andesite lavas at a distance
of only one kilometre southwest of the

•

G~lgagil

vent.

This

:,
i

group is about 50 m thick, and the base outcrops at the 360 m
level.

Twelve extremely thin units can be counted (see p. 46 );

each unit is of extremely fine-grained dense dark grey to black
basaltic andesite and shows a compact main part and a thin
vesicular top.

These vesicles are often infilled with greenish

chloritic material and may also bear epidote and calcite, the
main part of the unit being largely unaltered although small
specks of sulphide are common.

These rocks are cut by innumer-

able vertical fracture planes trending west-northwest and these
are probably due to strong vertical stresses imposed by faulting
and later intrusions beneath.

Immediately above these andesites

are three thin BFB flows, totalling 12 m and this identifies
the andesites as being coeval with the andesites seen below the
BFB group in the east side of V1didalsfjall.
Summary of Age Relat10ns
The balance of the evidence presented suggests that the
agglomerates and tuffs were originally continuous surface
deposits, the former occurring as the central part ot a cone
of moderate slope angle and the latter being intercalated with

-

Fig. 19. View of northern Urdar f ell, I looking southwest from
Raudkollur. The agglomerat e of the Galgagil vent zone outcrops
in the str eam gorge near the foot of the picture, and part of
the much fractured thin lava section on Urdarfell (L) outcrops
as crags. The Melrakkadalur-Urdarfell granophyre intrusion
( Gr) forms the slope betwe.e n the lavas and the vent zone, and
a small plug-like basal tic intrusion outcrops on the summit of
Urdarfell.
the Thin Flow Group of tholeiites on the flanks of this cone.
During the later phases of the vent activity, basaltic andesite
lavas were erupted near the core zone of the volcano while
Thin Flow Group tholeiit es continued to accumulate on the
flanks.

At this time large eucritic bodies bene ath the volcano

superstructure had probably reached the final stages of
crystaJlization.

I

!
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2-3 BASIC CONE SHEETS
The agglomerates, tuffs, eucrites and older lavas in
northern Vididalsfjall and the surroundihg area have been

."

intruded by a dense Swarm of thin dolerite cone-sheets centrall,;
,

inclined towards a common focus beneath the Galgagil-Urdarfell
region.

The outcrop of this Swarm is approximately circular,

with a maximum outer diameter of about 11 km, and the inner

,

)

,
1

limit is approximate+y oval in plan, having diameters of
about 3 km from east to west and

1., km from north to

south

(see Map 3).
Two sets of cone-sheets were found in this Swarm (see
Maps 2 and 3)., The older sheets, intruded at the beginning
of the First Phase, will be referred to as the "early set"
and the younger Sheets of the Second Phase will be referred
to as the Ulate set"; the sheets of these two sets are readily
distinguished in the field by means of the criteria set out
in Table 4.

The general structure ot both sets is discussed

in this section, but the detailed field characters of the
late set will not be described until a later section (see
p.24 8 ); Fig. 20 summarizes the main structural relationships
of the two sets ot cone-sheets.
The best exposures ot cone-sheets are seen 1n northern
.

~

,

Vididalsfjall in the Jorf1-Selfell-Helgavatnsse1-Ho1ar area
where they outcrop as well-defined inclined slabs 1n>' stream
beds and along summit ridges (see Figs. 21, 22); these sheets

' i'

•j

Fig. 20.

Schematic section through the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur cone-sheet
swarm, showing the £oci of the early and late sets o£ sheets
below Vididals£jall.
Barren zone indicated by stipple.
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Fig t 2la. View of northern Vididalsfjall , looking northeast
to Asmundarn~pur . The crags on the skyline are formed of 85
per cent of cone-sheets of both early and late sets separated
by thin screens of basalt lavas; these sheets dip southwares
in the direction indicated by the arrow.

,

I

Fig . 21b . View of the northern Asmundarnupur ridge (locality
arrowed ~n Fig . 21a .) showing the thinness of the cone-sheets
and their steep southerly dip .
he hammer handle is 35 cm long .
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Fig. 22. Early set cone-sheets dipping to the northwest at
the 300 m level in the stream which runs eastwards from
KrossdalskUla to He~avatnssel . These sheets are about 2 m
in thickness.
are typicallY 1-2 m in thickness as shown in the histogram
of Fig. 23 which is compiled from measurements of the thickness of 476 early eet and 187 late set cone-sheets.
Exposures are almost completely lacking in the 1.5-5.0 km
broad zone of low-lying peat and alluvium-covered ground which
surrounds northern Vididalsfjall, but the western limit of
the swarm can be seen in the banks of the Vididals~ near
Steinsvad and Titlingastadir .

The approximate eastern and
1

,

northeastern outer limits can be seen in the Gljufura between
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set

,

Hop and Helgavatnssel.

No outcrops of cone-sheets are seen

in the higher parts of Vididalsfjall south of a line drawn
eastwards from lsgeirs~ farm to Bakdalur on the east side
(see Map 1); the edges of the swarm outcrop below the 500 m
level and above this level is a thick cover of the much younger
thin pale' grey basalts which lie at the top of the lava pile
and which are not cut by any cone-sheets.
For the purposes of this study, the outer limit of the
cone-sheet swarm is taken as being thepoint beyond which the
I
sheets form less than , per cent of the ground; this correspond!
to an average gap of at least 2, m between consecutive sheets. r
,I

The exact outer limit is difficult to locate, as it is not

,

abrupt, and outcrops west of the Vididalsa disappear beneath
It

clays, gravels and the Bjorg younger lavas, while there are

,

,

no outcrops east of the Gljufura river due to thick peat.

In

addition, a tew scattered isolated sheets occur at greater
distances from the centre; such examples can be seen on the

,

west side ot Vesturhopsvatn outside the area shown in Map 1.
The inner limit is easier to define due. to the existence
of a distinct "barren" zone almost devoid ot cone-sheets;
similar barren zones exist in the Hebridean Tertiary cone-sheet
complexes of Mull, Ardamurchan and Skye (Bailey et al. 1924,
Richey et al., 1930, Harker, 1904) and also in the Setberg
area, Snaefellsnes (Sigurdsson, 1966a).

In the Vididalstjal1
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,

complex, the barren zone is occupied by the Galgagil-Urdarfell
vent and the acid intrusions of Melrakkadalur-Urdarfell and
Raudkollur.

Some small intrusive sheets and irregular plug-

like intrusions ot tine-grained basic material similar to that
of the cone-sheets cut the lavas and pyroclastics in this

z~ne

and will be described later.
All of the cone-sheets show chilled margins, even when
they rest against or cut other cone-sheets of similar type,
showing that they were intruded successively as in the case
of the Hebridean cone-sheets (Richey et al., 1930).

Few ot

the sheets can be followed laterally for more than a few tens

ot metres, and a large sheet of the late set on Sandfell is
remarkable in being traceable for about
the strike.

~ne

kilometre aong

Cross-cutting relationships are not commonly

observed but would probably be present in greater numbers
were sheets exposed over greater lateral distances; most conesheets in the area are seen only as 10-1, m lengths in stream
beds and on ridges.
FIELD CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EARLY SET OF

CONE-S~~S

The early set cone-sheets can be distinguished from late
set cone-sheets by a number of general field characteristics
which are set out in Table

4. The most obvious feature ls

the greenish hydrothermally altered state of nearly all the
early set sheets; this contrasts strikingly with the extreme

!
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Table 4
EARLY SgT

LATE SET

The majority of sheets are
hydrothermally altered and
of grey-green colour due to
decomposition of ferromagnesian minerals and interstitial glass.

These sheets are totally fresh
in marked contrast to the
country rock lavas and the early
set sheets even in the zones ot
most intense hydrothermal
alteration.

Epidote, quartz, calcite,
zeolites, chlorite and
pyrite are common in veins
or as patches within the
body of the rock.

Epidote and other secondary
minerals are absent.

Eucrite inclusions may be
present.

Eucrite inclusions are not known
in these sheets, but one sheet
bearing gabbro inclusions has
been found.

The margins of these sheets
are of fine-grained greengrey stony material which
probably represents devitrified and hydrothermally
altered tachylite.

The margins of these sheets are .
of fresh black lustrous tac~i te'
or fresh fine-grained dolerl'te. ;

Magmatic roll structures and
streaks of fine-grained or
glassy material are absent.

Magmatic roll structures may be
found in the red-brown dolerite
sheets, and streaks of finegrained or glassy material are
also found in some sheets.

These sheets are often
crushed, sheared or flasered
by f'aulting.

These sheets are rare~ly crushed
sheared or flasered.

These sheets are not seen as
prominent ribs at altitudes
above the 600 m level.

These sheets torm numerous
prominent ribs at all levels
from altitudes of 50 m up to
900 m.

These sheets show massive or
crude blocky jointing; the
joint patterns are usually
subdued due to the often
crumbly altered texture of
the rock.

These sheets often show regular
prismatic or, rarely, columnar
jointing perpendicular to
their margins.

Most ot these sheets are of
thickness up to 1 ID; this
range includes ,6% of the
total iio.measured.(Fig., 23;

Most ot these sheets are of
thickness 1-2 m; range.inc1udes:
49% of the total ~heets
measured.( Fig. 23.)'
-----~---'-----
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freshness of the late set sheets,
which are unaltered even in

the zones of most intense hydrothermal alteration.
Three main types of early set' cone-sheet can be distinguished in the field, and all are characterised by the absence
of olivine.

All three types are common over all but the

highest levels of the cone-sheet zone.
I~pe

1: Medium-grained feldsparphyric dQler1te with
1ntersertal matrix
Sheets of this type have a matrix similar in texture to

the Type 2 sheets and contain stumpy phenocrysts of bytownite.
up to 5 mm in length which may make up to 20-25 per cent by
volume of the rock.

Stony margins and pipe-vesicles are also

common in these types, and the phenocrysts persist right up to
the margins in most of the sheets observed.

These sheets are

commonly about 2 m in thickness and usus ally show a crude
blocky jointing which may change to a more platy jointing
parallel to the contacts as these are approached.

The sheets

form prominent ribs highly resistant to erosion, but tew are
seen as prominent features above the 700 m level.

Good

•

examples ot this type are seen in the Dalsa 1 km north ot
Kelrakkadalur farm, and also in the stream running eastwards

. I

i
!

to Helgavatnssel (¥ig. 22).
TIpe 2; Medium-grained aphyric dollt1te witb ig.tgrSettll tlxtutl .
Sheets of this type are usually 1-2 m in thickness, and
sometimes show pale grey-green stony margins which represent

devitrified tachylite.

A zone of pipe-vesicles may be seen

near the margins of many sheets of this type; these vesicles
are up to 2 cm in length, and are often infilled by minerals
characteristic of the hydrothermal aureole .

Similar vesicles

have been described from the Setberg area, Snaefellsnes , by
Sigurdsson ( t966a ).

These aphyric sheets are poorly resistant

to erosion and usually split parallel to the contacts into
crude blocks or irregular slabs.

Sheets of this type rarely

form prominent ribs and none were seen above the 700 m level.
Fig. 24 shows a Type

a sheet

1

in the Vididalsa west of

teinsvad.

,

Fig . 24. A Type 2 early set cone-sheet in the Vididalsa bank
west of Steinsvad. The sheet dips eastwards towards the lower
right corner of the picture and shows a crude blocky jointing;
its lower contact can be seen about a third of the way up the
left border of the picture. The hammer handle is 35 cm long.

i

r

Type 3: Fine-grained aphyric or sparsely feldsparphyric

\

Q,olerite
Sheets of this type are of very fine dark basaltic material

and are usually very thin, ranging in thickness from 3 to 40 cm. ,
I

i

These sheets are often less hydrothermally altered than Type 1
or 2 sheets, and are also much finer in grain than these types.
Narrow pipe-vesicles are more common near the margins of these
sheets than in Types 1 and 2, and, as in the previous two
types, these vesicles are infilled with quartz, zeolites and
carbonate.

These sheets are often, seen to split or cut across

sheets of Types 1 and 2, and they show stony dark grey margins
of devitrified tachylite.
t

Fig. 25a shows a Type 3 sheet cutting
.

the western end of the Holar eucrite intrusion, and Fig. 25b
shows a similar sheet cutting a highly altered Type 1 sheet in
,
the Vididals~ west of Steinsvad.
Sheets of Types 1 and 2 sometimes contain rounded inclusio~
or eucrite, and usually show a far greater degree of hydrothermal alteration than those of Type 3.

Thus, these Type 1 and 2

sheets often contain epidote, which is not so frequently found
in Type 3 s1ittets.

In addition, although Type 3 sheets are

usually 'concordant with the Type 1 and 2 sheets, they are often
seen to cut across sheets of this type where they have been
cracked or broken by faulting; good examples of this are seen
I

in the Vididalsa near Steinsvad, where the Type 3 sheets
sometimes show a vertical attit~de for a few metres as they

:i
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Fig. 25a , A thin·Ty~e.3 shee~ cu~ting ~he western upper margin
of the Holar porphyrltlc eucrlte ~ntruslon at the 300 m level;
this sheet can be seen to have thln pale selvages o'f devitri fied tachylite . The hammer handle is 35 cm long .

Fig . 25b . A thin Type 3 sheet cutting a Type 1 sheet in the
Vididalsa bank west of Steinsvad ; the thin sheet dips to the
east and a few small pipe vesicles can be se en ne ar its lower
margin just to the left of the hammer-head . The lower margins
of the sheet i s chilled to a thin stony selvage against the
older Type 1 sheet . The hammer-head is 15 cm long .
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cross the other sheets, eventually reverting to an attitude
These Type 3 sheets·

concordant with the Type 1 and 2 sheets.
may split into several thinner sheets.

This evidence indicates that Type 3 sheets were emplaced
near the end of the period of early set sheet injection, and
also indicates that some faulting took place after the injection
of the Type 1 and 2 part of the swarm but before injection of
the Type 3 sheets at the level of observation.

The-extreme

thinne$ of the Type 3 sheets is probably due to a number of
interacting factors; some of these sheets can be seen to thin
to zero thickness in Krossdalur and on Asmundarn~pur, and are
clearly near the end of their upward travel.

In addition, the

main part of the total cone-sheet edifice was probably an
extremely rigid and heavy structure by the time of injection
of Type 3 material, so that only small and sometimes irregular
partings were available to accommodate this material.

DETAILED STRUCTURE OF THE CONE-SHEET SWARM
The density of the

..

cone-sheet~arm

was estimated quantiti-

tatively in several sections up to distances of 1130 m in a
direction perpendicular to both strike and thickness of
individual sheets; this quantity is the ratio:
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Total th!ckness of cone-sheets in section
Total thickness of cone-sheets + country rock in section
Map 3 shows the locations of these measured sections and their
respective cone-sheet densities are given in Table 5; the two
I

sections measured on

,

Asmundarn~pur

are of 100 per cent exposure

.

and probably represent some of the most perfectly exposed
Tertiary cone-sheet profiles in Iceland or the Hebrides (see
Fig. 2la and b).
Table 5'
S~~:t1~ul.

t,~ng:tb

at:

Trayer§e

" Can~

§b~~:t g~n§l:tI

(all values expressed as ~ of
total ground traversed)
Early-set Late-set
Total
sheets
sheets
~lleets
62%
23%
B5'%

1

p~O

2

200 m

78%

57tJ,

21%

3

1130 m

62%

46%

16%

4

240 m

60%

n.d.

n.d.

5'

750 m

5''"fo"

5~

0

m

60-B5 per cent obtained in these sections' '
are close to the values of ,O-BO per cent determined as the
The maximum values ot

cone-sheet density in the Setberg area by Sigurdsson (1966a).
In the Mull cone-sheet complex (Bailey et al., 1924) cone-sheet
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densities of as much as 92 per cent have been recorded over
horizontal distances of 120 m in outcrops of the Late Basic
Cone-sheets (op. cit., p. 296); values of this magnitude have
not been found in Vididalsfjall even though two sets of basic
cone-sheets exist in the area.

Ii

STRUCTURAL RELATIONSHIPS OF THE TWO SETS OF CONE-SHEETS

The outcrop of the late set sheets coincides with that of

1

!

::

, i
I
, :

7-8 per cent or the total cone-

the early set in the innermost

sheet outcrop; this late set outcrop is approximately circular

ii

in plan with an outer diameter of about It.5 km and this relation
is shown in Map 3.

Table 5 shows the relative densities or

each set in the sections measured, and it can be seen that the
late sheets make up about a third or the total thickness of
cone-sheets in these sections.
Dip measurements made on

51t9 early sheets and 2ltl late

sheets were plotted as a histogram, and this revealed that the
statistical mean value for dip in each set was in the range

40-45 degrees (see Fig. 26); the arithmetic mean value or this
range, lt2~ degrees, has been taken arbitrarily as the average
dip of the cone-sheets in each set.

As both sets have the

same average dip, the smaller outcrop width or the later set
shows that its focus will lie at a shallower depth than that
or the early set (see Fig. 20).

Inspection of the dips of

individual cone-sheets throughout both sets reveals no
asymmetry which could be interpreted as tilting of the two
-,-,--,-~--~~"-,,

: 1

i;
I
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cone-sheet set axes, and it seems reasonable to infer from this
that they form a cone-in-cone structure in which the two foci
l1e at different levels on a common vertical axis.
structure is shown in

Fig~

This

20 and a similar composite cone-in-

cone structure about a common axis has been shown to exist in
the case of the three cone-sheet sets of Ardnamurchan
(Durrance,1967).
The approximate depth of the focus was calculated for each
cone-sheet set as follows.

The dip directions of diametrically

opposed sheets at the outer margin of the cone-sheet outcrop
were projected until they intersected and this point was taken
as lying vertically above the focus as the axis of the cone
structure is vertical.

Location of this point enabled an

approximate estimate of the maximum radius of each cone-sheet
set to be made from the outcrops on the map, and the depth of
the focus, f, was calculated from the formula

f=r tan

e

where r = outer radius of outcrop

e

= mean

value for dip

The calculated depths for the two foci ares
early set

5000 m below sea level

late set

2000 m below sea level

and this data is summarized in Fig. 20.

In comparison, the

Hebridean sets are thought to focus at about ,000 m, and the
Setberg sets at about 2600 m.

Annels (1967) calculated that

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _N

J
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the cone-sheets of the Valagil-Geitafell system 1n the Hornafjordur
area focus at a depth of.1600-2l00 m.
"
In the Ardnamurchan memoir (Richey et al., 1930), it was
suggested that the injection of large numbers of cone-sheets
must have been accompanied by considerable central uplift.
The authors of the memoir assumed that space for each individual
cone-sheet injection was made by displacement of its roof and
also that the aggregate thickness of cone-sheets was more or
less constant round the entire cone-sheet belt.
Evidence of some uplift of the country-rock lavas in
Vididalsfjall is given by the high easterly dips (up to 20
degrees in

I

I

Asmundarn~pur

and Krossdalur) of these flows.

In

addition, the BFB Group shows dips of 10-20 degrees in the
higher parts of Vid1dalsfjall and appears to have been raised
by several hundred metres at least from the less-faulted and
more gently-inclined outcrops seen in the low ground flanking
the mountain.

As all the lavas affected in this way are among

the earlier members of the exposed succession and are thus
either older or contemporaneous with the period of cone-sheet
injection (as witness their relations with the products of the
G~lgagil-Urdarfell

vent), it seems likely that the uplift is

due to successive injection of cone-sheets into the substructure.
Accordingly, a tentative value for the uplift due to both early
and late sets of cone-sheets has been calculated, making the
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same assumptions as the Ardnamurchan authors.
The average cone-sheet density of the total swarm is
taken as

4, per cent;

this value lies half-way between the

maximum and minimum densities of 85 per cent and 5 per cent
found at the inner and outer margins respectively, and
corresponds to a thickness of 13,0 m ot sheets.

The total

thickness of the cone-sheet belt is taken as 3000 m (see Fig.
20) and the mean dip of the sheets is taken as 42t degrees.

Using the formula:
Uplift

t

cos e

where t is the total thickness
due to cone-sheets
and

e 1s the average dip of
the cone-sheets,

a value of 1830 m is obtained as the possible central uplift
in northern Vididalsfjal1 due to the intrusion of both sets

!
i
".

!

of cone-sheets.
In all the ex1sting hypotheses of cone-Sheet formation,
the sheets'near the inner margin of the swarm are envisaged as
having steeper dips than those near the outer margin.

In

addition, some of the theoretical fracture patterns indicate
that the dip of individual cone-sheets increases with depth.

i'
!,

One possible example of this was found in Vidida1sfja1l, on
!

the ridge south of Sandfe1l.

This sheet is a red-brown do1erite

type of the late set and is 3-4 m thick; the margins of this
,
J,

- - - - - - - . - - ".•..J
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sheet are cut by numerous joints perpendicular to the contacts
to produce a 30- 40 cm zone of thin splintery laths which is
very distinctive in the field.

The sheet outcrops at a height

of about 730 m on the ridge and is next seen 275 m eastwards
of this in the southern end of Krossdalur, at about 300 m below
the first outcrop; over this drop the dip increases from 53
degrees to 60 degrees and the direction of dip swings westwards
through an arc of 17 degrees, indicating some curvature of the
sheet outcrop.

No fault

b~ks

were seen between these two

outcrops of the sheet.
Evidence of the increase in dip of cone-sheets towards the
centre of the late-set swarm was
quadrant of this outcrop.

so~ght

in the southeast

This area is the best-exposed part

of the outcrop, and the complete width of the late set outcrop
is exposed over a horizontal distance of about 2000 m.

Two

radial lines of section,EF and GH, were taken on Hap 2, and

,, .

the dips of sheets were plotted parallel to the line of section i:

!;

to trace general changes in dip across the .outcrop;- these

i;

sections are shown in Fig. 27.

,

The dip values on Map 2 rep re-

, .'
;

sent the dips of up to 10 sheets rather than the dips of single "
sheets, except in the case ot the two outward dips shown on
Section GH, which represent

singl~

sheets.

Section EF shows
I'

definite steepening of dips towards the inner margin of the
late~;set

outcrop, and section GH Shows this to a lesser degree.

Fig. 27.

Two profiles through the southeastern quadrant of the late set
cone-sheet outcrop, showing the steepening of dips in these
sheets towards the inner margin of the swarm. Based on Map 2,
section lines E-F and G-H.
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The dips of early set sheets in these two sections show little

,I

i!

:!

variation.
The relative abundance of sheets of steep dip was determined for a horizontal section through the entire southeast
quadrant of the late-set cone-sheet outcrop at a level of
700 m above sea level.

The altitude of the ground-surface over

this quadrant varies through a vertical interval of about ,00 m
and so the measured dips were projected upwards or downwards as '
necessary to intersect the 700 m plane; none of these dips had
to be produced over vertical intervals greater than 300 m.
Although the possibility of curvature in a vertical sense has
been mentioned for one sheet, its general extent is not known
and it has not been considered in this particular procedure.
The 700 m plane was divided into three concentric zones of
e,ual area and the sheets cutting each zone were divided into
two'. groups - those w1 th dips' in the range ,0-80 degrees and

those with dips less than

,0

degrees •. The ratio:

Number of sheets with dip in range ,0-80 degrees
Total number of sheets
was calculated for each of the three zones and expressed as
a percentage.

A total of 80 dip measurements were used, and

the proportions obtained are shown in Table 6.

These results

indicate that sheets of steep dip are more abundant towards
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the centre of the late set cone-sheet outcrop in the horizontal
plane considered, and this indicates steepening ot cone-sheet·
dips towards the centre of the zone.
Table 6
Inner margin
Zone 1

Zone 2

Outer margin
Zone 3

Number of late set
sheets with dip in
range 50-80 degrees

8

37

10

Total number of late
set sheets

12

49

19

Percentage of sheets
with dip in range
50-80 degrees

66%

75%

53%

400 m

300 m

Maximum width of
zone
STRlKE~

OF THE

750

m

...

C01~-SHEETS

In Anderson's original interpretation of the origin ot
cone fractures (Bailey et al., 1924; Richey et al., 1930;
Anderson, 1936) it was suggested that these fractures formed
right cones concentric about a common vertical axis, showing
circular sections perpendicular to this axis.

In Mull however, . ,
Bailey observed that not all of the Early Basic cone-sheet
1

strikes were parallel to the margins of the assemblage-outcrop

165.
and noted that a number of sheets approached these margins at
an oblique angle (Bailey,

OPe

cit., p.235).

This apparent

departure from the theoretically predicted concentric outcrop
pattern indicates that the actual configuration of cone-sheet
fractures is more complex than' that originally suggested by
Anderson (op. cit.).

i

::;

Cone-sheets with strikes similarly oblique to the assemblage-outcrop margins are also found in the Vididalsfjall
assemblages; a marked lack of parallelism between individual
late-set sheets and the outer margin of the assemblage is seen
in the southern part of the outcrop in the ground between the

,
Dalsa

~

river and the ridge immediately to the north of Kross-

I
dalskula.

In addition, sheets in this late set often show

quite different strikes although they outcrop very near to one

,

another; examples of this can be seen in the Dalsa and in
Krossdalur (see Maps 2 and 3).

Few of these sheets were seen
I

, I

to intersect in the sections exposed.

it

:',

;.1

This evidence from Mull and Vididalsfjall suggests that
a large number of the fractures intruded by cone-sheet material
are not concentric circles in section perpendicular to the
cone-axis, and there is thus reason to suppose that Anderson's
original theoretical cone-fracture pattern does not account
for all the possible fracture planes which may be developed.,

AGE RELATIONSHIPS OF THE EARLY SET OF CONE-SHEETS
Cone-sheets of this set cut the agglomerates ln the

!;
.1·
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western margin of the

I

vent outcrop and the densest

G~lgagil

parts of the swarm are seen in the belt of ground between SelI

•

fell and the southern part of Asmundarnupur.

In this belt the

sheets cut the tuffs with great angular discordance, and the
tuffs are seen only as thin green screens between successive
sheets.

A few small blocks of green, altered dolerite similar

to that of the Types 1 and 2 cone-sheets were found in the
I

Galgagil-Urdarfell vent-agglomerates, and small irregular sheets
and plug-like intrusions of doler1te

~everally

similar to that

ot Types 1, 2 and 3 of the early cone-sheets can be seen to
cut the agglomerates on the summit of Urdarfell (see Fig. 19)
I

and in the eastern end ot Galgag1l; these small intrusions are
slightly greenish like the early cone-sheets and show

distinctly~,

chilled margins where they rest against the agglomerate.

The

lithological similarities between these intrusions and the conesheets suggest that they are the "barren zone" expression of
cone-sheet material.

:
i

Early set cone-sheets are also seen to cut the tuffs which ! .
outcrop in the

Vldldals~

near Titlingastadlr.

west from Steinsvad road bridge and

The sheets also cut lavas as tar up in

the succession as the BFB Group and can be seen in the outcrops

ot this group between the Dals~ and the eastern side ot
Krossdalsk~la.

Lavas at' lower levels than this in the success-

ion are intruded by early set cone-sheets 1n the northern part

;)
!1

!I

of lsmundarn~pur, in the Dals~ east of H~gg and in the northern
I

I

:1

.

reaches of the Gljufura stream-bed.
A small number of early set sheets have already been
proved to post-date the

•

H~lar-Skessusaeti

eucrite, and one of

these was found to contain scattered inclusions of eucrite;
examples of other early set cone-sheets bearing such inclusions
were found and these are marked "Ei" on Map 2.

Many of these

'i

;1

i
'I

inclusions appear to have been incorporated by the host

,I

j

do1erite as loose crystal aggregates which indicates that at

f

I

some stage between their point of origin and their present

I

exposed level the early set cone-sheets passed through eucrite

:t..,
I
i
,j

i

I

and gabbro bodies beneath Vididalsfja1l and already in an

I '
j

advanced stage of crystallization.

The different ranges of

I
:I

zoning seen in the large plagioclases of these eucrite inclus-

I,

],i

ions indicate that different cone-sheets incorporated eucrite

,

,

,

and gabbro in different stages of crystallization, and these
•

inclusions may be portions of a crystal

It

mushl1 or primary

cumulate already settled in a magma body at depth.

These

inclusions will be treated more fully in the section on petrol-

ogy; at this stage of the discussion their presence in certain ". .
Type 1 and 2 early set cone-sheets is taken to indicate that
these sheets were emplaced during the time-interval between

j

the later stages of orystallization and the complete consoli-

I
I

; j

dation ot the eucrites and gabbros.

1

No inclusions were found

in sheets above about the 460 m level in the sections

I
I
;

j
I

1

,
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examined.

Blake (1968) has reported the occurrence of loose

crystal aggregates of gabbroic material in the porphyritic parts
of small basic intrusive sheets in the Austurhorn area of
eastern Iceland, and these appear to be similar to the Vididalsfjall occurrences.
A small number of thin Type 3 early set cone-sheets cut
the western edge of the Raudkollur felsite outcrop; this intrusion is believed to be synchronous with the later phases of the
I

Galgagil-Urdarfell vent activity; as will be shown in a later
section.
One small 25 cm greenish altered Type 3 early set sheet
~

I

I
~
i

cuts the western marg;n of the Melrakkadalur-Urdarfell granoPhyrel
intrusion in the Dalsa stream bed near Melrakkadalur farm; no
other cone-sheets of either set were seen to cut this acid

I
1
<
!

intrusion in any part ot its outcrop.

This sheet shows sharp

but not glassy margins against the granophyre, which indicates
that the granophyre had not cooled completely by the time of
the intrusion by the sheet.

Cooling and consolidation were

however tar enough advanced for regular cracks to develop in
the granophyre, and the sheet shows no tendency to adopt a
wandering or wispy disposition.

No chilling of the granophyre

or back-veining ot the sheet by granophyre was seen in the
available exposure.
To sum up, the early set cone-sheets reached their present
outcrop level atter the close of the Galgagil-Urdarfell acid

!

vent activity.

The presence in some of the sheets of eucritic

!:

-

:\

inclusions indicates that early set cone-sheets of Types land
2 began to move upwards from their source at the focus before
the consolidation of the eucrites and also before the vent
activity; the occurrence of scattered small blocks of cone-

,

sheet material in the Galgagil agglomerates also testifies to
this.

Cone-sheets were intruded continuously from this time

,

until the later stages of the Galgagil-Urdarfell vent activity.
At this time, minor faulting of the Type 1 and 2 cone-sheet
edifice took place; this faulting may have been due to
movements beneath Vididalsfjall caused by collapse of the

,

lower parts of the Galgagil-Urdarfell vent structure and
I

emplacement of the Raudkollur and Dalsa-Urdarfell felsites and
the Melrakkadalur-Urdarfell granophyre.

Type 3 sheets were

intruded into these later fractures and this last sheet phase
ended before complete consolidation of the granophyre at the
level of observation.
,
1

A REVIEW OF SOME THEORIES OF CONE-SHEET FORMATION
Although it is not proposed to attempt a detailed critical!
account of the dynamical theory underlying the various theories i
advanced to explain cone-fracturing in solids it is relevant
to review the main theories of the origin of cone-sheets.
The first cone-sheets to be studied in detail were those
mapped 1n Skye by Harker (l90lt) who called them "centrally

"

(a)
Anderson (1924)

(b)

Robson & Barr

(1964)

(c)
Sigurdsson

(1966)
Fig. 28.

Diagrammatic representations of some theories of
cone-sheet origin. Solid lines indicate conefractures, broken lines in (b) indicate tension
fractures. The magma bodies (i.e. indenters)
are shown in solid black.

Fig. 29.

~

heor~tic~l

cone-fracture patterns, after Durrance
figures indicated in parentheses).
a) and (b) represent the principal stress
trajectories developed within discs subjected to
respective axial and diametric compressions (Fig. 1);
(c) diagrammetric representation of the development
of shear fractures within an axial stress field
accompanied by an external compressive stress field
(arrows in circular section plane) acting
perpendicular to the axis of point loading (arrow
at cone apex). The broken lines indicate approximate
princi~al stress trajectories within the vertical
plane-lFig.4); (d) Section perpendicular to axis of
theoretical logarithmic spiral cone-fracture pattern
produced under stress field shown in (c).

1967).

~Source

(0) Disc subjected to
axia I compression

Cb)

MAX IMUM SHEAR STRESS
TRAJECTORIES

PRINCIPAL
STRESS
TRAJECTORIES

Cc)

Cd)

Disc subjected to
diametriC compression
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inclined sheets" and noted that they would probably converge
at a common focus in depth.

Further examples of such sheets

were described from Hull and were referred to as "cone-sheets"
in the Mull memo1r (Bailey et al.,

192~);

another cone-sheet

complex was described from Ardnamurchan (Richey et. al., 1930).
A hypothesis to account for the origin of these cone-sheet
complexes was proposed by Anderson (Bailey et al.,
Richey et al.

OPe

op~

cit.;

cit.; Anderson, 1936) who suggested that

the sheets were intruded along concentric conical fractures
opened in the upper levels of the crust by tension.

This

tension was produced by excess magmatic pressure acting
vertically upwards against the roof of a magma chamber to
produce a strong localized "point push", near a free surface
in a crust believed to be an otherwise unstre$sed solid.

The

conical tension fractures were suggested as being similar to
those observed by Hertz (1896) and French (1919) when elastic
solldsor glass were subjected to locally concentrated directed
pressures or impacts.

A section through the cone fractures

suggested 1n Anderson's hypothesis is shown in Fig. 28(a).
Anderson's hypothesis of cone-sheet formation remained
\

unmodified until the advent of techniques which enabled
physicists to study the deformation and fracture of solids in
greater detail.
type are

Two of the most important techniques. of this

hi~h-speed

micro-photography of experimentally

produced fractures, and photoelastic study of stress-induced
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optical anisotropy in otherwise optically isotropic substances.
Robson and Barr (1964) have re-examined the theoretical
stress fields produced in the

vici~ity

of a magma body within

a crustal region subject to triaxial stresses; although these
workers agreed with Anderson's original suggestion that cone
fractures were intiated by a point push due to increased magma
pressure, they showed by stress analysis that these fractures
were caused by shear failure and not by tensile failure.

These

shear fractures were suggested as forming only when the magma
body lay at depths greater than 470.0. m.

In addition, this

re-examination suggested that two sets of conical shear fractures could be formed under certain stress conditions - one set
showing the inward dip typical of the known cone-sheet complexes
and a second set showing outward dip.

o.ne of these examples -

is shown in Fig. 28b.
Sigurdsson (1966a) described the first known major development of basic cone-sheets in Iceland in his account of the
Setberg area, Snaefellsnes, and suggested that cone-fractures
might show more similarity to experimentally-studied fractures
in glass than was previously believed.

He cites as evidence

the experimental work of Tolansky and Hoves (1954) and Field
(1964) who studied the formation of circular cracks (known as
Hertzian cones) in glass plates, by special' microscope techniques, using a steel ball or a high-speed water jet as an
indenter.

Both types of indenter acted through a disc-shaped

I
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contact area and fractures were initiated normal to the contact
surface at a point near but not exactly on the edge of the
contact area; fractures began in this way for both high and
low impact pressures and travelled round the contact surface
in a circle or circular spiral.

Further application of pressure

produced a second similar crack close to the original crack,
and thus this original fracture spread into the glass to
produce a trumpet-shaped conical fracture surface as shown in
Fig. 280.

The apical angle of this cone fracture (cone angle)

changes by 26 degrees for a change in Poisson's ration from
0.20 to 0.35 (Sigurdsson,

OPe

cit., pers. comm. from Field)

indicating that the size of the cone angle is dependent on the
rigidity of the stressed medium.

Sigurdsson suggests that as

the P01sson's ratio for basaltic rocks 1s in the range 0.25-0.27
and that of Field's glass is

0.2~,

the country rock in the

Setherg area may fracture in a similar way to that of this
glass.

The cone angle in Field's experiments'is about

1~0

degrees, compared with a value of 120 degrees (based on extrapolation of cone-sheet attitudes) in the Setberg area
(Sigu:rdsson,

OPe

ci t.) •..

Durrance (1967) studied the stress patterns produced in
optically isotropic artificial resins by directed pressure,
.
.
using photoelastic techniques. In brief, these techniques
depend on the property of optically isotropic media to acquire
local optical anisotropy along lines of stress during deforma-

I
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tion; the orientation of these anisotropic bands is studied
with a polarizing microscope, and the patterns plotted are
subjected to conventional dynamic analysis.

In this study,

it was again suggested that cone fractures were produced by
a release of upwardly-directed magmatic pressure and it was
further suggested that this release was accompanied by an
increase in external compression stresses acting upon the
system.

These stresses are considered for the hypothetical

case of a spheroid body subjected to diametric compression,
and Durrance (op. cit.) points out that a three-dimensional
picture of all the possible shear-strain trajectories developed
within this spheroid can be reconstructed from the shear-strain
trajectories developed in two tlplanes of similarity" within
this sphere.

These two planes of similarity are mutually

orthogonal.

In the experimental work on which Durrance's

interpretation of cone-fractures is based, resin discs
corresponding to these two planes were subjected in some cases
to centrifugal stress and in others to centripetal stress, to
produce the stress-configurations shown in Fig. 29a and b.
Centrifugal stress was applied by inserting a tapered shank
into a hole in the centre of the disc, and centripetal stress
was applied by confining the disc within a tightly-fitting
ring.

If the total fracture pattern is controlled by the

pattern shown in Fig. 29b then cone-sheets intruded along

l7~.

these fractures will show the configuration shown in Fig. 29c.
These fractures form spiral cones concentric about a common
axis which coincides with the direction of applied upward
pressure.

Fig. 29d is a section through this conical structure,

taken in a plane perpendicular to the cone-axis.

In section

the cones show as two sets of opposing and intersecting spirals;
these spirals are logarithmic curves which intersect one
another at a constant angle of 90 degrees.

This theoretical

cone-sheet configuration has been superimposed on a map of
the Ardnamurchan cone-sheet complex.

As the inward dips are

markedly different, they are first produced until they intersect, and a symmetrical axial section of a cone is constructed
with this intersection as its apex.

This constructed cone is

not vertical, and so the theoretical cone-sheet configuration
is itself reconstructed so that it represents the intersection
of the tilted cone-fractures With a horizontal. land surface.
This reconstructed theoretical spiral cone-sheet conf1guration
fits the observed cone-sheet outcrops perfectly,and shows that
all three cone-sheet sets in Ardnamurchan are grouped about a
common axis; the two youngest

cone-sheet~,sets

on Ardnamurchan

were thus formed when the original cone-fractures were reactivated by later pressures and filled by later intrusions of
cone-sheet material.
This hypothesis adequately explains the strike orientations
which do not fit into the fracture pattern suggested by
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Anderson (1936); the examples of these "oblique l1 sheets from
Mull have already been mentioned (see p~.lb4-1,~).At the same
time, Durrance's hypothesis still allows for the fact that
cone-sheet dips increase towards the centre 01' the assemblageoutcrop.
Durrance points out (op. cit.) that Tolansky and Howes

(1954) produced spiral cone fractures in glass in their
experiments and that Hills (1963), suggested as a result ot
this that cone-sheets might be intruded into similar spiral
structures above magma chambers exerting sufficient excess
pressure.

CONFIGURATION OF THE VIDIDALSFJALL CONE-SHEET SWARM
A logarithmic spiral net constructed tor a cone angle of

95

degrees was superimposed on a map of the Vidida1sfja11

I

II

I

cone-sheet swarm in order to assess the degree of correspondence
between the theoretical shear-strain trajectories of Durrance

(1967) and the actual cone-sheet swarm configuration mapped in
the field; this net was constructed as a section perpendicular
to the cone axis on the assumption that the Vididalsfjall cone
structure is vertical (see p. l5~ and Fig. 20).

The net is

not shown on Map 3.
lhe best fit between the theoretical and actual configurations waS obtained when the centre of the net waS placed at
the western margin of the.

j

granophyre outcrop in the Dalsa;

I
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this pOint, which lies directly above the theoretical focus of
the cone-sheet swarm, is marked by a vertical cross on Map 3.
Most of the sheets in the Vididalsfjall swarm shown on
Map 3 were found to strike along the theoretical spiral shearstrain trajectories except for the early set sheets in the

,

,

Gljufura outcrops; these apparently aberrant sheets are seen
on Map 3 as a thin north-south line of outcrops at the northeastern border of the swarm.

The reason for the present

disposition of these sheets is not fully understood and it is
possible that the development of the fractures which they now
occupy was influenced by the presence of concealed parts of

,

the Holar-Skessusaeti eucrite intrusion which formed local
. structural inhomogeneities analogous to the knots in a piece
of wood.
The spiral shear-strain trajectories account for the
apparently anomalous strikes of a number of late set sheets

" (between Hrossakambur .and
with northwesterly dip near Hogg
Steinsvad on Map 3); these sheets strike parallel to the
theoretical trajectories in a fashion which would be difficult
to reconcile with the fracture configuration of Anderson (1936).
The overall degree of correspondence between the theoretical and actual configurations was found to be satisfactory and
the Vididalfsjall swarm is thus believed to have formed as the
result of injection ~f basic material into a shear fracture
system of the type shown to exist in Ardnamurchan by Durrance
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(op. cit.).

In the case of the Vididalsfjall example however,

parts of the country rock may not have behaved as a completely
homogenous isotropic medium due to the presence in them of
structurally isolated coarse-grained basic intrusions.

2-4 EARLY FELSITES AND MINOR ACID INTRUSIONS OF THE CENTRAL

A number of small intrusions of telsitic material outcrop
in Vididalstjall within the central or barren zone at the
centre of the cone-sheet ring.

All these intrusions appear to
I

have been emplaced at the end ot the Galgagil vent activity
or in the period immediately following this phase.
In this description, the intrusions are divided into two
groups:I

1.

The Raudkollur felsite, and Galgagil acid minor intrusions

2.

The Dalsa-Urdarfell felsite

I

.

These can be seen in the field to be separated in time and
space; the second of these groups is the younger and consists
of only the one intrusion.
The form and general field characters of these types are
as follows.

1;
(a)

THE RAUDKOLLUR FELSITE AND GALGAGIL ACID MINOR INTRUSIONS
The Raudkollur felsite is the largest body 1n this group,

having an approximately circular outcrop of radius 3,0 m, and
will be described before the smaller intrusions; its presence
was recorded by Thoroddsen (l906)ln his geological map of
Iceland.
The main part of this body is made up of a white

feldspar~

phyric microcrystalline felsite of very uniform texture and
grain size.

This rock has undergone considerable hydrothermal

alteration and is crumbly under the ha.mmer.

Small sulphide
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grains developed within the rock have oxidized to give an
orange stain which may extend for 10 cm beneath weathered
surfaces.

The entire outcrop consists of a dome-shaped heap

of broken and irregularly-shaped blocks which form a rounded
capping about 100 m in thickness on the summit of the mountain;
individual blocks may be up to 0.5 m in greatest length.

This

orange-coloured capping contrasts strikingly with the greenish
agglomerates and altered basalts beneath it when seen from a
distance (see Fig. 41).
No clear margins to the outcrop are seen, as the felsite
has weathered into a scree which obscures any intrusive margins;:
these margins have been placed on Maps land 2 at the upper
limits of the agglomerate and country-rock lavas exposed on
Raudkollur.
and a

Occasional fragments of dark blue-grey pitchstone

platy~jointed

flow-banded pink or white rhyolitic rock

are found in the screes at this level; rocks of this type
are not found in the higher parts of the outcrop and appear to
indicate the proximity of the margin of the felsite, be1ng
similar to the marginal facies seen in other smaller acid
bodies in the area.

Possibly connected with the main felsite

is a small and poorly exposed horizon of platy fragmented
rhyolite similar to that already described and this outcrops
over a vertical distance of about 30 m at the '600 m level in
the shoulder immediately south of Raudkollur.

Some pitchstone

fragments identical to those sein farther north are also seen
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1n the scree at th1s level and this outcrop is taken to be a
small. sheet which is e1 ther the edge of or a small offshoot
from the main felsite.

The exact margins of this sheet are

obscured by scree, but ragged outcrops of brecciated and frostshattered basic lava can be seen above and below. the acid rock.
The sheet is seen to split into two thinner sheets at one point,
and its near-horizontal attitude is discordant to the steep
westerly dips of the lavas in the vicinity (see Hap 2).
The rocks outcropping nearest to the felsite on Raudkollur
are greenish basic lavas and agglomerate.; many of the lava.

I
i

i

are ln the brecciated condition already described in the context

11

of the G;lgagil vent, and those seen within horizontal distances

11

of 250 m from the western limit of the felsite appear as
brecciated slabs with abnormally high westward dips between
50 and 60 degrees, as shown on Map 2.

lavas show easterly dips.

East of the felsi te, the

;;
~I

;1
li

These outward dips suggest doming

ot the surrounding rocks by the intrusion of the felsi te and it

i

.,ii

i

is possible that it is a small plug dome or tholoid connected
with the G!lgagil vent.

Williams (1932) is quoted by Cotton

(1952) as stating that many tholoids "show little internal

structure. Growing larger by expansion from within, they are
intensely fissured and brecciated, and the flow pla.nes, while
rudely concentric with the surface, are obscure and much
distorted ••• " (Williams, OPe cit., 141+-145).
The lack of sywnetrical or preferred planar joint
directions and the ease of diSintegration of the Raudkollur

j
;1

•
:1
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felsite may be related to the originally irregular structures
to be expected in a highly viscous and partially consolidated
acid plug-dome or tholoid.
The Raudkollur felsite may also be a small laccolithic
body which has locally domed its envelope after rising through
a narrow feeder channel.
An 11 m thick inclined sheet of very similar rock type
outcrops at a distance of only 250 m southwestwards from
Raudkollur; this sheet outcrops at 43, m and has a westerly
dip of 50 degrees as seen in the stream gully running from

•
the northern side of Skessusaeti to join the Galgagil
stream
(see Maps 1 and 2).

The sheet will be referred to hereafter

as the ",a-degree sheetll.

The sheet appears to be cut off by

a fault in the south wall of the gully but can be traced for
nearly 200 m in the north wall before it is covered by scree,
and its probable upward end appears in the scree just southwest
of the small lateral part of the Raudkollur felsite.

This part

of the outcrop is frost-shattered and consists mainly of scree
fragments.
In the stream, the sheet is seen to be chilled against the
agglomerate to form a 20 cm zone of dark grey-blue lustrous
porphyritic pitchstone exactly similar to the pitchstone seen
on Raudkollur and in the small lateral part of the intrusion.
This pitchstone may show flo'of-banding and weathers to a white
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rock.

The marginal pitchstone contains phenocrysts of feldspar

and ferromagnesian silicates, and passes into thick platy
fragments of a rock which has a pale grey-green weathered surface.

This rock forms the main part of the sheet and 1s

weathered and altered to a depth of up to

15 cm; the fresh

inner part is a pale blue-grey holocrystalline rock bearing
occasional small phenocrysts of feldspar and ferromagnesian
minerals.

The grain size ot this rock 1s coarser than that

ot the Raudkollur telsite.
Rocks with pitchstone margins ot this type were not seen
elsewhere in Vididalstjall, and the close grouping of such
similar rock-types suggests that they are all" related to a
common source and may be interconnected.

In particular, the

field relations of the 50-degree inclined sheet and the thin
horizontal sheet on the shoulder south of Raudkollur suggest
that the inclined sheet is a feeder to the main telsite
intrusion.
(b)

Some small intrusions of fine-grained acid material can

be seen to intrude the agglomerates of the Galgagil vent.

ThesE

are dykes, thin sheets and breccia bodies.
I

Two thin acid dykes outcrop in Galgagil, and these are
marked on Map 2 as tlAd".

Both dykes are of hydrothermally

altered whiterhyolite and show flow-banding parallel to their
contacts; there is no indication of contortion or brecciation

~

l.

I
H

I

I
I

of the rhyolite in either of these dykes and some small feldspar;
phenocrysts are present.

I

These dykes cut agglomerate or basalt.

and show fine-grained margins which were probably originally
pitchstone.

I
,

The northernmost of the two has a thickness of

2 m and strikes in an east-northeast direction, while the
other dyke is

5 m thick and strikes in the north-northwest

,

direction typical of the breccia dykes also seen in Galgagil.
Neither of these two dykes is exposed for more than 30 m along
the strike.
Acid sheets or sills are extremely rare in Vididalsfjall
and the surrounding area, but three small outcrops which may

I

be different parts of the same thin 2 m sheet are seen in the

I

eastern half of the

G~lgagil

vent area.

These bodies show

sharp but not strongly chilled margins against the agglomerates
and turfs, and no development of pitchstone is seen at these
margins.

The sheet is gently inclined towards the northwest

at an angle of about 10-15 degrees and is. concordant with the
crude stratification seen in the agglomerates and tutfs.

This

sheet is made of a fairly tresh pale grey felsitic rock
containing scattered feldspar phenocrysts and is very unitorm
in texture, no flow-banding being seen in any part at the rock.
Small, often irregularly shaped intrusive masses ot flow
banded white or pink hydrothermally-altered rhyolite can be
seen cutting the agglomerates and tuffs in G!lgagil.

These

I
!
;
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bodies are often rich in pyrite Which weathers to give exposed
surfaces a rusty colour.

Bodies of this type are

n~t

seen

elsewhere in V1didalsfjall and appear to be confined to the
vent zone below the 300 m level.

Some of these intrusions are

thin 1nclined sheets or near-vertical dykes with northnortheasterly strike; these, are never greater than 2 m in width
and frequently only 5-20 cm across.

A breccia zone of angular.

rhyol1te blocks set in a felsitic matrix is often seen at the
margins of these intrusions; these blocks are of rhyolite
1dentical to that forming the bulk of the intrusion, and range
up to 5 mm in size.

The thinner bodies of this type are often

composed entirely of this breccia.

No basic fragments occur

in these breccias which are often epidotized.
Sigurdsson (1966a) has described larger bodies of similar
type from Snaefellsnes and his interpretation of the origin of

,

such bodies seems equally valid for the Galgagil rocksl"During explosive activity, due to release of volatiles from
deeper magma bodies and from high-level rhy~itic magma in the
process of extrusion, brecciation of the cooling rhyolite, and,
to a lesser extent of the wall rock took place. A change in
pressure on a body of acid magma, such as caused by rapid ascent
or a breach of the roof, will cause a very sudden loss of vol- '
atiles and transformation ot the magma to a brittle, almost
glassy, semi-molten body, which may have been only sl1ghtly
brecciated (lIautobrecciationfl), and a telsitic matrix introduced
into joints during the explosive escape ot volatiles laden with
dust and half-molten glass fragments" (op. cit., p. 63).
Interpreted in this way, the Galgagil acid breccia bodies
are the result of autobrecciation ot rhyolitic material riSing
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through fissures in the vent during the later stages of vent
activity.
2.

I

THE DALSA-URDARFELL FELSITE

This felsite intrusion is of very limited extent, and is found
I

in the area between the Dalsa south of Melrakkadalur farm, the upper
eastern slopes of Urdarfell and the prominent gully which has been
eroded along a north-northeast fault line south of the summit of
Urdarfell (see Fig. 34 and Map 2).

All the outcrops of this rock

are found within a short distance of the margins of the Melrakkadalur-Urdarfell granophyre and the felsite is thus of great use in
determining the form of this granophyre intrusion.
The general texture of the felsite is very uniform, and it is a
fresh, tough, compact and brittle rock of dull grey colour bearing
small feldspar phenocrysts up to about 3 mm in length.

The rock

has not been intensely altered by hydrothermal processes and coherent
./

outcrops are easy to find; the white blocks or platy fragments to
I

which the fine-grained acid rOCKS from Raudkollur and Galgagil
weather are not typical of this intrUSion, although small grains of
epidote, carbonate and quartz can be seen in the rock.
The felsi te shows a blocky or slab-like

jOin~ing

:1

pattern parallel',

to the contacts in the outcrops seen in the Dalsa and on the western
,

side of Urdarfell at the 300 m level.

.

Undisturbed flow banding can

be seen parallel to the contacts at these localitites, and these
structures are useful in determining the attitude of outcrops.

In

!
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other parts of the intrusion, the felsite contains numerous basic
inclusions near its upper margin and elsewhere it may show a
ftbreccia ll texture; these features will be considered later.
FORM OF THE INTRUSION
The outcrop of the felsite is roughly S-shaped in plan (see
Map 2) and the intrusion is essentially a sheet of westerly dip in
which the eastern margin folds downwards, as shown in Section AB,
Map 1.

On the northern side of Urdarfell the sheet first outcrops

above the granophyre, with its upper margin resting against the
lavas capping the mountain; at this point, the felsite dips
concordantly with the lavas in the cliff-face at about 26-30 degrees
towards the southwest as shown on Map 2.

As the sheet is traced

round the foot of the cliff face in a southerly direction, its dip
changes to a northwest direction.
a dip of

15

Between this point, marked with

degrees on Map 2, and the eastern end of'the outcrop

all the rocks above the granophyre are cut by a dense swarm of
parallel fracture planes striking west-northwest with a northerly
dip of 70 degrees.

These have been mentioned already 1n the context

ot the basaltic andesite lavas which lie above the felsite on

Urdarfell.

In the fine-grained felsite, these fracture planes may

be only 10 cm apart.

All the rocks cut by these planes on the

northern side of the mountain have slipped downwards to the north as
large slabs, and the flow-banded upper contact of the felsite at
this point can be seen to step gradually downwardS by a few
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centimetres every time it is cut by a fracture.
Continuing southwards along the western shoulder of the
mountain, the felsite reaches its maximum thickness of about

50

m and can be seen to outcrop above the granophyre at about

the 30 0 m level, where it is cut by a number of faults with
northwest or north-northwest trend which downthrow to the west.

I.

The upper margin of the felsi te at this point is seen at 420 m.
in the cliffs eastwards of the shoulder.

The dip of the felsite;

remains more or less constant at about 25 degrees to the southwest as it is followed from the 300 m level on the Urdarfell
t

shoulder down to the Dalsa stream bed (see Map 2).
I

.

In the Dalsa outcrop the felsite dips in the same direction
at 20-30 degrees, but disappears beneath drift and gravel 100 m
west of the river.

In all these outcrops, the felsite shows

some flow banding parallel to the upper margins; in addition,
a zone forming the. uppermost ,1-4 m of the intrusion is rich in
dark inclusions of fine-grained basic material where the
felsite rests against the lavas, and this modification will be
described later.
Flow-banded felsite outcrops at about 550 m on the eastern
side of Urdarfell where the flow planes and joints indicate
that the upper margin of the felsite dips to the,east at
degrees.

4,

The fragmented continuation of this outcrop can be

traced southwards as a distinct zone in the scree to the small

li
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notch at the south of Urdarfell.

Cont1nu1ng west from this

point the felsite outcrops in the north side of the fault
gully (see

Map 2), which separates Urdarfell and Sandfell.

Here the fels1te outcrops as a small mass about 12 m in width
which rests with vertical contact against the south edge of
the felsite.

No outcrops of felsite are seen west of this

p01nt, and at least three faults cut the felsite, so that it
is seen only as scree chips in the north side of the gully.
These scree outcrops pass gradually into the coherent outcrops
seen immediately north of the gabbro which outcrops near the
western end of the gully.
SMALL-SCALE STRUCTURES IN THE FELSITE
The two most striking small-scale structures seen in the
felsite are the local development of a breccia structure and
of a zone rich in basic inclusions, the salient features of
which are as follows.
(a)

Breccia structure
This structure is seen in the Dals! about 300 m south of

Melrakkadalur farm at the junction between the felsite and the
later granophyre intrusion, and can be seen in the lowest ~ m

I
!

of the felsite for a distance of about 100 m upstream from this

,I

point.

:1

The felsite is about 68 m thick at this locality, and

the lower margin can be seen for a short distance resting aga1n-

\1
'i

st the upper part of a fine-grained sheet of dark, basic materiaJ~

II

The breccia texture shows strikingly in the weathered surface
of the felsite, and the rock appears to be 'made up almost of
very closely interlocking angular felsite fragments ranging from
a few millimetres up to 10 cm in greatest length.

These

frag~

ments are not all equant and may show elongated wedge shapes;
no rounded fragments were seen.

There is little colour contrast

between the fragments and the intervening matrix areas, but the
matrix is a slightly darker grey colour than that of the
fragments.
No preferential weathering of matrix or fragments is
apparent '.' on exposed surfaces of the rock and no empty cavities
or voids were observed between the fragments in any part of the
exposed breccia rock.
In thin section, the darker colour of the matrix is seen
to be due to a higher proportion of small ore grains in the
matrix material.

The fragments consist of the microcrystalline

feldsparphyric felsite typical of the outcrop, but none shows
any sign of having been moved far from its original positions
in the intrusion, and in several cases two separate parts of
the same feldspar phenocryst can be seen in almost perfect
alignment on opposite sides of an intervening area of matrix
material.

The matrix material itself is uniformly tine-grained,

consisting of small equant interlocking grains of quartz,
alkali feldspar, opaque ore mineral and green-yellow ep1dote.
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These epidote grains may show euhedral stumpy columnar habit,
and the ore mineral shows no brassy lustre in reflected light,
implying that it is a primary ore mineral and not a secondary
sulphide.

The average grain size of the minerals in the

matrix material is markedly coarser than that of the fragment
material.

i

The evidence indicates that the breccia structure developed:
when the felsite was largely consolidated and under a confining
pressure sufficient to inhibit both larger scale movement of
the individual fragments and the formation of wide voidS in
the felsite.

The rock was probably still at a high temperature

as the compact texture has beea preserved, and this compactness implies some "welding" of the matrix and fragments; although individual boundaries between matrix and fragments are
well-defined, matrix crystals can be seen to enclose small
grains at the edge of fragments.

If the felsite had been

completely cool at the time of introduction of the matrix
material, these fragment boundaries would have been much more
sharply defined, and this would probably have been reflected

ti
,
I

I
I

I
I

I
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by a greater degree of weathering in either matrix or fragments.!
The brecciation of the Dalsa felsite was probably caused
by small local stresses due to small movements or tremors in
its vicinity.

In the section dealing with the early basic

cone-sheets, it has been shown that a period of faulting

jI

I1

I
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occurred before the injection of Type 3 cone-sheets, and the
intrusion of the felsite may well have been within this period.
The matrix material seen in the breccia shows similar mineralology to the later crystallizations of the MalrakkadalurUrdarfell granophyre intrusion which closely followed the felsite, and the breccia texture may be due to stretching of the
incompletely solidified felsite during emplacement of the
granophyre.
A similar texture is seen in the felsiteon the west side
of Urdarfell at about the 350 m level.

The fragments in this
I

outcrop show the same size range as those seen in the Dalsa
outcrop, but some of these fragments have rounded edges.

The

felsite in this Urdarfell outcrop shows some regular uncontorted
flow banding, and the banding in any given breccia fragment
shows no parallelism with that in the fragments immediately
adjacent to it.

This feature, combined with the evidence ot

rounding in some fragments, indicates that rotation and movement
of fragments occurred after brecciation of the rock 1n this

p~t

of the intrusion; this outcrop probably represents one of the
first parts of the intrusion to solidify which has since been
fragmented and transported to its present position by the
later part of the felsite.
in the Loch

Ba

A smilar texture has been described

felsite ring-dyke of Mull where in the felsltic·

parts of the intrusion lithe rock frequently shows the results
of auto-brecciation and the incorporation of darker and more

I
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vitreous angular patches of banded rhyolite.

These patches

probably represent ribbons of the more quickly cooled rock
broken up and carried forward in the course of the intrusion"
(Bailey et al., 1924, p. 347).
(b)

The zone containing basic

inclusion~

The upper margin of the felsite is rich in basic inclusions
down to a distance of 1-6 m from the contact, and good exposures
of this zone can be seen in the part of the felsite exposed on
northern Urdarfell and continuing southwards from here to the
part of the outcrop marked on Map 2 with

25

degrees dip.

The

felsite in this upper marginal zone is a fine-grained pale
blue-grey rock in which are set conspicuos sub-rounded blocks .
of dark grey or black basic material; these basic bodies range
up to

5 cm

in greatest length, but are usually less than 1 cm

in size and have a wide size range (see Fig. 62);

Nearly all,

of. these basic patches are fresh, fine-grained types, and although a few blocks of medium-coarse dolerite are seen, blocks
of gabbro or eucrite are not present.

No fragments of grano-

phyre or coarse-grained acid-intermediate hybrid types ,,,,ere
found in this rock, but occasional small fragments of felsite
of a type similar to that of the enclosing rock are present§
these may represent fragments of earlier-consolidated material
as suggested in the description.of breccia structures.

In

addition, small fragments of tuff of the type seen exposed

I

I

~

I
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elsewhere on Urdarfell are found in the felsite, and these bear
their own assemblage of inclusions, already described in the
section dealing with the vents.
Some ot the inclusions are types which can be related to
the country-rock lavas; these inclusions are of fine-grained
fresh basaltic types and may be aphyric or feldsparphyric types
with black glassy matrices or finely intersertal plag1oclasepyroxene-ore matrices.

A small number of dolerite inclusions

of types similar to those seen as small barren-zone intrusions
on Urdarfell are present, and these show some textural similarity to the early cone-sheets of Types 2 and 3.

From this it

seems reasonable to suppose that all these types mentioned so
far are fragments of earlier consolidated material picked up by
the felsite in its passage to its present position.
Two types of inclusion not mentioned so far are of particular interest.

The tirst is a fine-grained fresh dolerite with

an 1ntersertal plag10clase lath-pyroxene-ore fabric of exactly
similar texture to the type seen torming the fresh lower margin
ot the Hblar-Skessusaeti eucrite intrusion.

Inclusions of this

type bear occasional lath-shaped phenocrysts of plagioclase and
small pyroxene phenocrysts of similar type to those seen in
the Holar-Skessusaeti rock.

Unlike all the inclusions described

so far from the felsite, these dolerite inclusions may show
wispy or curved outlines against the felsite matrix and

i.
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individual plagioclase laths may lie in parallelism with the
margins of the inclusion, instead of being broken or truncated
at this margin.

This feature indicates that these inclusions

were not fully consolidated at the time of incorporation into
the marginal zone of the felsite •

.

The second type of inclusion, which is a prominent member
of the inclusion assemblage, shows even more striking wispy
or crenulated margins against the felsite.

This type is

a

very fine-grained andesitic type with a hyalopilitic matrix

,
I

bearing numerous feldspar microliths and minute ore granules;
occasional plagioclase laths up to 4 mm in length can be seen
in this rock and the felsite can often be seen tQ invade narrow
puckerings in the inclusion.

The outer margin of inclusions

of this type is often dark and richly charged with minute ore
granules, which may indicate that it chilled against the
felsite matrix.
Little evidence of mixing or hybridization is seen at the
margins of these last two types of inclusion, and in the
examples examined both matrix felsite and dark inclusion
material maintain their essential textural characters right up
to the interface.
The entire assemblage of'inclusions seen in this rock is
a limited one; the absence of gabbro may be explained by the
fact that gabbro was not emplaced at this level until some

,

,!
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time later than intrusion of the felsite as will be shown in
due course.

.The apparent absence of eucrite inclusions may

indicate that the felsite met only a very limited number of
intrusive bodies in its passage to its present level.
AGE RELATIONSHIPS OF THE DALSA - URDARFELL FELSITE
The felsite is.believed to have been emplaced after the
I

.

G~lgagil-Urdarfell

vent activity, as it rests against the

pyroclastics of this phase just south of the summit of Urdarfell; in addition, the upper margin of the felsite on the
northern and western sides of Urdarfell includes fragments of
tuffs similar to those seen elsewhere on the mountain.
Veins from the Melrakkadalur-Urdarfell granophyre can be
traced continuously from the main intrusion into the felsite

i

Ij
I!

I.
l

over a horizontal distance ot 16 m where the granophyre rests
against felsite in the Dalsa• at the locality marked on Map 2.
Two thin veins, ranging in thickness from

~

to 15 cm, can be

seen to follow a joint plane in the felsite; this joint plane
has a northeasterly dip of

~7

degrees towards the granophyre.

The margins of these veins are sharply defined in hand specimens but in thin section they are seen to be crystalline and
of similar grain size to the coarse-grained main part of the

I

vein.

1

No glassy or microcrystalline margins were seen to these

veins, and this indicates that the felsite was too hot for

I
j

chilling of granophyre to occur at this locality.

The

I

granophy~

of the vein is identical in texture to that seen at the margins

I
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of the parent intrusion.
The granophyre on the lower western slopes of Urdarfell
includes scattered fragments of the felsite; these fragments
have rounded outlines and are up to 3 cm in length.

Their

presence in the granophyre is further indication of the earlier
emplacement of the felsite relative to the granophyre.
No early set cone-sheets were seen to cut the felsite, but
their presence is unlikely vtthin the barren zone in which the
felsite lies.

The presence of one Type 3 sheet, however,

cutting. the later granophyre indicates that the felsite was
emplaced before the end of the phase of cone-sheet injection.
The inclusion-rich upper margin supplies further evidence
as to the age of the felsite, and the presence of angular
fragments of Type 2 early set cone-sheet material among the
inclusions indicates that at the earliest, the felsite was
emplaced shortly after injection of the early cone-sheets •
. Inclusions of an incompletely consolidated dolerite with
similar texture to that seen at the lower margin of the HolarSkessusaeti eucrite intrusion occur in the felsite, possibly
indicating that the felsite was emplaced at about the same time
as this facies of the basic intrusion.

Although no inclusions

of the eucrite or pegmatitic gabbro types seen in this intrusion
were observed in the felsite, a few fragments of both types have
been found in the pyroclastics into which the felslte has been
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intruded.

The Urdarfell gabbro vhich outcrops in the fault

gully between Urdarfell and Sandfell can be seen to cut and
vein the pyroclastics and appears to have been the last coarsegrained intrusion to be emplaced within the central zone; the
textural and mineralogical similarity of this type to the
coarse pegmatitic gabbro seen in the Hblar-Skessusaeti intrusion
is, however, very marked.

At this stage ot the discussion

therefore, it is sufficient to state that some diachronism
appears to exist in the intrusive sequence; this condition is
perhaps inevitable in a small area containing such a widely
varied intrusive suite emplaced at short intervals in time.
Only one intrusion apart trom the granophyre shows direct
evidence of cutting the telsite.

This is a tine-grained basic
I

body of ' unknown thicknees which outcrops beneath the Dalsa
felsite at river level about 600 m south of Melrakkadalur farm.'
This intrusion shows perfectly developed rhomb-shaped joints
of strikingly regular torm and is exposed beneath the felsite
over a horizontal distance of about 100 m.

It is marked on

Map 2 as liB", and has a sharp upper margin vhlch rests against
the truncated lower edge of the felsite and also includes small
portions of the telsite.
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2-5 THE COARSE-GRAINED ACID, HYBRID AND BASIC INTRUSIONS OF
THE CENTRAL ZONE

All three intrusions of this group olltcrop w1 thin the
western half of the central or barren zone within the conesheet ring and they occupy an approximately circular area of
radius 1600-1800 m, stretching eastwards from the Dals~ to
the eastern slopes of Urdarfell (see Map 2).

These intrusions

are, in order of emplacement:(1)

The Melrakkadalur-Urdarfell granophyre intrusion,
which will subsequently be referred to as the "MU
granophyre lt •

(2)

The Urdarfell acid-intermediate hybrid body.

(3)

The Urdarfell gabbro intrusion.

General Form of thp.

Grou~

The MU granophyre has the largest outcrop area of the
three intrusions, and the other two intrusions are seen only
within the southern and eastern parts of the group-outcrop as
small bodies with a narrow arcuate form at the periphery of
the granophyre (see Map 2).
All the intrusions show steeply inclined or near-vertical
contacts against one another or the country-rock at 'some part
of their outcrop, and a ring-shaped fracture zone can be traced
through an arc of 180 degrees at the periphery of the groupoutcrop.

This fracture zone can be seen in the Dalsa as a
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northwest trending crush zone in the felsite; this crush zone
may pass eastwards into the east-northeast fault seen cutting
the lowest part of the hybrid intrusion in the distinctive
gully immediately to the south of Urdarfell, which will be
referred to as the rtsouthern Urdarfell fault gully".

The

country rock lavas on the eastern side of Urdarfell are highly
crushed along a north-northeast trending zone which continues
I

northwards into Galgagil, where the small a.cid dykes seen
cutting the pyroclastics may have been intruded into the
northward continuation of the fracture zone.

The only other

evidence of faulting near the margin of the group is seen in
I

the Dalsa about 100 m north of Melrakkadalur farm; here the
margin of the granophyre outcrop is cut by a zone of northsouth trending vertical fracture planes which may represent
part of a peripheral fault.

.1

:l

Crush zones have been observed

at the margins of the granitic intrusions of the Western Red

'I

;I

Hills, Skye (Wager et al., 1965) where these intrusions are

il

believed to be ring-dykes.

l!

(1)

THE MELRAKKADALUR-URDARFELL GRMOPHYRE

!I'1

This is the largest acid intrusion seen 1n the entire area

I
I

studied, and no other granophyre intrusions were found in the

I

area except for a small mass of uncertain shape which outcrops

:!

beneath the Holar eucrite.

;I

i

,I

The granophyre outcrop is comma-shaped in plan with an
east-west diameter of 1800 m and a north-south diameter of

iI

I
l

\

!
1.
I

\
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1400 m.

he intrusion forms the lower half of the mountain

Urdarfell where the rock breaks down into a distinctive
pinkish scree which contras

markedly with the dark grey lavas

of the upp er part of the mountain and the pale green pyroclasI

tics to the north in Galgagil .

Fig. 30 shows the part of the

intrusion exposed on the northern and western sides of Urdarfell; the total vertical extent of the outcrop is about 350 m.

Fig . 30 . View of Urdarfell (643 m) from the northwest. The
granophyre is seen as scattered blocky outcrops and li ghtcoloured scree in the lower half of the mountain; dark-coloured
lavas outcrop above the granophyre and these dip southwestwards
towards the right of the picture. The junction between lava
scree and granophyre corresponds approximately to the junction
between lava 22 7 and granophyre . An arrow marks the northwarq
dipping inner contact plane of the granophyre .
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FORM '

The exact form of the intrusion is difficult to determine
as the contacts are not well exposed, and much of the granophyre.
has broken down into large angular blocks which form thick
scree aprons on Urdarfell, and structureless debris areas on
I

the moor between ,this mountain and the Dalsa.
The outcrop of the granophyre margins is described in the
following in order to outline the general structure of the
intrusion, beginning at the highest exposed part on northern
Urdarfell, and following this round to the western slopes of
the mountain; from here the margin is traced westwards to
I

I

the Dalsa and northwards into.Galgagil.

All these localities

are sbown on Map 2.
The granophyre upper margin outcrops at about 450 m on
northern Urdarfell and abuts with sharp contact against the
overlying lavas for a distance of about 4 m, appearing to dip
concordantly with these lavas at 26 degrees towards the south.
No development of chilled or markedly xenolithic margins is
seen within the granophyre, and the normal field characters of
the main outcrop are preserved right up to the contact surface.
Scree and superficial deposits obscure the contact westwards
from this locality, but the approximate position has been
placed at the start of. the granophyre scree.

At about 150 m

westwards of the first locality, the granophyre outcrops below
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the inclusion-rich part of the Dalsa - Urdarfell felsite, but
no junction between the two is exposed.

As the line of the

granophyre margin is followed further west, it can be seen
to rest against basic lavas \nth a sharp well-exposed contact
plane inclined to the north at
is arrowed on Fig. 30.
to

58

degrees, and this contact

Some vertical veins of granophyre up

15 cm across cut the felsite and lavas just south ot this

locality.

The outcrop is next cut by a fault with north-

northwest trend and uncertain throw, and the granophyre margin
thins southwards where it can be seen beneath felsite which
dips at

15 degrees to the northwest; at about 50 m west of

this locality joint-slabs in the granophyre dip downhill at
21 degrees towards the west.

The contact between granophyre

and telsite at this point is continuously exposed over a
horizontal distance of about

15

m but is not sharp, and in

the field the granophyre grades imperceptibly into felsite
over a vertical distance of about 3 m.

This apparently

gradational contact is exposed intermittently over the next
200 m to the south and both granophyre and felsite are then
cut by a fault which downthrows to the southwest.

South of

this fault the granophyre margin is obscured by scree, but
after a distance of 200 m granophyre is exposed over a lateral
distance of 10 m beneath the lowest hybrid outcrop marked on
Map 2.

Continuing southwards from this point, at a point

midway between the hybrid outcrops and the northern edge of the

gabbro outcrop, a small exposure of the granophyre at the
250 m level is seen to be cut by numerous near-vertical shear
planes trending west-northwest.

No granophyre outcrops are

seen south of this point, and the locality is taken to be the
southern margin of the intrusion.
No solid granophyre outcrops are seen on the moor between
I

Urdarfell and the Dalsa and the southern limit here has been
placed at the edge of the granophyre debris area.

Good out-

I

crops of granophyre are seen in the Dalsa south of Melrakkadalur farm, and here the granophyre shows a nearly vertical
contact against the felsite.

No sharp junction is seen, but

the granophyre appears to have been intruded beneath the felsite.

The veins of granophyre which cut the relsite near this

contact have already been described, in the context of age
relationships of the felsite and these veins show no strong
chilling at the margins.
The edge of the granophyre can now be followed as a low
ridge which runs close to the

Dals~

river until about 200 m

north of Melrakkadalur farm; between the southern margin and
the farm, the Dalsa has cut a steep-sided gorge in the
granophyre and good sections up to 18 mln height can be seen
in the gorge walls (see Fig. 3l~).

The granophyre surface is

here stained a rusty colour by oxidized secondary sulphide,
but the fresh rock is typically a very pale grey colour.
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North of the farm, the sheared western margin is seen in the
river bed and then swings eastwards as a low one-metre step
which soon breaks up into angular debris on the moor; finegrained pale-green tuff outcrops outside the granophyre margin.
The northern margin of the outcrop can be traced across the
moor and passes immediately south of large angular blocks of
early set cone-sheets which still dip towards the southeast,
but no outcrop of a granophyre contact was found.

The grano-

phyre margin now passes southwards of the pyroclastics exposed
I

in Galgagil, but a small 10 m outcrop can be seen to rest
discordantly against these rocks, with a lower margin dipping
southwards at 48 degrees.

This is the only inwardly dipping

outer margin seen in the entire outcrop and it is shown in
section JK, Map 2.
The granophyre is seen only as scree blocks east of this
locality and the position of its eastern limit is uncertain;
no granophyre outcrops, scree or debris are seen east of
G!lgagil, and the intrusion probably rests against or is cut
off at the north-northwest fault plane running north from
Sandfell, as shown in Section LM, Map 2.
The steep or vertical outer contacts of the granophyre are
taken to indicate that it has a stock-like form and was
intruded into a space of approximately circular section.

No

direct evidence of ring-dyke structure was seen at the surface,

except in the arcuate outcrop of the northern part of the
outcrop where the inner and outer contacts dip towards one
another.

The point at which the inner contact dips northwards

at 58 degrees could be interpreted as the inner contact of a
ring-dyke which passes up into an inclined roof at the locality
marked with 26 degrees of dip (see Map 2 and section JK); this
is felt to be unlikely, as the outer margin of the granophyre
north of this locality dips inwards at only

~8

degrees and the

outer contact of a ring-dyke would have an outward dip or an
inclination much nearer to the vertical than this.

The moderate

angle of inclination of this contact may be due to the granophyre
occupying a space opened largely along pre-existing cone
fractures.
EVIDENCE OF SUBSIDENCE WITHIN THE CENTRAL ZONE
The lavas forming the upper part of Urdarfell appear to
have undergone considerable subsidence, as the Grjota BFB Group
outcrops at about the

~OO

m level on the western side of the

mountain; the lavas of the same group outcrop at 750 m on the
ridge south of Sandfell, a distance of 2 km down-dip from
Urdarfell.
3~0

This subsidence has been estimated as being between

and 880 m (s ea p. 8 8 ).
Part or all of this subsidence may have taken place along

the ring fractures shown to exist in the central zone and which
appear to have exerted some control on the form of the hybrid
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and gabbro intrusions.

The balance of evidence suggests that

the lavas on top of Urdarfell are a capping to the granophyre,
as the roof of the intrusion can be seen to rest against the
base of the lavas, often with an intervening layer of the
earlier felsite on the northern and eastern sides of Urdarfell.
The single example of a steeply-dipping inner contact on
northern Urdarfell may be due to the edge of this country-rock
capping sinking a short distance into the roof of the granophyre
as indicated in section JK.

A similar feature was observed

in the roof of the Beinn a l Ghraig granophyre ring-dyke of
Mull (Bailey et al. 1924-, p. 34-3) where, "many of the cappings
of the Beinn a l Ghraig (ring-dyke) interior frequently show
steep-sided or vertical contacts with the granophyre, being
apparently more of the nature of half-submerged blocks. than
true cappings".

The authors contrast this type of ring-dyke

roof with the evenly developed roof of the Glen Cannel granOPhyre lI
which they term a "batholithic" type, and tentatively suggest
that the two different types ot roof may be "connected with a
clearly marked distinction between the ring-dyke and batholithic
modes ot intrusion".
It is felt that the MU.granophyre shows more structural
features in common with stocks than with those ot ring-dykes;
the margins of the granophyre do not show the consistently steep
outward dips characteristic of the outer and inner margins of
ring-dykes.

I
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INTEfu~AL

RELATIONSHIPS

The granophyre is a medium-coarse grained rock of very
uniform texture bearing small feldspar phenocrysts up to 4 mm
in length.

The rock is pale grey when fresh and shows buff

colour on weathered surfaces.

Ferromagnesian minerals are

almost entirely absent, but small patches of epidote, chloritic
material and opaque minerals are present.

The rock is miaroli-

tic throughout the entire outcrop, and the small drusy cavities
are often lined with small yellow epidote needles or well-shaped
quartz prisms.

No pegmatitic or coarse-grained modifications

of the granophyre were found, and the rock shows many similarities to the granitic rocks of the Western Red Hills, Skye
(Wager et al., 1965).
The miarolitic texture and absence of pegmatites in the
Skye rocks is thought to be due to consolidation under the low
hydrostatic pressures typical of high levels in the crust.

In

the case of these intrusions Ita true gas phase apparently
formed, as a result of the low external hydrostatic pressures,
when the magma was still only about three-quarters crystallized,
and thus were formed the innumerable miarolitic cavities. The
conditions for the formation of pegmatites were normally not
attained".

(Wager et al.,

0t- ci t.

p. 275).

The term

"epigranite" has been proposed for these high level granite
types of non-orogenic regions such as the British Tertiary
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Province, in order to distinguish them from the deep-seated
non-miarolitic types with associated pegmatites (Wager et al.
OPe

cit.) and the MU granophyre is very similar to these

epigranite types in both texture and geological environment.
Very little decrease in grain size is seen at the margins
of the

~1U

granophyre, and feldspar phenocrysts persist to the

margins of the intrusion;'felsitic chilled contacts were rarely
seen in any of the exposed margins of the intrusion.

A

similar apparent absence of chilled contacts has been observed
in the acid intrusions of eastern Iceland by Beswick (1965)
in the walls of the Slaufrudal stock and by Blake (1966) in the
case of the Austurhorn intrusion; thin chilled margins were
found at some localities in the roof of the Slaufrudal stock
(Beswick,

OPe

cit.).

The MU granophyre shows largely blocky jointing in the
Urdarfell outcrops, but some slab-jointing is seen on the
western shoulder of the mountain (see Fig. 31a); these slabs
lie parallel to the upper margin of the granophyre.

The DaIs!

outcrops show blocky or prismatic jointing as shown in Fig. 3lb.
A breccia zone of limited extent is seen in the granophyre
on the northwestern side of Urdarfell.

Here, a one-metre zone

of the granophyre is broken into small angular blocks up to
10 cm in greatest length; the blocks are rigidly held together
although no matrix is seen between them and no blocks of'."~ : . . ,

i

Fig . 31a . The granophyre outcrop at the 300 m level on the
western shoulder of Urdarfell; the rock has slab-jointing
parallel to the steeply inclined roof of the intrusion. The
hammer handle is 35 cm long .

Fig . 31b . The granophyre outcrop in the ,Dalsa south of
Melrakkadalur farm . The southern margin of the grano phyre runs
across the lower border of the picture .
he gorge wall at the
left of the picture is about 15 m high.
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material other than granophyre are present.

This suggests

that the blocks have been "welded" together while they were
still hot.

The faces of the

b~ocks

are often covered with

numerous small euhedral quartz prisms usually up to 10 mm long
and 3 mm wide, which show good terminal faces, and a few
larger prisms up to 20 mm long and 10 mm wide were found.
This breccia shows similarities to similar breccias described from the Southern Porphyritic Epigranite of Marsco,
Skye (Wager et al., 196,).

These Marsco breccias are thought

to have been produced by explosions due to high water vapour
pressure developed during the later stages of consolidation
part of the granitic magma.

~

The MU granophyre magma, like the

Marsco rock, was rich in water as evidenced by the miarolltic
cavities and a similar origin by late-stage explosions seems
possible for the Urdarfell breccia.
Two textural types of the granophyre showing features
markedly different from the main body of the intrusion were
found.

The first of these two types was found at about 2,0 m

on western Urdarfell on the line of aonorth-west-tnmding fault

.

plane which cuts the granophyre and its position is marked on
Map 2 as Vi 391.

,.

-.

This rock is of slightly finer grain than the

normal granophyre, and, when sliced, proved to contain bright
green aegirine-augite, a dark blue amphibole, and olivine
pseudomorphed by fibrous brown material; none ot the minerals

"1
I

1
j

J

..
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were found in any of the other sectioned examples of the
granophyre.

The rock shows no obvious external features which

might serve to distinguish it from the rest of the granophyre
in the field, and the extent of its outcrop is not known as
this is mantled by thick scree.
The sec.ond

I

type outcrops in the Dalsa near the southern

margin of the granophyre and its position. is.-' marked on Map
2 as

A9.

This rock is of felsitic grain size and contains

numerous small spherulites up to 2 mm in diameter which are
centred on small feldspar phenocrysts.

This type appears to

be limited to a small n9ar vertical dyke-like 20ne about 1 m
in width and no sharp contacts were found between this zone
and the normal medium-coarse grained granophyre; the zone is
interpreted as a wall contact of the MU granophyre intrusion.
No rocks of similar type were found where well-exposed margins
of the upper parts of the granophyre were seen to rest directly
against basalt lavas on northern Urdarfell.

A fuller description of these types will be given in the
section on petrography.
RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER INTRUSIONS
The outer
margin of
the granophyre is seen to rest against
,
.
the pyroclastics in Galgagil and no blocks of the intrusion are
seen in these agglomerates of this vent.

This indicates that

the granophyre was emplaced at the present level after the
main phase of activity in the G~lgagil-Urdarfell vent.
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The granophyre includes small fragments of the felsite on
southwestern Urdarfell; these fragments sometimes have rounded
outlines which suggest-that they have been partly assimilated
into the granophyre; no other rock types are seen as xenoliths
in the granophyre.

Veins of granophyre identical in rock-type

to that of the main body can be seen to cut the felsite near

,

the south contact of the granophyre in the Dalsa and also on
northwestern Urdarfell.

These veins do not show chilled margins:

and this indicates that the felsite was hot at the time of
emplacement due to incomplete consolidation, or the proximity
of the hot granophyre.
There is more definite evidence that the felsite was
probably not fully consolidated at the time of emplacement of
the granophyre.

,

First, the brecciated zone already described

in the Dalsa felsite outcrop may have formed by small-scale
stressing of the intrusion by small tremors or shocks produced
as the granophyre was emplaced beneath the incompletely solidified felsite.

The quartzo-feldspathic matrix in this breccia

shows some similarities to the groundmass material of the
granophyre.

Second, the upper margin of the granophyre on

western Urdarfell appears to pass with an apparently imperceptible contact into the overlying felsite.

This is taken to

indicate that the felsite was incompletely cooled at the time
of the emplacement of the granophyre at this level, and was
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thus more susceptible to reheating and partial reme1ting by
the granophyre to form a "welded" contact; evidence of the
occurrence of remelting is given by the partly assimilated felsite xenoliths elsewhere in the granophyre.

In thin section

the parts of the felsite intruded or included by the granophyre
on western Urdarfell show an equigranu1ar texture of coarser
grain than the normal microcrystalline felsite seen at a
distance from t,he granophyre contacts; the edges of these areas
merge into the granophyre fabric and their presence is taken
to indicate that local melting and recrystallization of the
telsite occurred on emplacement ot the granophyre.

Thin

stringers of quartz, alkali feldspar and epidote are sometimes
seen to cut these areas and these are taken to represent "backveining" by similarly reme1ted material.
The close correspondence ot the outcrops of the granophyre
margins and the felsite is taken to indicate that the felsite
was a preliminary lining to the space later filled by the
granophyre.

The felsite and granophyre may have crystallized

from two separate injections from the same magma source; a
similar relation between intrusions of fe1site and granophyre
on Rhum has been suggested by Dunham (1968).
The single Type 3 early set cone-sheet which cuts the
Dals: outcrop has already been mentioned in the section on
the early cone-sheets, and indicates that the granophyre was
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almost completely solidified by the end of the phase of Type 3
cone-sheet injection.
Only one junction between the hybrid rocks and the
granophyre was found exposed, and this is seen on the southwestern slopes of Urdarfe11 at the 225 m level where the
westernmost and smallest of the diorite masses outcrops (see
Map 2).

At this locality, normal medium-coarse-grained miarol-

itic granophyre outcrops beneath a small mass of coarse-grained
dark grey diorite which appears to form a small slab dipping
southwards at about 20 degrees.

The boundaries of the grano-

phyre and diorite can be located accurately in the field but
the interface between the two rock types consists of a narrow
20-30 cm zone of mixed appearance which is apparently not
chilled when closely examined.

In this zone, the diorite shows

irregular, crenulate or lobate margins which may be sharp or
diffuse (see Fig. 32); the lobate parts of these margins are
often seen to be detached from the main body of the rock to
form, isolated bodies up to about 5 cm in width surrounded by
granophyre richer in dark minerals than the normal Urdarfell
granophyre.Where the margins of these bodies or the main
part of the diorite are diffuse, they show a gradual transition
I

trom dark diorite through granophyre rich in dark minerals to
the normal granophyre poor 1n dark minerals.
Small elongated clinopyroxene grains and skeletal ore
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grains can be seen in these small transitional areas between
diorite and granophyre.

The diorite above the contact surface

is compact, but has a mottled surface appearance due to scattered light-coloured patches of granophyre rich in dark minerals;

I

this mottling is seen over a thickness of about 7-8 m upwards
from the contact 20ne.
These general features indicate that the granophyre and
diorite were both mobile at the same time and also that some
mixing of the two types took pla,ce; they will be described in
more detail in the section on the Urdarfell hybrid intrusion.
At this stage it is sufficient to state that at the margin of
the diorite numerous small crenulate or lobate bodies project
into the granophyre; this,is taken to indicate that the diorite
was injected into the granophyre before the acid rock had
fully consolidated.

This relation is exactly similar to that

described from the Austurhorn net-veined complex where dioritic
and hybrid pillow-lie bodies considered to be intrusive into

granophyre show crenulate margins and sharp or diffuse contacts '
against the acid rock (Blake, 1966).
These hybrid rocks are seen to be intruded by a steeply
inclined tongue-shaped mass of coarse-grained,gabbro in the
southern Urdarfell fault gully (see Map 2); this gabbro is
exactly similar in texture andndneralogy to the late stage
pegmatitic gabbro seen in the Holar-Skessusaeti eucrite.

If,

I
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as seems possible these two occurrences of coarse-grained
gabbro are of the same phase of injection, the MU granophyre
can be supposed to have reacbed its present level at a time
I

between the end of the Galgagil vent activity and the
emplacement of the pegmatitic gabbro types.
(2)

THE URDARFELL ACID - INTERMEDIATE HYBRID BODY

This hybrid body has very distinctive field characteristics
and comprises a variety of rock types ranging from diorite
through basic granophyres to acid granophyres; these three
types are denoted by the symbols, D, HI and HG respectively
on Map 2.

Some felsitic hybrids are also present, and these

are denoted by the symbol HF.
The hybrids outcrop over only a small area, and the best
outcrops are seen up to the 340 m level on southwestern
Urdarfell in an area bounded to the north by a north-westtrending fault and to the south by the southern Urdarfell
fault gully.

No outcrops were seen to south or north of these

limits, but small outcrops are seen at the

550

m level in the

fault gully, and at the same level on the eastern side of
Urdarfell.

FORM
The form of the hybrid body is not known with certainty,
as the margins are mostly hidden by thick scree, but it

I
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appears to have been controlled by the northwest-trending
fault already mentioned, and the partially exposed arcuate
fault along which the southern Urdarfell gully lies.

All the

outcrops found lie at or near to the periphery of the granophyre intrusion.
Few unambiguous indications of inclination were found,
and only three margins to the hybrid body were seen.

The first

of these is the junction between diorite and the granophyre
at the 225 m level on southwestern Urdarfell which has already
been described; above this junction, the diorite appearsto be
a sheet dipping at about 20-22 degrees towardstthe southwest.
The second margin seen is a medium-coarse grained type ot the
diorite exposed at 320 m in the south wall ot the northwesttrending fault which is the northern boundary ot the hybrid
outcrop; this margin abuts against felsite and appears to be
vertical.

A third margin is seen at 550 m in the north wall

of the southern Urdarfell fault gully, where a nearly vertical
margin of the hybrid body abuts against felsite and green tuft.
In the hybrids between the 200 m and 400 m levels in the fault
gully the joint slabs dip northwards at an angle of about 70
degrees; this is taken to be the attitude of this part ot the
body, by analogy with the joint slabs seen at the upper margin

I

of the granophyre on western Urdarfell.

,

!'
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INTEmIAL RELATIONSHIPS
Two groups of texturally distinctive hybrid rock types
outcrop on Urdarfell:1.

A group of fine-grained hybrid rocks of felsitic texture,
outcrops of which are seen between the 250 and 340 m
levels on southwestern Urdarfell, and also at 550 m in the
northern wall of the southern Urdarfell fault gully.
This group is marked HF on Map 2, and forms only a small
part of the hybrid body.

The first of these two outcrops

lies between the northwest fault and a west-northwesttrending fault which passes immediately north of the
Urdarfell gabbro outcrop.
2.

A group of coarse-grained hybrid rocks which ' range from
basic granophyres, bearing large prismatic feldspars and
acicular pyroxene crystals, to acid granophyres richer in
dark minerals than the normal MU granophyre.

This. group

is well exposed in the steep northern wall of the southern
ttrdarfell fault gully between the 200 and 350 m levels.
A small outcrop is seen at 550 m in the same gully and the
continuation of this outcrop is seen as a small broken
mass on the eastern side of Urdarfell at the 550 m level.
The basic and acid granophyres in this group are marked
HI and HG respectively on Map 2; the group forms the bulk
of the exposed hybrid rocks.
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The field characteristics of the hybrid series are
described in the order: (a) Diorite; (b) Fine-grained hybrids;
(c) Coarse-grained hybrids; (d) Acid veins.
(a)

Diorite

(see Fig. 33)

The diorite outcrops as small blocky-jointed bodies on
the lower slopes of southwestern Urdarfell (see Fig.

3~)

\ and the uppermost of these bodies shows some platy jointing.
The rock shows a rusty brown weathered surface, but is
a coarse-grained dark grey rock when fresh; the contact is seen
in the uppermost exposure where the marginal diorite is of a
finer-grained doleritic grainsize.

Scattered small irregularly

shaped patches of a finer-grained facies can be seen within
the coarser-grained parts of the diorite.

These patches are

irregular in shape and their size 1s difficult to estimate in
the limited exposures available, but the largest patches 'seen
are bodies up to 2-3 m in length.

The interface between these

patches and the coarse diorite 1s well-define4 although no
chilled or intrusive contacts were seen in thin sections of
these junctions, and no fracturing of the host rock was seen.
These bodies are taken to represent the residual parts of the
largely solidified diorite.
No sharp or fine-grained lower margins· to the diorite
were found; a small 1-2 m zone of coarse diorite was found
immediately beneath the gabbro in the southern Urdarfe1l fault
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gully and this appears to grade down the gully wall into the
more acidic types.

The lower margin which rests against

granophyre at 225 m on southwestern Urdarfell has already been
described; the coarse diorite shows crenulate margins against
the granophyre, and these margins may be sharp or diffuse; the
diffuse contacts grade over a distance of 1-2 cm into a granophyre richer in darl.{ minerals than the normal HU granophyre
and an intervening zone of pale feldspathic rock bearing
acicular pyroxenes and elongated skeletal ore crystals is seen
(see Fig. 32).

It seems likely that the diffuse margins

represent mixing of hot unconsolidated diorite and granophyre
in similar fashion to the process described from the Austurhorn
intrusion by Blake (1966, p.9 0 5).
The lower margin of the diorite exposed in the southern
Urdarfell fault gully 11es only 200 m south of the northern
lower margin, yet the maximum width of the coarse-grained hybrid
zone is less than 5 cm in the northern outcrop and is at least
23 m in the gully outcrop; this striking difference in volume
of coarse-grained hybrids will be discussed more fully in the
section on these rocks.
(b)

Fine-grained hybrids

(HF)

Only two outcrops of these types were found; the larger of
these is the small area surrounding the diorite bodies on
southwest~rn

Urdarfell and a much smaller mass with vertical

c
o
c

G

Fig. 32. Polished surface of a sp.~imen from the dioritegranophyre contact on southwestern Urdarfell.Blobs and lobes
of dark diorite (D) can be seen in the lighter-coloured aoid
material,and a small patch of leucocratic MU granophyre (Gr)
lies at the lower right edge of the face.Some mixing of these two
components to form basic granophyre hybrid (Hr) with acicular
py»oxenes has taken place near the base of th! specimen, and a ;
small patch similar in appearance to the granitic hybrid (Ha)
is seen at the oentre of ' the face.Two small druses infilled
witb carbonate (C) occur in the acid material. . < ~~r
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Fig. 32. Polished surface of a ~p cimen from the dioritegranophyre contact on oo~thwestern Urdarfell.Blobs and loben
of dark diorite (D) can bo seen in the lighter-coloured aoid
matcrial,and a small patch of leucocra tic fuU granophyrc (Gr)
lios at the lower ri ght edge of the face.Some mixing of those
components to form basic granophyrc hybrid (HI) with acicular
pYEoxenes has taken place near the base of th~ specimen, and a
small patch similar in appearance to the granitic hybrid (Hn)
x
is seen a t the centre of the face.Tho small drusen infilled
wit carbonate (C) occur in the acid material .
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Fig. 33.

Schematic north-south section through southwestern Urdarfell along the line N-P
on t~ap 2, showing. the field relationshi.pa of the diorite (D), MU granophyre (Gr),
felsite (F), hybrid rocks (~, ~, H , see text) and the Urdarfell'gabbro tongue
G
(G). Pyroclastics to south of fault gully represented by triangle ornament.
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Pig. 34. View of Urdarfell from the southwest, showing
the southern Urdarfell fault gully in which the Urdarfell
gabbro tongue (G) is exposed.The coarse-grained hybrid
rocks form the dark crags which lie partly in shadow
beneath the gabbro.The diorite outcrops as small hummockY
masses, one of which is marked D,and the MU granophyre
forms the lower part of the mountain on the left of the
picture (Gr).
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1
1,1

';1

attitude is seen at

550

m in the north wall of the southern

Urdarfell fault gully.
The fine-grained hybrids of the lower of the two outcrops
are rarely seen as coherent masses, but occur as part ofaslablike body apparently continuous with the felsite into which
the diorite has been intruded.

This body is usually broken down

into a coarsely platy scree in which

bloc~s

weather to a light

brown colour and this ready fracture may be due to deformation
or doming by the intruding diorite.

The fresh rock is a

medium-dark blue-grey in colour and shows a compact sugary
holocrystalline texture like a felsite or an aplite.

The grain-:

I

size is variable, and there appears to be a gradation from fine-:!
;1~
,I

grained types of felsitic appearance with small lath-shaped

!

feldspar phenocrysts up to 3 mm in length to medium-grained
types of darker colour and similar appearance to that of the
diorite.

These medium-grained types are usually mottled with

very small patches of feldspathic material up to about

? mm

across; this is similar to the larger-scale mott11ng already
observed in the coarse-grained diorite.
The fine-grained felsitic type forms numerous thin straight'
veins of pale grey rock, usually of vertical attitude, which
can be seen to cut the coarse-grained diorite with sharp chilled'
margins; these veins contain small feldspar phenocrysts and
are usually only

2-5

cm in width, but may be as wide as

15

cm.

~

~
~

I
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I

!

)i

These veins were not seen to cut the fine-grained hybrid types

I'

!~
\

'

and their similarity in texture to these types is taken to
indicate that they are of common origin.

The relations of

these types are summarised schematical1y in Fig.

3,.

/

One very thin vein of medium-coarse-grained white granitic
rock up to about , mm in width was seen to cut the diorite and
fine-grained hybrids; the margin of this vein is diffuse where
it rests against the fine-grained hybrids, which indicates
that it was injected into hot rock, and it is taken to have
been formed by remelting of the MU granophyre or acid coarsegrained hybrids by the gabbro intrusion which closely followed
the diorite.
The only fine-grained hybrids found in the higher level

I
;

i

I

outcrop in the southern Urdarfell fault gully were felsitic
types and no veins were seen at this locality.
No sharp contacts between diorite and the fine-grained
hybrids were found except for the hybrid veins which cut the
coarse-grained parts of the diorite.

Some fracturing is seen

in the diorite forming the walls of these veins and it is felt
that the fine-grained hybrid material may have been injected
into small fractures opened in the almost completely consolidated upper part of the diorite by movements beneath the
diorite; these movements may have been due to the emplacement
of the Urdarfell gabbro.

, i

Fig. J5.

Schematic representation of the relationships of the main
diorite (n), marginal diorite (D ), diorite schlieren CD )
and fine-grained hybrid rocks (H~).
An acid vein (V) c~ts
the diorite and hybrids, and an HF vein shows a chilled
margin (stippled) against the diorite.
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The fine-grained marginal diorite appears to grade into
the fine-grained hybrids; no sharp junctions were found in the
field, and it is felt that these hybrids were formed by mixing
of the fine-grained diorite and remelted felsite.

A series

of types with textural features of both fine-grained diorite
and felsite was seen in thin sections of these hybrids and

I
i'l
: 1

~

1

I
!I

these will be described in more detail in the section on
petrography.

The fine-grained hybrids are found only near

felsite outcrops, and appear to grade into these masses; this
is also taken to indicate that they are diorite-felsite hYbrids'·1

(c)

Coarse-grained hybrids

I

i

. The best exposed section of the coarse-grained hybrids is

:\

seen between the 200 and 350 m levels in the north wall of the

i :~
i

southern Urdarfell fault gully where a total thickness of at
I

least 30 m of hybrid rocks is exposed; similar types outcrop
over a horizontal distance of about 43 m at 550 m in the same
wall.

This latter mass is broken by faulting and the outcrop

is not continuous, 'so the description of the hybrids is concentrated on the lower of the two outcrops.
Samples were taken from a measured section perpendicular
to the elongation of the hybrid outcrop at a point where the
uppermost hybrids are exposed immediately beneath the Urdarfell
gabbro at about the 270 m level.

The distribution of the

.
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different rock types isshown in Fig. 36.
The boundaries shown in Fig. 36 delimit the main zones of
distinctive texture and mineralogy within the hybrid body;
these zones are entirely of coarse-grained material, and no
chilled or fine-grained zones were seen between these main
divisions.

The hybrids do not always show strictly uniform

texture within any of the main zones; this is particularly
noticeable in the basic granophyre

Hr

zone.

The uppermost part of the measured section consists of
a coarse-grained dioritic rock whiah is similar to that seen
in the smaller outcrops north of the gully, but appears. to be
slightly more feldspathic and to have undergone a greater
degree of hydrothermal alteration.

After about 2 m this

passes downwards into the basic granophyre type

(

HI

)

which is a

I
1·
I

more feldspathic rock often characterised by randomly-oriented
columnar crystals of white feldspar and greenish pyroxene
which may be up to 1 cm in length.

. .i

i

This texture 1s very

striking, and similar textures have been found in the hybrid
rocks associated with the Vesturhorn gabbro and granophyre
intrusions in southeastern Iceland (J. Roobol, pers. comm.,

A similar rock with shorter stumpy pyroxene crystals also
occurs in this zone and the two types appear to be of patchy
distribution; this may be due to locally different distributions

,, ,,

Fig. 36.

The outcrop 01 the coarse-grained intrusions in the southern
Urdarfell fault gully.
Diorite (n);
basic granophyre hybrid
(HI);
granitic hybrid (H );· Urdarfell gabbro tongue (G).
G
Drawn from photographs.
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of volatiles within this zone at the time of crystallization.
The zone is about 10.5 m across and this is much smaller than
the apparent width of 33 m observed in the fault gully at the

550 m level.
The basic granophyre passes gradually into a pale acid
rock of medium-coarse grain and very uniform texture; this is
the granitic hybrid (HG).

The HG rock forms a zone at least

15 m broad before it is obscured by scree at both localities.
Miarolitic cavities are extremely rare in this rock and ferromagnesian minerals are not so abundant as in the basic granophyre, but are far more abundant than in the normal miarolitic
MU granophyre which is almost devoid of such minerals.

Occas-

ional prismatic feldspar crystals up to 1 cm in length and
similar to those seen in the basic granophyre can be seen
scattered throughout this rock.

The granular texture and lack

of miaroli tic cavities are more characteristic of granites than "
granophyres (Wager et al.) 1965); the presence of feldspar:
'phenocrysts

and ferromagnesian minerals similar to those seen

in the diorites and basic granophyres suggest that this rock
is a basified modification ot the MU granophyre.

In addition,

these basic and, acid granophyre types are exactly similar in
external textural characteristics to the more obviously hybrid
rocks seen at the diffuse mixed contacts of dlorite with
granophyre farther northwards on southwestern Urdarfell, and
it is inferred that they were formed by a similar but larger

,
i

'1

i
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scale mixing process.
(d)

Acid veins
A few thin straight veins of medium coarse-grained white

acid material were found to cut the hybrid rocks, the Urdarfell
gabbro and parts of the surrounding country rock in all parts
of the hybrid outcrops €xcept at the 550 m level in the southern Urdarfell fault gully.

The veins found were usually vertical

or steeply dipping and ranged up to

~

cm in width; one vertical

~

vein was seen to thin out upwards over 'about 6 m from a thickness of

5 cm to zero thickness in the lower part of the

Urdarfell gabbro; no other veins were seen to persist farther
than this distance.

Although veins were found in each main

zone of the hybrid body, and in the gabbro, no single vein was
seen to cut more than two consecutive zones in the gully face.
The veins show sharp margins in hand specimen, but few
show strongly chilled fine-grained margins when examined in
thin section, being usually of medium coarse granitio or
granophyric texture throughout; the veins occupy straight
parallel-sided fractures which cut across individual crystals
of the host-rock indicating that this was possibly almost
completely consolidated although still hot.

One thin 5 mm

vein cutting the· fine-grained hybrids seen northwards from the
fault gully shows diffuse margins against unfractured felsitic
:i

"

~ !

.I
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HF wall-rock and this is taken to indicate that it was injected
into completely consolidated hybrid material.
These veins show some differences in mineralogy and texture
which will be dealt with in the section on petrography.

In

view of the smalL. number of acid veins found in the limited
outcrops available,. no detailed classification of the environments in which they formed has been attempted.
(3)

THE URDARFELL GABBRO INTRUSION

FORH
This intrusion outcrops between the 220 and 380 levels in
the north wall of the southern Urdarfell fault gully and is
the largest intrusion of its type seen in Vididalsfjall.

The

outcrop is of elongated shape, with an east-west length of about
300 m and a width of about 40
is about 37 m (see Figs •

m.

The total exposed thickness

.33' and 39) ....

../ l

No exposures of the northern contact were found, but the
southern margin outcrops near the top of the north wall of
the southern Urdarfell fault

g~lly

and is seen to be inclined

steeply northwards at an angle of about 70 degrees.
The intrusion is broken ,up by a combination of slab and
block joints; the slabs l1e parallel to the base of the intrusion and viewed from the south the gabbro is seen to be a
small tongue-shaped body dipping northwards at about 70 degrees.
Similar gabbro tongues have been found in the Vesturhorn
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intrusive complex by Roobol (pers. comm.,1967) and the Urdarfell
body is exactly similar in form to these bodies.
INTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS
The intrusion is made up of a coarse-grained sub-ophitic
to ophitic gabbro which consists of approximately proportions
of lath-shaped to tabular labradorite plagioclases often of
size 10 x 4 mm'and black pyroxene crystals up to 10 mm in
maximum length.

Some fine-grained, green, hydrothermally-

altered, interstitial material is also present.
The gabbro shows some variation in grain size, and a
slightly finer grained 2 cm zone continuous with the main mass
is seen where the lower margin of the intrusion rests against
the dioritic hybrid type in the fault gully wall; this almost
negligible decrease in size towards this particular contact is
taken to indicate that the gabbro was intruded into hot hybrid
rock.

In places, the gabbro can be seen to intrude pale green

tuff on the northern side of the fault gully and occasional
small one-centimetre veins of coarse-grained gabbro identical
to that seen in the main part of the intrusion may be seen
cutting the tuff; this relation was seen only in scree blocks
and not in situ.

No preferred orientation or flow lineation

of the feldspars was seen parallel to the margins of these
veins.
Coarse-grained patches are commonly found in the gabbro;
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in these the feldspars and pyroxenes are commonly 4 cm in
length but both minerals may exceptionally reach lengths of
8 cm ,'.'- the feldspars in these cases being about 1-2 cm in width
and the pyroxenes about 6 cm in width-.

These coarse-grained

patches occur as small lenticles up to about 40 cm in width
and

15 cm in thickness, but are usually smaller, and appear to

be most common in the lower part of the intrusion; the lenticles
grade into the normal gabbro at their edges, and are similar
I

to the "pools" of gabbro already described in the HolarSkessusaeti eucrite intrusion (p.121).

These Hblar-Skessu-

saeti "pools" are of about the same grain size as the normal
Urdarfell gabbro and are not so coarse-grained as the patches
in the Urdarfell intrusion.

These patches, like those in the

eucrite intrusion, are taken to be of residual nature due to
local concentrations of volatiles which allowed more favourable
conditions for the formation of large crystals.

The same

presence of these volatiles may have been partly due to the
proximity of the acid-intermediate hybrids beneath the gabbro
tongue.
Similar small patches of coarse grained ophitic gabbro
were observed in the outer part ot the Border Group in the
Skaergaard Intrusion (Wager and Deer, 1939, p. 26 and Plate

I

3, Fig. 2). These patches are described as "coarse wavy layers'l
ot plagioclase and pyroxene and they lie perpendicular to the
margins of the intrusion at about 20 m from the contact.
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Similar "pegmatitic" gabbros have been described from the
11
6
Hornafjordur
area of southeastern Iceland (
Annels,
19 7) •

Small areas composed almost entirely of large labradorite
crystals occur in parts of the intrusion; pyroxene is present
in only minor amounts and the rock is a pale-coloured anorthosite.

Rock of this type was found on the eastern side of

Urdarfell at about 520 m beneath a small outcrop of a basic
granophyre hybrid type.

No clear margins to this mass were

seen, but the anotthosite is probably part of the gabbro
intrusion.
RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER INTRUSIONS
The Urdarfell gabbro is seen to intrude the pale green
tuffs on southwestern Urdarfell; this relationship was seen
only in loose blocks near the inferred positions of the upper
contact.

The gabbro crystals are broken in places near these

contacts, implying that the gabbro was in an advanced state
at consolidation at the time of emplacement.

The gabbro intrudes the dioritic upper part of the hybrid
body seen in the southern Urdarfell fault gully and shows no
great decrease in grain size indicative of strong chilling
against this body, indicating that it was injected into hot
hybrid material.

Small inclusions of the acicular-pyroxene

basic granophyre hybrid type up to about 4 cm in size can be
seen in the gabbro and these may show rounded form, which is
taken to indicate some minor assimilation of hybrid by the
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gabbro.

In thin section, these hybrid areas are often seen to

be moulded into the interstices between gabbro labradorite and
pyroxene crystals; this is taken to indicate that they were in
the form of incompletely consolidated crystal "mush" et the
time of incorporation into the gabbro.

The feldspars and

quartzes in these hybrid patches are densely charged with
small'dust-like inclusions, and the pyroxenes are almost
completely pseudomorpned by chlorite, indicating some alteration
by the gabbro.

No recrystallization of the hybrid or mixing

with the gabbro was seen to occur.
In addition, small rounded inclusions of eucrite and what
are probably altered early set Type 1 cone-sheets, bearing
stumpy bytownite phenocrysts, are seen in the gabbro at the
eastern end of the outcrop.

In thin section, these bytownites

show the characteristic broad rim of labradorite seen in the
eucrites and Type 1 sheets, and extensive shattered areas in
the crystals are filled with zeolite, carbonate, and epidote.
The pyroxene grains in these eucrite inclusions often
show rims of spongy pyroxene of the same colour as the main
part of the crystal; this indicates that the pyroxene is not
in equilibrium with its environment.

The combined evidence

of mechanical fracture and chemical disequilibrium indicates
that these eucrite patches are true xenoliths broken from
already solidified material encountered by the Urdarfell gabbro
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in its ascent to its present position.
The gabbro was not seen to be cut by early or late set
basic cone-sheets, .but a single, small, greenish 1 m dyke of
microplagiophyric basalt was seen to cut the upper part of
the gabbro in the north wall of the gully; this dyke shows
rotten green once-tachylitic margins which indicates that it
was intruded into cold rock and is of later date than the
gabbro.
The only other bodies observed to cut the gabbro are the
small acid veins already described; in thin section these show
sharp but not strongly chilled margins against the gabbro.
The Urdarfell gabbro is identical in texture to the subophitic to ophiticgabbro which occurs as a late-stage crystaI

llate in small pools in the Holar-Skessusaeti eucrite intrusion
and bears labradorite like this gabbro; these two masses are at
least 3 km apart, and the spatial proximity of such similar
types is taken to suggest that they may be contemporaneous
bodies of common origin.

The Urdarfell rock has probably formed'

by(large-scale concentration of late-stage liquid in a eucrite
body which may lie concealed beneath Vididalsfjall.

Gabbro

tongues or sheet-like bodies have been seen to continue downwards into deeply eroded larger basic intrusions in the
Vesturhorn area (J. Roobol, pers. comm. 1967), and by analogy,
the Vididalsfjall bodies are thought to be high level offshoots
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of larger bodies concealed at depth.
A small outcrop of frost-shattered sub-ophitic to ophitic
gabbro of similar type to the Urdarfell rock is seen in the
I

low ground north of Selfell and west from the Dalsa; this
outcrop is very small and is indicated only schematically on
Map 2 as no margins are seen.

No further exposures of gabbro

were seen south of this point.

AGE RELATIONSHIPS OF THE GRANOPHYRE, HYBRIDS AND THE GABBRO
In the following, the age relations of the coarse-grained

,

~.

~~

),

intrusions of the central zone are discussed, as deduced mainly

r

from field observations.
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~

~

,

~

I:
];i

At the level of observation, the dlorlte appears to have
been injected into the MU granophyre along peripheral ringfaults before this body was completely solidified; the mobile

!!I1

I:

~!

~l

'rt,

;;'

I\)

ti

;j,

state of the granophyre is evidenced by the crenulate and sharp :

(

or diffuse margins developed against it by the diorite (see

\
~:
'i

Fig. 32).

A fine-grained marginal facies of the diorite was

~,

I',

formed locally 1n the upper part of the body and this material
appears to have remelted parts of the felsite whose emplacement
immediately preceded that of the granophyre; this remelted
material has mixed with the fine-grained diorite and has
produced a fine-grained hybrid rock (HF) which can in places

~

~

be seen to back-vein the coarse-grained main part of the diori te~i,i
One vein of this type on southwestern Urdarfell has been

~

j'

~

q~
~
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observed to show mistinctly finer-grained margins against
fractured surfaces of the diorite; this implies that the
diorite was relatively cool and almost completely consolidated
when the vein was injected into it (see Fig. 35), and indicates
that some of these veins may be of HF material remobilized by
intrusions of later emplacement than the diorite, such as the
Urdarfell gabbro.
The hybrid basic and intermediate granophyres (Hr and HQ)
exposed in the fault gully are believed to have been formed by

'I

:

the mechanical mixing of diorite and the MU granophyre at some
stage, due to the observed similarity of these hybrid types to

~

]'
~

;

the small quantities of hybrid granophyre formed at the diffuse !i1i
,~ !.

parts of the diorite/granophyre contact exposed on southwestern

Ij

,j

I,

Urdarfell.
The Urdarfell gabbro tongue was apparently intruded into
these hybrid rocks before they had fully cooled, as it shows
almost no chilling at its
fault gully.

jun~tion

with the hybrids in the

No evidence of mixing of gabbro and the dlorltic

hybrid which it

intrud~s

was seen in the fault gully, but the

presence of small interstitial patches of acicular-pyroxene

Hr hybrid in the gabbro is taken to indicate that the gabbro
passed through unconsolidated hybrid material and incorporated
some of this material before reaching its present position.
The observed inclination of the hybrid zones 1n the fault
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gully wall and the limited distribution of the Hr hybrid
type included in the gabbro suggest that these inclusions were

I

entrained at only a short distance, possibly about 100 m,below

j

the present exposed level.

I

The pegmatitic character of the

gabbro may be an original feature, due to concentration of

.

volatiles in a larger concealed body of gabbroic material lying

!I

at depth; it is possible however that some of the volatile
which aided coarse crystallization of this rock emanated from
the unconsolidated hybrids, and the

g~eenish

altered state of

the gabbro may be due to the combined effect of

1

!

Ir

autometamorphis~

and the volatiles present in the hybrids.
When consolidation of the gabbro was well advanced, the
intrusion was cut by thin acid veins whose margins rest against
~~~~

truncated crystals of the gabbro fabric;Athese veins, however,
show no marked chilling against the gabbro wall-rock, and this
is taken to indicate that they were injected into hot gabbro.
If, as seems likely, the injection of the Urdarfell gabbro
was contemporaneous with the formation of the gabbro veins and
pools seen in the Holar-Skessusaeti intrUSion, the emplacement
of the granophyre and hybrids took place in the time interval
between the end of vent activity in the Galgagil-Urdarfell
region and the injection of the final pegmatitic phase of the
Holar-Skessusaeti eucrite intrusion.
The generalized sequence of First Phase vent and intrusive

I
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activity in Vididalsfjall and its environs is summarized in
Fig. 37 as three parallel processes and it can be seen that
acid and basic material were available for simultaneous intrusion

i

in the central zone on at least two occasions.

,

.i

Flr;.

37.

.sChCllhltic rel'l'esentation

of"

the

I'ara~lel

evellts

in

the

l"lrst

Phase intrusive sequence in Vididalsfjall (central zone) and
its environs.
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2-6 TWO SMALL GABBRO INTRUSIONS AT THE PERIPHERY OF THE
CONE-SHEET SWARM
Two small gabqro intrusions were found at localitites near
the periphery or the zone occupied by the cone-sheet swarm, and
these two bodies show some similarities to the Urdarfell gabbro.
The two intrusions are:The Steinsvad gabbro
(1)

I

The Hnjukur gabbro

THE STEINSVAD GABBRO (see Fig. 38)
This is a small outcrop of uncertain form which is seen
I

in the low-lying river bed of the Vididalsa about ,., km west
of Vididalsfjall; a road bridge has been built on this outcrop,
and the presence of the gabbro was made known to the writer by
I

the late Dr. Tomas Tryggvason (pers. comm.,1965).
FORM AND GENERAL FIELD CHARACTERISTICS
The gabbro is exposed intermittently over a distance of
. I

102 m in the northern bank of the Vididalsa, and shows a crude
slabby jointing in the small exposure immediately west or the
road bridge; these slabs are almost flat-lying and give no
obvious indication of inclination.

Small outcrops of the

gabbro in the southern bank of the river about 40 m east of the
bridge are cut by north-northwest fracture planes which dip
westwards at about 40 degrees, and the !.ternmost exposure of
the gabbro shows near-horizontal joint slabs at a distance of

,

,

,

I

Fie. 38.

Sketch map

or

the Steinsvad eabbro intrusion

Vididalsa road bridge.
set cone-sheet dips.
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Fig. 39.

HNJUKUR
INTRUSION

,

Sketch map of the Hnjukur plug, showing
the gabbro core (G) within a flared outer
dolerite (n) margin;
the core is cut by
small faults injected by basic dykes.
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about 50m eastwards from the bridge.
The gabbro is a dark greenish medium-coarse-grained
non-porphyritic ophitic to

s~b-ophitic

type similar to that

of the finer-grained parts of the Urdarfell gabbro tongue,

I

and is very uniform in texture and grain size; some parallelism

r

of feldspars was seen in the eastern edge of the outcrop, and

I;

this may indicate local development of flow structure near an

if

upper contact.

The exposure is not good enough, however,, to

locate the contacts with accuracy, as the gabbro disappears

I!
il
;J

j

beneath superficial deposits in the almost flat-lying river
bank.
The available outcrops indicate that the gabbro is the
flat-lying upper part of a body with unknown extent in depth.
AGE RELATIONSHIPS
The gabbro is hydrothermally altered and was not seen to
be cut by any other intrusions.

!
t

!
t.

Westwards from the road bridge, i'

an early set Type 1 cone-sheet;1s seen to have been partly

v

r,
f

hornfelsed by the gabbro, (see p.28~) with some development
of a granular texture, and this is taken to indicate that the

.!

1.

gabbro was emplaced at a later stage than the early set conesheets.
No Type 3 early set cone-sheets and no acid veins were
seen to cut the gabbro.

~i
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I

THE HNJIDaJR COMPOSITE GABBRO INTRUSION

(see Figs. 39 & 40)

This intrusion shows more lithological variation than the
Steinsvad gabbro and is described under the headings: Form;
Internal Relationships, and Age Relationships.
ro~

This intrusion forms a prominent boss-shaped feature just
southwards of the lake Flodid at the northern end of Vatnsdalur,
about 3 km west of the eastern limit of the cone-sheet swarm;
it has a north-south length of about 750 m and an east-west
width of about 500 m.
The margins of the intrusion are not well exposed, but
the intrusion shows some columnar jointing which is often
inclined inward at steep angles.

Spry (1961) suggests that

joint columns in cooling basaltic material form at right angles
to hypothetical surfaces joining all points at which the rate .
of cooling is the same.

These surfaces are called isotherms

and usually coincide with planes of equal tensile stress;
columnar joints form by the intersection of numerous vertical
planar tension cracks which develop inwards from the quickly
cooled margins of the body.

I

In the Hnjukur intrUSion, the

!
Il

joint columns on the western and northern sides indicate inward
dips of up to 60-70 degrees; on the northern side, the exposed

I
j

lower margin of the intrusion can be seen to dip inwards at an

1

angle of 70 degrees.

;

The outer parts of the intrusion pass

1

I

l'

~
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Fig . 40 . Vi ew yestwards across Vatnsdalur from near Hjallaland
farm to the Hnjukur intrusion ; the intrusion is cut into a
number of humps by north- trending faults which run approximately
parallel to the lower border of the picture . Part of the
Asmundarnupur crags can be seen ~n the skyline at the left
border of the picture , and the Holar intrusion fo rms the
hummocky ground below the screes on this mountain .
laterally into gently inclined sheetlike apophyses as shown in
Fig . 39 , and similar lateral extensions are seen up to ,00 m
westwards from the intrusion .
The evidence indic ates that the gabbro is a plug which
flares out lat erally into shee t - like apophyses .
IN ERNAL RELATIONSHIPS
he intrusion is composite , consisting of a medium-grained
olivine- bearing ophitic dolerite outer part and a coarse- grained

I
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gabbroic core.
The olivine-bearing ophitic dolerite forming the outer
part of the intrusion shows very uniform texture and 1s a
very fresh 'sparsely feldsparphyric rock of medium-grey colour.
This outer dolerite can be seen to pass laterally into gently

l
"

-I'

I

inclined sheet-like apophyses on the western and northern sides t
of the intrusion (see Fig. 39).

One of these apophyses shows

strikingly well developed vertical columnar jointing on the

f
I

northeastern side of the outcrop over an exposed thickness of
about 12 m.

I

This rock is very similar in its general texture

and extreme freshness to the olivine-bearing tholeiites of the
late set of cone-sheets seen in Vididalsfjall.
The inner coarse-grained gabbroic core of the intrusion
can be seen to show a fine-grained marginal zone a few metres
in thickness where it rests against the outer dolerlte.

This

marginal zone is a fine-grained basaltic rock which bears
randomly oriented tabular labradorite phenocrysts up to about

6 x 3x

1., mm in size, and no sharp

the outer dolerite.

margin~:

was found against

Thin sections of the finer-grained margin

revealed the presence of small rounded patches of ophitic
dolerite; these patches are of slightly coarser grain than
the surrounding material and grade into it with no obvious
discontinuities.

These patches are felt to represent material

enriched in volatiles in which a slightly coarser grain size

,
t

I

I,:
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was produced during crystallization.
The coarse-grained gabbro of the core of the intrusion is
made up of large tabular labradorite crystals similar to those
seen in the core margin, but ranging up to about 10 x 8 x 2 mm
in size, and large pyroxene crystals up to , mm in length.

The

I'
I,
i'

rock weathers to a crumbly surface and the inner part is cut
into crude prismatic to blocky joints which contrast with the

~

il:
J"

columnar joints. developed at the margins of the core and in
parts of the outer dolerite.

No abrupt junction was found

between the coarse gabbro and the porphyritic margin to the
core and no inclusions of porphyritic marginal material were
seen in the coarse gabbro.

This is taken to indicate that the

core itself is not composite but is a mass of felsparphyric
basaltic material which crystallized slowly with gabbroic
grain size within a quickly cooled carapace of finer-grained
marginal material.

The gabbro shows a greater degree of

greenish alteration than the outer olivlne-bearing dolerite,
and contains some carbonate.
AGE RELATIONSHIPS
The plug 'and its apophyses have been cut by four northtrending faults and some thin basic dykes have been intruded
along these faults.

A single much-altered thin acid dyke was

found to be .intruded into one of these fault planes.

The

plug is intruded into basalts, which can just be seen below the

,

ii

t·

!)
.

~

dolerite on the eastern side of the intrusion; exposures are
obscured by drift and alluvium, and no external contacts of
the plug were found.
The rock types making up both inner and outer part of the

I

1\
I'

I·

plug show marked similarities to two groups of lava flows which

I,

outcrop in the western side of Vididalsfjall at about 3 km

l.'.'

,

!

eastwards from the Hnjukur plug.
The lower of these two groups is 24 m thick and comprises
four thin flows of TFB rich in large tabular phenocrysts of

labradorite exactly similar to those seen intthe coarser-grained'
inner part of the plug (see p.24 1 ).

Although generally fresh,

the rock contains much secondary carbonate, which has penetrated
cracks in the feldspar phenocrysts.

The TFB group dips towards

the plug, and the rock appears almost identical in thin section
to the finer grained feldsparphyric dolerite margin of the
gabbro core.
The upper of these two groups is about 130 m thick and
outcrops eastwards of M£sstadir at about
top of the

T~B

group.

,0

:j'
I

m above the inferred!I
i!

This upper group consists almost entirely!

I

of thin dark-coloured extremely fresh ophitic olivine-tholeii te'l
flow units often only 1-2.5 m in thickness; these basalts have
a dolerite grain size and, when seen in thin section, are

j

II
I

i
!

identical in texture and~ineralogy to the outer olivine-tholei1~!

,

seen in the Hnjukur plug.
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The close similarity of these two types seen in the plug

,

and as lavas may indicate that the Hnjukur intrusion is the
infilling of the eruptive channel through which these lavas
passed to the surface; alternatively, the plug may represent
a low-level offshoot of the lava feeder.

No dykes of TFB

type were found in the field, and the flow group of this type
appears to thin out southwards on the top of Vatnsdalsfjall
1

,

just southwards of Sj?narholl; this is 'a distance of about

7 km southeastwards from the plug.

The northern outcrop limit

,

of the group is seen in a small exposure in the Gllja, east

"
ofAxlaoxl.
i

The lateral extent of the olivine-tholeiite group is harder]

!lq

to trace as the group is not so distinctive in the field as the ~
TFB group; a few thin flows of this type are seen above the
single TFB flow in the upper part of the Hjallaland-Hvammur
!~

trough succession at 'Breid ' and may represent the southern part Ji1'
.r

of the group.

The northern part of the group is buried beneath :t

landslip material on the western side of Vatnsdalsfjall, but
the general extent of the group may be similar to that of the
TFB group.
If the plug and lava types were originally connected, and
the order in which the flows were extruded

corre~ponded

to the

order of intrusion of the two parts of the plug, then the
inner coarse gabbro would have been intruded first, followed

closely by the outer olivine-bearing dolerite.
One further feature is of interest.

The outer olivine-

•
bearing dolerite of the Hnjukur
plug is identical in texture
and in general field

characteristic~

to the Type 1 brown

dolerites of the late set of cone-sheets seen in Vidialsfjall
(see p.Z+8); these cone-sheets are among the first products
of the Second Phase in the Vididalsfjall intrusive sequence,

and the Hnj~kur plug thus appears to be of similar age (see
Fig. 37).

I

i

!

f

I

I
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THE SECOND PHASE INTRUSIONS
General Features

This is the last part of the intrusive sequence, and
those intrusions of this Phase which outcrop in Vididalsfjall
are all found within the small central area bounded by the
late set of basic cone-sheets (see Map 1).

The intrusions

are all minor bodies ot fine-grained acid or basic material,
with the exception of the Skessusaeti summit eucrite intrusion,
I

the Hnjukur gabbro plug and some eucrite cone-sheets.

No

examples of hybrid rocks were found among the products of
this phase although two composite intrusions were found, and
the total number of different rock types encountered is very
small; there is evidence that both acid and basic material were
intruded almost simultaneously in parts of Vididalsfjall.
The fact that these intrusions ara confined to a small area
in Vididalsfjall is taken to indicate that they all originated
"

from a high-level source.

This has already been shown in the

case of the late set of basic cone-sheets, (see Fig. 20) and
the close grouping of the Second Phase intrusions about the
central zone of the First Phase ot intrusive activity indicates
that there was no lateral shift ot the Vididalsfjall intrusive
centre.
Little direct evidence of the presence of Second Phase
major intrusions at depth was seen in Vididalsfjall.

The minor

intrusions are distinguished from those of the First Phase
by their remarkable freshness and lack of hydrothermal
alteration; this may indicate that the upper part of the hydrothermal aureole produced by deeper-seated and concealed larger
intrusions of this phase has not yet been exposed by erosion.
Basic minor intrusions of rock-type identical to the
late set of cone-sheets seen in northern V1didalsfjall are
also common 1n northern Vatnsdalsfjall; these are thin basic
•

sheets with easterly dip and may represent part of a second
cone-sheet swarm centred on the northern part of Svinadalsfjall, which lies about

S

km to the east of the area mapped.

The ,general attitude and westward limit of these sheets is
indicated on Map 3.
Some small acid intrusions outcrop east of Vididalsfjall
I

near Hnjukur, and these are described together with the Vididalsfjall acid intrusions.
These Second Phase intrusions are very similar in their
general characteristics to Upper Tertiary minor intrusions
described from Snaefellsnes (Sigurdsson 1966a) in Western
~

.

Iceland, and from the Hornafjordur area in southeastern
Iceland (Annels, 1967).

By analogy with these areas, and in

view of other evidence from the area mapped, the VididalurVatnsdalur rocks are taken to be of similar age.
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The intrusions of the Second Phase are:intrusions; 2-8
2-7

2-7

Basic

Acid intrusions.

BASIC INTRUSIONS
The Vididalsfjall intrusions are described first, followed

by the Vatnsdalsfjall intrusions.
Vididalsfjall Intrusions
(a)

LATE SET OF BASIC CONE-SHEETS
The structure and salient field characteristics of this

cone-sheet swarm have already been described in the section
dealing with the early set of cone-sheets (see Table 4); in
the following, the field characteristics of these late set
cone-sheets are described more fully.

FIELD CHARACTERISTICS
The most striking feature of the late set cone-sheets is
their extreme freshness and almost total lack of hydrothermal
alteration (see Table

4). Three main types can be

distinguishe~'

in the field, nearly all bearing olivine.
Type 1: Medium grained olivine-tholeiite with intersertal to
ophitic texture
Sheets of this type make up the bulk of the late set
swarm; these sheets are up to 2-3 m in thickness and may show
up to , mm of fresh lustrous blaek tachylite at their margins.
A narrow zone of thin pipe vesicles may occur at the margins
of these sheets, but vesicles are extremely rare in the

compact central parts of the sheets. 'The exposed surfaces
,
are usually a distinctive red-brown colour; similar sheets
have been described from the Hornafjgrdur area (Annels, 1967)
and have been observed by the writer in the Setberg area
described by Sigurdsson (1966a).

Many sheets show a columnar

to prismatic jointing perpendicular to the contacts, and may
develop a platy fracture at these contacts.
stumpy bytownite phenocrysts up to

5 mm

Most sheets bear

in length, the

abundance of such phenocrysts varying from sheet to sheet.
The dolerite of the main part of the sheets is a medium
dark-grey compact rock, and the brown weathered skin is seen
to be less than lmm thick in many sheets.

The dolerite is

usually very uniform in texture and flow structures are not
common although a few sheets of this type contain magmatic
roll-structures or tapered pod-shaped bodies of the type shown
in Figs. 42 and 43.

These examples are taken from the promin-

ent sheet on top of Sandfell, shown in Fig. 41.
These bodies are usually from 5-60 cm in greatest length,
and the largest examples of roll-structures and pods are
apparently confined to the lower half of the sheets in which
they occur; the fold axes of rolls usually lie parallel to
the strike of the sheet, and the pods

li~

parallel to the

contacts of the sheet, with their long axes approximately
perpendicular to the strike.

The foldS seen in the roll-
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structures are akin to the flow-structures seen in andesites
and rhyolite lavas elsewhere in the area, and, like these
are usually overfolded in the direction of flow, with the
fold crests pointing in an up-dip direction.
The roll-structures and pods do not appear to be true
inclusions or xenoliths but are bodies continuous with the
main part of the sheets.

Their shape is shown by thin con-

centric laminae of dark, almost glassy material crowded with
minute ore granules which alternate with thicker zones of the
normallighter-coloured dolerite in "onion-skin" fashion; this
lighter-coloured dolerite is poorer in ore than the dark
material.

These features are clearly seen on weathered

surfaces of the sheet (see Fig. 43).
Small isolated blebs and elongated bodies of similar dark
material up to 2 cm in length occur throughout the sheet, and
can be seen in thin section to show sharp boundaries against
the host dolerite.

These dark bands and small patches are of

basalt rich in small plagioclase laths up to 1.0 mm in length
wi th a pa,le-brown glassy matrix densely charged with minute

ore granules.

The feldspar! in this material are often seen

to be aligned parallel with the margins of the bodies, which
may show crenulate or lobate shape against the lighter-coloured
host dolerite.

The host dolerlte is of similar texture to

the dark bodies, but is much poorer in opaque minerals and is
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Fig . 41 . A prominent 4 m Type 1 late set cone-sheet dipping
to the north on andfell ,777 rn , showing prismatic jointing .
The felsite intrusion on Rau~lur can be seen in the middle
distance as a light- coloured cappl~g which 90ntrasts markedly
with the dark cone-sheet crags of Asmundarnupur to its left .
he northern part of Vatnsdalsfjall lies between the Raudkollur ridge and the far skyline .
thus lighter in colour; both dark and light material contain
scattered euhedral phenocrysts of plagioclase , pyroxene and
ore up to 1 mm °in length .

The dark material is sometimes

seen as veins up to 1 cm in thickness near the lower contacts
of sheets where the margins of the veins are sharp and crenulate
or lobate towards the host doler1te (se e Fig .

44).
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Fig. 43.

Detail of the nose of a pod stru~ture from
the Type 1 late-set sheet of Fie. 42, showine
fine classy ore-rich flow lamellae (dark) which
sometimes ffrade into the normal eroundmass
material of the sheet.
Drawn from a specimen.
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Fig . 44 .
he lower margin of a ype I late set cone-sheet
from the 570 m level in southern Krossdalur . The pale dolerite
of the sheet is invaded by a dark segregation vein which
contains small labradorite and pseudomorphed oliv1ne crystals .
Plane-polarized light, x 15.

( pecimen Vi 206) .

The dark material seen as veins near the lower parts of
cone- sheets and as thin laminae defining flow structures in
other sheets is so similar in texture to the dolerite that it
is taken to be of common origin.

Kuno (1965) has described

occurrences of glassy dark or e- rich segregations in basalt
lava flows from

~urope,

Japan and the Americas and has shown

that they are late-stage residua which locally vein their
host- rock .

R. E. Smi th (1967) has described similar material

occurring i n segregation vesicles in basalt lavas from New
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South Wales, Australia, and ascribes a similar origin to that
proposed by Kuno (op. cit.).
The dark segregations have not been studied in detail
but it is felt that the Vididalsfjall examples formed by a
similar mechanism to that proposed by Kuno (op. cit.) and
Smith (op. cit.).

After emplacement of the sheet at the level

observed, and the segregation of the residual material in this
part of the sheets, renewed intrusive movements in depth caused
up-dip movements of the partially consolidated material so that
flow structures were produced.

The sheet material was possibly

inhomogeneous due tO,some parts being in a more advanced state
of consolidation, or richer in segregated material than others"
so that both laminar and turbulent flow structures were
produced.
Similar flow structures have been described in p1cr1te11

basalt sills of Quaternary age from Eyjafjoll, southern Iceland
by Steinth6rsson (1964).

In these sills the laminae and veins

are composed of the groundmass material of the sill, and appear
to be due to a slight concentration of ore grains as compared
with the host rock.

Unlike the Vididalsfjall rocks, the veins

in these rocks do not contain phenocrysts.
Steinthorsson (op. cit.) suggests that the "veins"
(laminae seen in Vididalsfjall structures) were originally
more or less planar sheets caused by the laminar flow (of the

magma).

While still in the plastic state a new phase of

intrusion took place disturbing the earlier mass locally,
pushing it about and producing the folding.
Type 2: Coarse-grained feldsparphyric eucrite
Sheets of this type are rare, and only two were found in
Vididalsfjall; these outcrop in the Dalsa• east of Selfell and
•

on eastern Skessusaeti and are lettered IIL£"'on Hap 2.

Both

sheets outcrop' near the southern ma.rgin of the late s,.,arm of
sheets, and both have northerly dips of 40 degrees.

I

The Dalsa

sheet is 2 m in thickness, and the Skessusaeti sheet is 12 m

i

in thickness; these sheets are usually jointed into blocky or
crudely prismatic blocks perpendicular to the contacts, and
the weathered surface is often a red-brown colour like that
of the Type 1 sheets.
I

No fine-grained margins were seen in the Dalsa sheet but
the Skessusaeti sheet is composite, with

1.5

m marginal zones

of medium-grained Type 1 dolerite, and a 9 m central zone of
coarse-grained eucrite.

The dolerlte margins are sparsely

feldsparphyric and chill to a fine-grained basaltic rock at
the upper and lower contacts of the sheet; no tachylitic margins!
i

were seen but a few vesicles were found at these contacts.
Small rounded patches of eucrite material are scattered
throughout the lower dolerite margin; they are up to about 20

1
)

/

in length B.nd are not abundant.

These patches are of the

same material as the' central zone of the sheet and numerous
small infillings of

th~marginal doleri~e

interstices in the eucrite patches.

can be seen in the

These patches ara taken

to represent incompletely consolidated aggregates of eucritic
material floating in the dolerite.

No eucrite patches were

found in the upper marginal zone of dolerite.
The interface between the central eucrite zone and the
marginal dolerite zones is well-defined in hand specimens,
but is irregular in detail, and is not sharp when seen in thin
section, although the grain size shows a marked increase from
the dolerite into the eucrite over a distance of less than
,mm.

Some of the plagioclase laths in the dolerite have bean

drawn parallel with the eucrite margin, but no truncation or
fracture of individual crystals in the dolerite was seen.

This

feature, combined with the occurrence of small eucrite patches
in the dolerite below this interface is taken to indicate that

!

the eucrite was injected as a crystal cumulate into incompletely
consolidated dolerite lining the walls of the cone-fracture to
form a composite sheet •. Some of the eucrite patches seen in
the lower part of the sheet may have been entrained by the
dole~ite

at depth; it seems likely, however, that most ot the

eucrite patches are detached portions of the later-intruded
eucrlte central zone.

The apparent concentration of such.

i

li
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eucrite bodies in the lower part of the sheet may be due to
sinking under therinfluence of gravity.

Composite basic sheets

11

have been described from the Hornafjordur and Austurhorn areas
of southeastern Iceland (Annels,1967; Blake J l968);
sheets contain small patches of gabbro included as loose
crrstal aggregates.

These gabbro inclusions are found in

the porphyritic central zones of the Austurhorn sheets (Blake,
OPe

cit.).
A small outcrop of Type 2 eucrite exactly similar in

lithology throughout to that of the LE sheets was found at
the summit of Skessueaetl and this mass has been broken into
regular rectangular blocks with near-horizontal attitude.

The

outcrop of the mass is elongate measuring about 400 x 100 m,
but its exact form is

~certain

as its contacts are buried

beneath thick scree; a thickness of about 40 m of the eucrite
is exposed and the mass is interpreted as a small high-level
plug or sheet which may be connected in depth with the LE sheet
500 m east of it (see Map 2).
Type 3: Pale grey vesicular dolerite
These sheets are of medium-grained pale blue-grey basaltic
material and

~ybe

plagiophyric; they are usually very thin,

rarely exceeding one metre in thickness and usually show
prismatic jointing or massive unjointed structure.

The sheets

are markedly vesicular throughouti the vesicles being arranged
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in zones parallel to the contacts.

These highly vesicular

zones or bands may alternate with zones of compact or less
vesicular rock, and the vesicles may show some elongation
up-dip in the direction of flow.

The general appearance of

these sheets is strikingly similar to that of the thin pale
grey basalt flows forming the uppermost part of the VididalurVatnsdalur lava pile and also to thin dykes seen in the higher
levels of the area.

These dykes cut all the lavas in the

upper part of the succession except for the thin pale grey
basalts.
The margins of the Type 3 cone-sheets are invariably of
fresh lustrous black tachylite which may form a selvage up
to 5 mm in thickness.
These sheets appear to be of limited distribution and were
found between the

~50

and 930 m levels in the southern half of

the late swarm of cone sheets between Sandfell'and the plug on
Asmundarn~pur (see Map 2).

No such sheets were found in the
•

I

Dalsa river section or in the northern Asmundarnupur cone-sheet
sections; the former section lies below the

~50

m level.

This

suggests that these sheets are a partial set developed only at
higher levels in the southern and outer part of the swarm.
In the case of the Hebridean cone-sheet complexes, it
was suggested that cone-sheets were emplaced successively
,

beneath one another, so that the outer sheets in the swarm

,I
I
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outcrop were the youngest (Richey et al., 1930).

If the late

set of cone-sheets in Vididalsfjall was intruded continuously,
then, by analogy, the pale grey vesicular sheets represent the
final stage of cone-sheet injection.

The thin pale grey basalt

dykes are identical in field characteristics to the Type 3
sheets, 'and are seen to cut Type 1 late' set cone-sheets; if,
as seems likely, the sheets and dykes were intruded simultaneously, this is additional evidence that the pale grey conesheets were the last sheets injected into the Vididalsfjall
complex.
Vesicularity of the Type 3 sheets
Vesicles form when hydrostatic pressure on the ma,gma is
released and volatiles are released from solution (Jaggar,

1936).

In the case of the Type 3 sheets, this would have

occurred when the magma at the top of the intrusion reached
low-pressure levels near the surface where the hydrostatic
pressure of the magma was less than the water vapour pressure
of the volatiles; this process is similar to that already
described in the case of the miarolitic MU granophyre.

The

content of vola tiles in these two magmas may even have been
similar; it has been shown that the proportion of volatile
constituents contained in basaltic and granitic
very different (Shepherd, 1932).

mag~a

is not

Wentworth and Jones (1940)

found that in the Koolau Range, Oahu, veSicular bands in dykes
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are not found at depths of more than 123 ID below the constructed
surface level at the time of intrusion; Annels (1967) draws
attention to this evidence from Honolulu and has suggested
a near-surface origin for vesicle bands in similar dykes in
11

the Hornafjordur area of southeastern Iceland.
The vesicle bands in the Vididalsfjall pale grey sheets
are believed to have originated at similar levels; the fact
that vesicle bands are seen in sheets now at 450 m (i.e.

~O

m

below the present land surface) may be due to the rapid raising
of the land surface by the rapid outpourings of thin grey basalt
lava flows.

Alternatively, as pointed out by Wentworth and

Jones (1940) in the case of the Koolau dykes, "probably not all
of the dykes represent intrusions which reached thesurfaca ot
the dome, hence the actual pressure of intrusion may not have
been that corresponding to a full column.

This tact would

account tor variations 1n the vesiculari ty B.nd columnar jointing
ot dykes 1n similar situationsll.
The wide range ot altitudes at which vesicle bands are
found in the Vididalsfjall pale grey cone-sheets may thus be
due to the combined effec't of incompletely filled cone-fractures
and the progressive raising of the land surface.

It is possible

that the pale grey vesicular Type' 3 sheets pass downwards into
compact Type 1 dolerite sheets in depth; a similar relation
has been observed·in the case of the Koolau dykes (Wentworth

j
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and Jones,

OPe

cit.) but ho direct evidence of this was seen

in Vididalsfjall.
AGE RELATIONSHIPS OF THE LATE SET OF CONE-SHEETS
The extreme freshness and lack of hydrothermal alteration
of these sheets is evidence that they were injected after the
First Phase intrusions in Vididalsfjall; all the First Phase
intrusives show some hydrothermal alteration, and the contrast
is particularly striking when late set cone-sheets are seen to

.

in the sections exposed in northern

~smundarnupur,

Krossdalur
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and the Dalsa.
Some of these sheets can be seen to cut intrusions of the
First Phase; a number of Type I sheets cut the eastern Skessusaeti eucrite and two Type 3 sheets were seen to cut the
Raudkollur felsite intrusion.

,

t

outcrop between greenish early set cone-sheets, as can be seen

,

1

A few Type 1 sheets with

irregular inclination were seen to cut the agglomerates on
western Raudkollur; a similar irregular habit has been observed
in minor intrusions cutting breccias and tuffs in the HornafjordUr region (Annels 1967, p. 97).
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Few of the late set cone-

sheets were seen to cut or split the early set cone-sheets; 1n
general, the late sheets have been injected 1n between the
early sheets so that they are concordant w1th these sheets.
Some of the late sheets can be seen to split into two smaller

i

sheets where they cut early sheets; examples of this are

I

I
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I

seen on northern Asmundarnupur.
Few of the Vididalsfjall sheets were seen to be faulted;
the prominent sheet on Sandfell bearing roll and pod flow
structures (see Fig. 41) is broken west of the Sandfell summit
by a fault, and the eastward continuation of the southern
Urdarfell gully fault cuts a thick Type 1 sheet just south of
Raudkollur (see Map 2).

Type I material is seen to form part

of a Second Phase basic-acid composite sheet in the southern

,

part of Galgagil; this will be described in more detail in
the section on acid intrusions of the Second Phase.
The textural similarity of the Type 3 sheets, the uppermost
thin grey basalt flows and the youngest dykes seen in the
Vididalur-Vatnsdalur area is further evidence of the late perbd
of injection of these sheets, and the highly vesicular nature

of both dykes and 'sheets indicates that these intrusions reached:
the highest levels of the volcanic edifice.

It seems possible

that the Type 3 sheets and similar dykes were connected to the
thin pale grey basalt flows; although no examples were seen of
cone-sheets passing into lava flows, the magma which was
extruded to form the flows would have moved towards the surface
along the paths of least resistance afforded by dyke and conefractures.

Such fractures would have been abundant in

Vididalsfjall by the time of injection of the Type 3 sheets,
and the ground beneath is believed to be an extensive network

,t

t
~

I
~
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of minor faults and rifts, in addition to the cone fractures,
many of which have been filled by this latest supply of·basic
magma; this is apparent from the large number of small fractures
seen within the central zone in intrusives of the First Phase
and the lavas and pyroclastics of similar age.

Jaggar (1920,

p. 200) states that tla volcanic system occupies a rift complex ll
and continues: "there are undoubtedly fissures, but there are
also layers, surfaces, slopes, cavities, and a machinery of
pericentric accumulation followed by intrusion.

This mechanism

is incessantly solving problems of least resistance".
(b)

Other basic minor intrusions
The only intrusions of this type comparable in age to

the late set of cone-sheets are two small irregular plugs in
G~lgagil and on Asmundarntipur, and a small number of thin sheets

on the western side of Raudkollur.

All these intrusions are of

the same fresh red-brown olivine-bearing dolerite as the Type
2 cone-sheets, and are lettered

"Is"

on Map 2 •

•
The Galgagil
body shows a very irregular form, and cuts
an earlier dolerite intrusion whieh forms a prominent waterfall
at the 300 m level in G~lgagil.

The body is exposed over a

width of just under 100 m in the steep-sided Galgagil gorge
and the steep inclination of the margins suggests that it is
a plug; this plug lies almost directly above the focus of the
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late set of cone-sheets.

The brown dolerite shows very regular

columnar jointing, the joint columns being straight and usually
less than 4 m in length, with a width of about 0.5 m.

These

columns are arranged in irregular fans and sinuous palisade
structures which indicate that the margins of the cooling body
were very irregular in shape.
seen.

No curved joint columns were

The exact margins of the plug are difficult to trace

with accuracy, as the gorge wall is covered by a crumbly
weathered crust.
The upper part"of the plug passes laterally southwards
into thin sheets up to 2 m in thickness which show good
columnar jointing and extend for about 250
the plug.

ID

southwards from

These sheets are packed closely together and are

of near-horizontal but erratic and variable inclination.

No

contacts with country rock were seen; the country rock at this
locality is very rotten agglomerate and brecciated basalt.
The irregular shape of the plug and the associated sheets are
probably due to the irregular fracturing of this country rock;
similar irregular attitudes in basic sheets cutting breccias
and tuffs have been described from the Hornafjordur area by
Annels (1967), who points out that the irregularity may be
accentuated by post-depositional movements within the breccias
resulting in shearing and displacement of the intrusions.
few narrow crush zones of limited extent were seen in the

A
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•
sheets associated with the Galgagil
plug, and these may be
due to such movements in the country rock.
A small pipe-like body of dolerite of similar type to

•
the two plugs cuts agglomerate just north of the Galgagil
plug; ,
this is circular in section with a diameter of 1., m and shows
some radial columnar' jointing.

The contact is sharply chilled

against the agglomerate, and the body appears to be an offshoot
of a larger dolerite body in depth.

•
• plug is also of irregular form and cuts
The Asmundarnupur
highly fractured basalt lavas on the summit ridge and the
precipitous sides of the mountain; this body is of feldsparphyric red-brown dolerite similar to that of the Type 1 sheets
and is jointed into very regular columns (see Fig. 4,).
The exact contacts of the plug are difficult to trace,
as in places the body appears to send out thin sheets concordI

,

ant with the Type 1 late set cone-sheets on Asmundarnupur.
Some Type 1 cone-sheets were seen to cut the plug which is
thought to be approximately contemporaneous with these late
set sheets.

A small offshoot of the plug is seen cutting
,

I

basalt lava flows on the western side of Asmundarnupur at
about 6,0 m.

This is a small rosette-shaped body of columnar

feldsparphyric dolerite about, m in diameter and is taken to
'represent a pipe-like offshoot from the main plug.
A well-defined northwest trending fracture zone cuts the
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ig . 45. I he northern part of the basic plug on the
smundarnupur ridge , showing the sheaf- like disposition of
the very regula r joint columns . In the lowe r right corner of
the picture these colonnades adopt a souther ly dip which
coincides with that of the Iype 1 cone- sheets on the ridge .
he height of the crag face is about 8 m.
I

,

northern part of Asmundarnupur , ( see ~I ap 2) and the plug lies
close to this zone; it s eems likely that the present position
of the plug was influenced by the deep er extensions of this
fracture system , and it may r ep resent a "swelli

11

d vel oped

in a dyke or cone- sheet .
A small number of thin fre sh dol erit e sheets were found
cutting the agglomerate and tuffs on western Raudkollur; these
show easterly dips of 10- 30 degrees and are of uniform texture
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throughout.

The sheets are similar to Type 1 late set cona-

sheets, but areof much lower dip so that they are referred to
here as sills.

The sheets range in thickness from 1 to 4 m,

and are chilled against basalt and pyroclastics.
The general field characters of the small plugs and
pipe-like bodies occurring within the VididaLsfjall central
zone are structurally similar to those of the small irregular

i

necks and pipes described from the Permo-Carboniferous VOlcanoes!
of the Hidland Valley of Scotland (Geikie 1897), and observed
by the writer in East Fife.

By analogy with these bodies,

the Vidida.l,fjall intrusions are felt to be similar infillings
of minor passages within the main volcanic edifice; these may
originally have been connected with the surface, but most are
probably small intrusions which solidified within the

volcano~

I
II

Vatnsdalur intrusions
(a)

Inclined sheets

t

Thin sheets with easterly dips of 10-30 degrees are

!

I
I

common in the northern part of Vatnsdalsfjall (see Fig. 46)

fI

I

and were found along the whole length of the mountain between
• Axlaoxl and Mosaskard; a few were found as far south as
Hofstallar (see Map 3).

The presence of such sheets 1n

northern Vatnsdalsfjall was made known to the writer by Dr.
G. P. L. Walker (pers. comm., 1966).
These sheets are all of rock types identical to the

I

I

I

Fig . 46 . The northe rn part of the Sandfell summit cliff in
northern 'Vatnsdalsfjall . Numero us thin intrusive sheets up
to 1 m thick with easterly inclination cut the thin basalt
flows in the middle distance (darlc ground ).
he li ghtercolour ed rock forming the platy scr ee fragments in the fore ground and the bluff on the right border of the picture is
part of the northern Vatnsdalsfjall rhyolite extrusion.
Type 1 and 3 late cone - sheets of Vididalsfjall , and their
fr esh unaltered state, arcuate outcrop and easterly dips are
taken to indicate that they are the outer part of a second
late- ertiary cone- sheet swarm centr ed on the northern part
of Svinadalsfjall, which lies about 5 km east of northern
Vatnsdalsfjall (see

ap 3).

The bulk of these sheets are of Type 3 and these can be
seen cutting the rhyolite lavas between Axlaoxl and Hrafnaklettar in the western side of Vatnsdalsfjall; the pale grey
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sheets have good tachylitic margins and show marked colour
contrast with the white and pink rhyolites.

The sheets are

often very thin, with thicknesses in the range 5-120 cm.

Large

numbers of such sheets are seen to cut the basalt lavas of
Sandfell in northern Vatnsdalsfjall, where 113 sheets

~th

an

average easterly dip of 20 degrees and average thickness of

45 cm were counted in a vertical profile of 212 m up to the
870 m level; this corresponds, to a swarm intensity of 24 per

cent which is similar to the maximum value estimated for the
Vididalsfjall late cone-sheets (see Table

5).

Similar sheets were found in the northern part of the
Gilj~ in Saudadalur (see l1ap 3) and in the western side of
11

Jorundarfell.
A

few inclined sheets with easterly dips of 20 to 30

some of these are similar to the late Type 1 cone-sheets and
may be the outer'most part of the swarm seen in Vatnsdalsfjall.
It seems more likely however, that they are part of a small
local swarm centred on the southern end of the HjallalandHvammur trough.
The age relationships of the Vatnsdalsfjall inclined
sheets are the same as those of the late set of cone-sheets
in Vididalsfjall.

Cb)

The Hjallin Lens
This body is scenically the most spectacular Second Phase

intrusion, and fills the eastern side of the Hjallaland-Hvammur
trough; the body is 3.5 x 0.6 km in surface'area and reaches
a maximum thickness of 250 m at its southern end in the cliffs
northeast of Hvammur (see Map 1 and Figs. 2, 6 and 11).

The

I

I

lens is made of very fine-grained and compact pale grey olivine-:
free tholeiite from bottom to top and is cut into very regular
vertical joint columns which run perpendicular to the basal
contact over the lowest 210 m of" the body; this material
produces a metallic sound when hammered and breaks with
conchoidal fracture.

The uppermost part of the lens is broken

into irregular joints similar to those seen in the upper parts
of kubbaberg flows.

No vesicles were found in any part of the

lens.
The lower contact of the lens lies on a pale green acid
pyroclastic (lapi11istone)horizon containing small basic and
acid fragments; this horizon lies near the top of a group of
thin flows exposed near Hja11aland farm at the northern end of
the lens and outcrops at intervals south of this point before
~i

it is buried by scree just north of Hvammur.
The top of the lens bears glaCial

groun:i (see Fig. 11).

stri~e

,

i

and forms hummoCky'l

No distinct exposures of an upper contact ;~

to the body were seen in the eastern side of Vatnsdalsfjall,
but the uppermost exposure of the lens tholeiite at 460 m in
a small stream flowing east from Breid lies only

25

m below
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the lowest exposure of the detrital beds and this is taken as
being near to the upper margin of the lens (see Map 1).

The

approximate junction between the lens and the detrital beds
can be traced in the field by the different degrees of drainage

I

in the surface overlying the two rock types; the ground above
the permeable detrital beds is grassy and well drained while
"

"
"

, 1

the ground above the intrusion is marshy and poorly drained.
A 3.6 m wide dyke which is apparently continuous with the
lens cuts the brecciated BFB at the 400 m level 750 m north
of this locality.

This apophysis of the upper part of the lens

J
j

I,I

contains small chalcedony amygdales which are layered parallel
to the present horizontal.

The lens is not broken'by faults

although it lies above some of the main faults in the trough

I

area; this feature and the horizontal layering in the chalcedony.I '
amygdales indicate that the lens has undergone no significant
displacement since consolidation and is therefore probably ot
very recent emplacement.
The lens is interpreted as a high-level laccolith which
consolidated rapidly beneath a very thin roof of detrital beds
and a few lava flows of the Second Central Phase.

The location

of the feeder to this body is uncertain; no rock which might
represent the westward continuation of the lens was found in
western Vatnsdalur, and there is no surface evidence of a plug
in the ground near Hvammur; the lens may have been fed by a

271.

dyke in the dense part of the swarm which passes through this

,II
,

:

j

part of Vatnsdalur, as a few basic dykes of material similar

!:

to that of the lens were found in the cliffs between Breid
and Grenjaklettar.

i!
I

:!

I

,i
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2-8

ACID INTRUSIONS
Only two acid intrusions of the Second Phase were found in

Vididals'fjall; these occur within the central barren zone, and
a third intrusion which may be of similar age was found about

,

2 km west of Hnjukur, in Vatnsdalur.

All these intrusions are

of fine-grained types.
I

The Galgagil Intrusion
The largest acid intrusion of the second phase seen in

,

Vididalsfjall outcrops in the southern part of

G~lgagil,

and

forms the central part of a composite basic-acid body which
appears to be a sheet dipping southwest at 45 degrees.

The

sheet is 54 m in maximum thickness and is exposed intermittently

,

in Galgagil and in a small tributary stream Which runs into
this from Stressusaeti (see Hap 2 and Fig. lt7); the body is seen
as intermittent outcrops for about 150 m along its strike.
The Basic l'1'argins of the Intrusion
These are of the fine-grained Type 1 dolerite seen in the
late set cone-sheets, and have a combined thickness of 20.5 m.
The lower margin of the lower dolerite compnent rests with
fine-grained chilled contact on agglomerate and the upper contact
of the upper dolerite component is not exposed.

Both these

units have blocky to prismatic jointing like that of the Type
;

1 cone-Sheets, but the Upper unit appears to be cut by a number
of shear-planes parallel to its contacts; the lower margin of

Fig. 47.

Schematic section through the Galgagil
composite intrusion, showing its basic
margins (black) and acid centre with a
lower zone rich in small basic bodies.
A few small pitchstone patches are
indicated by "eye" ornament.
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this unit is fine-grained and brittle and probably represents
a chilled margin.

An irregularly-shaped lenticular body of

dark blue-black lustrous glass was found near the top of this
upper dolerite component; this is 58 cm in greatest length,
and lies parallel to the contacts.
The Central Acid Component
This is of compact fine-grained feldsparphyric dacitlc
rock of dark blue-grey colour and dull vitreous lustre when
freshly broken.

This component is 36.0 m in thickness and is

thus thicker than the combined thickness of the two basic
components of the intrusion; in the composite dykes of eastern
Iceland, the acid centre is normally thicker than both basic
margins combined (Walker, 1966a).
Th-? acid component weathers to a buff' or ochre colour and
splits into large irregular slabs along fractures which may be
parallel or perpendicular to the margins.

The uppermost 2 m of

this acid centre are of a fresh dark-grey pitchstone with a
dull lustre and scattered feldspar and ferromagnesian phenocrysts.

The rest of the acid centre is uniform in texture but

small irregular patches and vein-like streaks of pitchstone
material similar to that seen in the uppermost 2 m are seen in
a narrow zone about

5 m below

the upper margin. and also in the

median zone of the acid com~onent (see Fig. 47).
is seen on weathered surfaces of the zone

Some mottling

5 m below

the upper
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margin and this zone is crowded with small dark grey rounded
spots up to

5 mm

in diameter.

These contrast strikingly with

the ochre-coloured matrix, and will be discussed in the section
on petrography.

In thin section, the dark patches are seen to

be areas of glassy matrix richer in feldspar laths than the
ochre-coloured material; the glassy matrix in both areas is
continuous, but is a darker brown colour in the spots.
No flow structures or banding were found in the acid
component.
The Composite Zone
The lowest 4 m of the acid zone were found to be rich
in small bodies of fine-grained basic material (see. Figs. 47
and 48).
These bodies are up to 10 cm in greatest length and a range

i

\i

of shapes was seen; no sharply angular bodies were seen, but
some sub-angular bodies were seen and other bodies were seen
to have rounded or sausage-shaped form.

Some of these elong-

ated bodies are curved even to the extent of acquiring a
"horse-shog" shape.

Host of the bodies examined in the field

showed sharp but not glassy margins against the acid rock, and
.
some were seen to show slightly diffuse marginal zones.
The number of basic bodies in the acid rock decreases away
from the lower dolerite component and none were found above the
lowest

4 m of the acid component; the top of the lower dolerite

;
i'
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--,

.

Ftg. 48. Small basic bodies in the composite zone of the
Galgagil sheet showing the marked colour contrast and absence
of sharply angular bodies. The hammer-head is 15 cm long.
component is obscured by debris and the transition from solid
doler1te to the composite zone was not seen.

No similar basic

bodies were seen in the upper part of the acid component beneath
the upper dolerite component.

By analogy with similar

intrusio~

already described from the North Atlantic Tertiary Province,
G~lgagil

basic bodies are felt to have originated from the

lower dolerite component while this was still in a plastic
unconsolidated state.

Evidence of the plasticity of much of

this material is given by the absence of

~odies

i

th~;

with sharply

angular outline, and the occurrence of occasional bodies which
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48 . Small basic bodies in the composite zone of the
Galgagil sheet showing the marked colour contrast and absence
of sharply angular bodies . The hammer-head is 15 cm long .

F~g .

component is obscured by debris and the transition from solid
dolerite to the composite zone was not seen .

No similar basic

bodies were seen in the upper part of the acid component beneath
the upper dolerite component .

By analog

with similar

intrus1o~

already described from the North Atlantic Tertiary Province , the
G~lgagil

basic bodies a re felt to have originated from the

lower dolerite component while this was stil
unconsolidated state .

~vidence

in a plastic

of the plasticity of much of

this material is given by the absence of

~odies

with sharply

angular outline , and the occurrence of occasional bodies whioh
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have been deformed into "horse-shoe" shapes.

In thin section,

some of the more rounded basic bodies are seen to enclose
large crystals of andesine and c1inopyroxene typical of the
phenocrysts seen inLthe acid

~mponent,

implying that these

patches of basic material moved through the acid magma to
some extent.

In addition, the small plagioclase laths of the

do1erite groundmass are sometimes seen to be aligned parallel
to the margins of the basic bodies; this is taken to be a flow
structure indicative of relative movement between the basic bodies and acid material.
Wager and Bailey (1953, p. 68) described basic magma
chilling against acid magma in the intrusions of St. Kilda and
they recognise a gradational series of basic inclusions in acid
magma: "Some of the rows of (basic) blocks are believed to have
resulted from basic magma injected into the acid magma, like
pillow lava into water, but this arrangement apparently grades
into others which are interpreted as the result of the pulling
apart of the partly solidified basic magma during flow of the
enclosing more acid material.

The tearing apart sometimes

occurred when the basic material was still essentially fluid,
giving a string of blocks, more or less rounded; at other times
it affected material that was essentially solid, when more
angular blocks have resulted".

\~ager

and Bailey (op. cit.)
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I

The small basic bodies in the

.

G~lgagil

intrusion appear

to be similar in form to those of the St. Kilda bodies which
represent "torn-apart" unconsolidated material •. The basic
I

bodies in the Galgagil sheet show no noticeable decrease in
grain size towards their margins (See Fig.

8~)

and this is

taken to indicate that no chilling of the hot plastic basic
material against the acid material

to~k

place, by analogy with

the examples from St. Kilda (Wager and Bailey,

OPe

cit.).

In a composite dyke described from eastern Iceland by
Guppy and Hawkes (1925), the small basic bodies enclosed by
the acid component of the dyke are described as being angular
in shape, but the general field characterisitcs of the intrusion
I

are similar to those of the Galgagil intrusion.

In the case of

this dyke, it is suggested that "the acid magma forced its way
through the basic dykes with explosive force, completely
shattering these into tiny fragments, with very thorough mixing
of the whole, and then th,· inclusion bearing magma was intruded
into its present position'; it is suggested that this shattering
occurred at some distance from the present outcrop of the dyke
(Guppy and Hawkes,

OPe

11

cit., p. 336).

Composite cone-sheets and minor intrusions have been found
at ten localities in the Setberg area, Snaefellsnes, by
Sigurdsson (1966a).

In one 15 m cone-sheet "the acid centre

contains scattered basalt clots, more numerous towards the top"
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(Sigurdsson,

OPe

cit., p. 84).

Sigurdsson suggests that the

basic magma chilled against the acid magma, but he gives no
indication of the order of emplacement of the two magmas.
Order of Emplacement of the Basic and Acid Material

By analogy with the examples quoted from the literature
which also show rounded basic inclusions in the acid zone, the
acid central component and the upper part of the lower dolerite
I

component of the Galgagil intrusion are taken to have coexisted
as mobile material.
The field evidence indicates that the times of emplacement
and consolidation of the upper dolerite component and the
central acid component were separated in time as no evidence
was found in the field to show that the two were mobile or
plastic at the same time; their contiguous contacts are both
fine-grained and no basic inclusions were found in the upper

!

part of the acid central component.

The shearing seen ln the

upper dolerite may have been caused in the fully consolidated
cold rock when the remaining two components were intruded or
when the sheet-fracture was re-opened to admit these two
components.

This interpretation would account for the chilled

I

1

I

I

l

1
i

I

I

lower margin of the upper dolerite as the original lower chilled I
contact of a basic inclined sheet intruded into agglomerate,
and would also account for the upper pitchstone margin of the
central acid component.
With this interpretation, the upper dolerite was intruded

I
!

i

I,
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first as an inclined sheet into agglomerate, and the margins
chilled rapidly; the lower dolerite was emplaced next, and was
followed before it had completely consolidated by a much thicker
wedge of dacitic material which chilled against the upper
dolerite and entrained the'still-plastic inner part of the
lower dole rite to form a zone of basic inclusions.

This zone

of inclusions is thought to be very near to its source, as the
"thorough mixing" observed by Guppy and Hawkes (op. cit.) is

•
not apparent in the single available section of the Galgagil
intrusion.
Walker (1966a) has pointed out some cogent reasons for
the emplacement of acid magma after basic magma in composite
minor intrusions.

"It is thought that acid magma, on account

of its high viscosity, experiences great difficult in attaining
the surface.

Acid magma can rise more

ea~ly'

through a broad

cylindrical conduit than along a narrow fissure, because heat
is more efficiently conserved and the drag due to viscosity i ......5
more easily overcome.

Acid magma rising along a fissure

rapidly congeals • • • • On the other hand, acid magma rising
along the hot middle of a basic 'dyke has some handicaps reduced
from the start, for not only is it effectively insulated

viscosity reduced ll •

(Walker,

OPe

c1 t., p. 385')

I

against~

the cold country rocks, but it may even be heated by the basic
magma in contact with it or as inclusions in it, and its

iI

I
~

~

i
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The G~lgagil intrusion is only poorly exposed and is by
no means an ideal locality for elucidating the basic-acid
relationships of fine-grained rocks when compared with the
composite dykes of eastern Iceland which can sometimes be
followed from sea level up 720 m (Guppy and Hawkes, 1925).
The presence of the intrusion however, indicates that basic and
acid material were available almost simultaneously for injection

I

into the same fissure.

~
~

,I

~.

The Krossdalur Intrusion
Another small acid body of rock-type very similar to that
t

of the central component of the Galgagil intrusion was found in
the western wall of the Krossdalur stream gully about 200 m

r·

F
I

,i

!~

L
!',.
./

H

south of this intrusion and is marked "As" on Map 2; the margins I!I
of this body are largely obscured by debris, but a vertical
northern margin was found.

A thickness of 4 m is exposed south

I

frou this margin; the rock is fine-grained and holocrystalline
and shows some decrease in grain size towards the margin, and
t

weathers to an ochreous colour like the Galgagil rock.

No

basic inclusions were seen in this intrusion.
(c)

The BreigabQlsstadur Intrusion
This body 1spoorly exposed, and part of it can be seen
I

to outcrop east of Hnjukur in a small stream which runs northwards to Breidabolsstadur farm.

,.
L
I'

The margin of the body is a

dark-green to black banded pitchstone which bears phenocrysts

r
I
I
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of feldspar and ferromagnesian minerals, and rests on green
First Phase agglomerate bearing angular basalt blocks.

This

margin is about 7 m in thickness and can be followed upstream
for about 450 m where the near-horizontal attitude of the
banding changes to a southward dip of
pitc~st~ne

35

degrees.

Here the

passes upwards into a microcrystalline banded

rhyolite in which the flow banding is sometimes contorted and
may be overfolded towards the north, indicating that this part
of the intrusion was emplaced from the s-::>uth; this flow banding
is usually inclined parallel to the contacts of the rhyolite
which dips southwards here at 10 degrees.

The rhyolite shows

a marked platy fissility parallel to the flow banding at this
locality, and is slightly hydrothermally altered to a pinkish
colour; the fresh rock is pale grey in colour.
Some small glacially smoothed slabs of pitchstone were
found about

750 m to the south east of the rhyolite; the

attitude of these is uncertain, but they are possibly the upper ,
or lower margin of the rhyolite.
A north-northeast fault cuts the intrusion so that the
lowest pnrt of the rhyolite is downthrown about 20 m to the
1

west south of Breidabolsstadur farm.

No exposures were found

west of the stream or south of the pitchstone slabs as the
bed-rock is covered by thick superficial peaty deposits.
The intrusion is believed to be a flat-lying lenticular

t
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body intruded at high level which may pass downwards into a
rhyolite plug; the occurrence of agglomerate indi cates that
a vent exists in the area .

A small explosion vent can be

seen to perforate the northern pitchstone margin in the stream;
this is about 100 m in width in t he stream and lies on the
fault line 'I,olhich cuts the intrusion .

he pitchstone is cracked

and infilled with quartz and chalcedony at the margins of this
vent; the vent its elf is filled

\-T1

th rounded blocks of banded

pitchstone up to 1 m in diameter in a fine-grained acid matrix
(see Fi g .

lf9) .

Fig . 49 .
he econd Phase agglomerate of the Breidabolss tad~~
vent, showing large rounded blocks of banded pitchstone em be ed
in a pink acid matrix; no basic fragments were found in this
agglomerate . The hammer handle is 35 cm long .
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No blocks of the inner rhyolite facies or of any other
rock type were found in this agglomerate which indicates that
the vent only drilled through the base of the intrusion.
vent wall is locally seen to be lined by a

,0

The

cm layer of pale

pink. or turquoise-coloured rhyolitic rock which may be welded
matrix material.
A small dolerite intrusion about ,00 m in width and of
uncertain form cuts the inner rhyolite of the intrusion; this
•

I

I

ifof similarlr fresh rock to the Asmundarnupur and Galgag1l
plugs (pp .262. - 265 ) and also to the outer doleri te of the
1

.

Hnjukur plug, and no contacts with the rhyolite were found
exposed.

The intrusion breaks into blocky joints which dip

westwards at 45

degree~,

intrusion in depth.

I

and may be joined to the Hnjukur

No evidence of mixing or remelt1ng of the

rhyolite was seen.
One

~5

cm'north-northeast trending dyke of brown dolerite

identical to the late set Type 1 cone-sheets cuts the northern
matgin of the pLtchstone showing a good chilled margin; no
evidence of remelting of the pitchstone was seen near the dyke
~n

the available outcrop.

Age Relationships of the Intrusion
The intrusion is seen to be cut by intrusions of Second
Phase Type 1 dolerite which were emplaced after the rhyolite
had cooled and a small vent which may also be of Second Phase

284.
age.

~his

intrusion is thus thought to have been emplaced in

the time interval between the final stages of the First Phase
and the end of Type 1 dolerite sheet dyke injection.
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THERMAL METAMORPHISM IN THE VIDIDALUR-VATNSDALUR AREA

(a).

HYDROTHERHAL ALTERATION
The older intrusive and extrusive rocks of the Vididalur-

Vatnsdalur area have undergone a considerable degree of
hydrothermal alteration with the formation of epidote in the
most highly altered rocks found in the vicinity of the larger
intrusions.

The zonary distribution of these altered rocks

is progressive and similar to that seen in the hydrothermal
aureo1es developed about the Tertiary intrusive complexes of
Mull (Bailey et al., 1924) and Iceland (Walker, 1959, 1963;
1964a; Carmichael, 1964; Blake, 1966; Sigurdsson, 1966a;
Annels, 1967.), and is shown schematically in Map

4.

The most highly altered rocks in the area studied were

I
\

I

I
j

1

found in the central zone of the north Vididalsfjall intrusive

I

complex where the country rock lavas have been permeated by

I.

late-stage volatiles
and fluids from the underlying large
.

P

\.

f
~

t
intrusions to that they are now pale green rocks rich in chlor1 {~.

S

and calcite.

Epidote is abundant in these rocks as an alter-

t

ation product replacing plagioclase and primary ferromagnesian
minerals, as small euhedral needles lining vesicles and as
amall prisms associated with carbonate, quartz and pyrite 1n
veins which cut both intrusives and lava flows.
the

G~lgagil

of epidote.

The rocks ot

f

~

lf

vent zone are particularly rich in such occurrences t

A few small isotropic pale golden-brown garnet

I

i
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crystals with polygonal sections vere found together with
prisms of epidote in chlorite-lined vesicles in the highly
propylitized tholeiite flows near the

t

Gal~agil

vent and the

I

mineral was also found in the Dalsa felsite intrusion just
south of Melrakkadalur farm (see l1ap 4).

Garnet is character-

istic of the most highly altered-parts of the other Icelandic
intrusive complexes (Blake, 1966; Gibson et al., 1966;
Sigurdsson, 1966a); the mineral is felt to be an andradite grossularite type by analogy with the types found in similar
environments by .b1'Lintock (1915) and Sigurdsson (op. cit.).
Vesicles in the basalt country rocl<: at the MU granophyre
contact on northern Urdarfell were found to contain a lining
of pale green chlorite fibres and a centre of bright red-brown
pleochroic biotite flakes, yellow blades of epidote, and a

I
t

t
f
f
!:

pale brown pleochroic clinoamphibole similar to that seen in
the hybrid rocks (see

p.3~8).

The edges of some of these

amphibole flakes were seen to have a blue-green tinge similar
to that of the HG hybrid rocks, which is taken to suggest that
they may be alkali amphiboles.

A few small pale golden-brown

garnet crystals and near-colourless blades of clinopyroxene were
found in some of these amygdales, and these minerals are also
.found in the innermost zones of the aureoles which surround the
gabbro and granophyre intrusions of eastern Iceland (Walter,
1960; Blake, 1966).

Clinopyroxene has been found in the more

i!

i
i.-

highly metamorphosed amygdales in basalt lavas within the
aureole of the'S' Airde Beinn dolerite plug of northern Mull
by Cann (1965); this mineral is believed to have formed by
progressive alteration of the chlorophaeite originally in the
amygdales.

,

Other areas of epidote-bearing rocks were found near the

,.

Hnjukur and Breidabolsstadur intrusions and in the lower parts
of the

I

Korns~

"
and Eyjolfsstadir
streams; epidote was also

,

found in the Gilja stream bed in the vicinity of the small
gabbro and granophyre intrusions at the north end of Baudadalur, and this occurrence may be part of a hydrothermal aureole
developed in the north of Svinadalsfjall; this ground has not
been mapped in the present study.
The north Vididalsfjall epidote zone is cupola-shaped,
like that surrounding the Breiddalur volcano (Walker, 1963),
and its top rises from a few metres above sea-level in the
,

I

Vididalsa to just below the 300 m level in the Dalsa stream
bed; from here the top of the zone can be traced into the
ground north of Skessusaeti at about the 700 m level and east-

,

,

wards into lower ground in the Gljufura stream bed.

The top

of the epidote zone is believed to lie close to the surface
over much of the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur area and the present
outcrops are thus taken to represent small local protrusions
in the top of the zone which developed near to intrusions as
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shown in Hap 4.
The less-altered zone which 'lies out.side the epidote
zone was mapped as being the ground lying between the epidote
zone and the largely unaltered rocks of the edges and higher
levels of the area.

Many of the flows in this intermediate

zone have green altered tops and bases due to the presence of
chlorite and the central part of such flows is usually fairly
fresh.

Large platy calcite crystals were found to be abundant

in the vesicles of these flows, and good occurrences of this
mineral can be seen in the Thin Flow Group sections north of
I

I

the Gljufura road bridge.

The acid tuffs in this zone were

found to have a pale green colour and one 2-3 m fine-grained
I

I

tuff at the top of the Thin Flow Group in the north Gljufura
outcrop waS found to bear euhedral pyrite cubes up to 3 cm in
I

size; pyrite cubes from this tuff were found by Jakob H. Lindal
in the stream gravels of the river in the early part of the
century, and were pointed out to the writer by Ing. Baldur
I

Lindal 1n 1966.
The vesicles 1n the 'lava flows of the outermost zone bear
colourless zeolites similar to the types developed in the
regional zeol1 te zones of eastern Iceland Olalker, 1960, and in
Gib;on et al., 1966); the distribution of these zeo11tes 1n
the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur rocks has not been determined in the
present study but it is noticeable that the thin pale grey

vesicular flows which form the upper part of the lava pile
are devoid of zeolite infillings.

(b)

CONTACT ALTERATION
Few striking examples of contact alteration were foundnear

the margins of intrusions in the inner zones of the VididalsfjaU
hydrothermal aureole and this is taken to be due to the high
local temperature of the country rock due to the presence of
the numerous intrusions and the proximity of vent zones.

In

zones more removed from the central zone, contact metamorphism
appears to have been only slight despite the greater difference
in temperature between intrusions and country rock; the basic

.,

cone-sheets just north of Skessusaeti were not seento cause

,/
!'

more than a slight induration due to baking in the acid tuffs.

'l
o

q

I1<I

At Ste1nsvad, the small gabbro intrusion appears to have bean

d

I,

hot enough to convert parts of an adjacent early set cone-sheet ii
to a hornfels; the margins of augi te grains in parts of this

"

sheet have been changed to aggregates of very small augite

/:

granules and the plagioclase in the rock is markedly more

I!

cloudy than that in the unaltered sheets.

I

11
i

I

Alteration of this

type indicates high-grade contact metamorphism, and the textures
•

!

observed in this altered cone-sheet at Steinsvad are similar to
those described from hornfelsed basalt lavas in the innermost

I'I1

zones of the metamorphic aureoles developed about the Tertiary

11
j

gabbros.of Skye (Almond, 1962).

}
~,

/.

.~
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An interesting contact effect was found at the northern basal
contact of the Hjallin tholeiite lens near Hjallaland farm.
At this locality the lens has been intruded along a thin
horizon of acid lapillistone which has a pale green matrix
and numerous small basic and acid fragments; this tuff is
rather brittle and indurated, presumably due to baking by
the lens and is about 45 cm thick at this locality.

About

one kilometre south of this point, a one-metre horizon of
lustrous black glass outcrops beneath the basal contact of the
lens and this appears to pass almost continuously into the
fine-grained tholeiite of the lens.

Chemical analysis of

this glass showed it to have a silica content of 64.5 per
cent weight, which contrasts strikingly with the 47.6 per
cent of silica found in the lens tholeiite; this glass is
believed to have been formed as a result of fusion of the
tuff by the lens intrusion, as it seems too thick and too
silicic to represent a tachylite selvage.

Carmichael (1964,

p.456) has observed that acid tuffs have sometimes been fUsed

,

by basic dykes at Thingmu1i, and the Hja11in

occurrence~is

taken to be another instance of this phenomenon.
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RELATIONSHIPS BETk'EEN TIlE INTRUSIVE AND CENTRAL VOLCANIC ACTIVITY

OF THE VIDIDALUR-VATNSDALUR AHEA.
Some synchronization between the intrusive and extrusive
activity in the area studied is indicated by the presence of
four intrusive rock types, each of 'vhich has almost identical
field and petrographic characters to one of four stratigraphic
units in the lava pile (see Table 6a).

These four rock types

occur in the same order in both the intrusive and extrusive
time-sequences;

this evidence is felt to indicate that these

intrusive/extrusive pairs are cOGenetic.
Table 6a.
EXTnuSIV8S

INTRUSlVES
Second Phase.

(4)

Type 3 late set cone-sheets
and thin pale grey basalt
dykes.

(4) Thin pale crey basalt flows
in upper levels of
Vididals£jall and Vatnsdalsfjall.

l

,
Type 1 late set cone-sheets. (3) Second Central Phase.
SFH Group on Krossdalskula.
Asmundarmlpur
oli vineGalgagil
tholeiite
Thin 0livine-tholeiite lavas
near Uasstadir.
Breidabblsstadur
plugs.

(2)

Hnjcl(ur plug gabbro core

(2) TFB Group in northern
Vatnsdalsfjall.

(1)

First Phase.
GAlgagil-Urdarfell vent
agglomerates and tuffs.

First Central Phase.
(1) Tuffs and lapillistones
intercalated with Thin Flow
Group to north and east of
Vididalsfjall.

A schematic representation of the parallel processes of
intrusion and extrusion in the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur area as based
on the time relationships suggested by the above four intrusive/
extrusive pairs is given in Fig.

50.

Fig. 50.

A tentative schematic representation of
the synchronization of intrusive and
extrusive activity in the VididalurVatnsdalur area, as based on general field
relationships.
The extrusive sequence at
the left of the diagram gives the time scale,
the oldest exposed lavas being shown at the
base of the diagram.
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Z92.
The HAlar-Skessusaeti eucrite intrusion and the early
basic cone-sheets cut the Thin Flow Group tholeiite flows
and the thin pyroclastic partings contemporaneous with the
G!lgagil-Urdarfell vent activity, and this indicates that these
intrusions reached their present level during the waning stages
of the First Central Phase and the early part of the succeeding
Flood Phase.
The striking similarity of the tabular labradorite
Phenocrysts in the Hnj~kur gabbro and the TFD Group has already
been mentioned (p.243);

the flows were extruded early in the

Second Central Phase, and the gabbro appears to have been
emplaced in late First Phase to early Second Phase times.
The petrographic similarities' within the third and
fourth pairs are readily seen as the intrusions and extrusions
of each pair are fine-grained types.

The late set Type 1

cone-sheets and related intrusions are all of fine-grained
olivine-tholeiite bearing some bytownite phenocrysts;

the

Asmundarn~pur plug outcrops just north of and below a SFB flow
and although no Type 1 cone-sheets were found to join the SFB
,

I

Group on Krossdalskula. none was found above the level of this
group.

'The close spatial association of these intrusions and

flows and the similar field relations of the pale grey basalt
intrusions and flows ar~ felt to suege~t that these bodies are
the simultaneous intrusive and extrusive expressions of the'
Same magma ascending through the volcanic edifice.

"

--~---"-

Location of Vents.
Walker (1963, p.S6) has SUGgested that the material of
flood basalt eruptions is derived from "a deep-seated source of
great horizontal. extent" whereas that which is erupted from
central volcanoes is derived from "a high-level
projecting well up into the crust".

I'l..;tb~,;a-chaLlber

The different structural

levels of these two sources imply that the two types of
eruption may proceed independently of one another;
building of contemporaneous and

independent

central volcano

interfingerin~

and flood lava sequences ha's been observed at Breiddalur
(Walker, 1963), FJskrJdsfj~rdur (Gibson, ~al., l.966) and in
other instances in the formation of "cedar-tree" volcanoes in
Iceland.

The available evidence sueGests that the Vididalur-

Vatnsdalur lavas are a similar structure (see Chart 1).
The exact position of the main First Central Phase
eruptive centre in the Vididalur-Vatnsdalur area is difficult
to fix as outcrops of distinctive central volcano lavas are not
abundant enough for accurate determinations of their lateral

.

;

variations in aggregate thickness.

.

It'is however noticeable

that the thickness of the Second Central Phase lava sequence
diminishes westwards from Vatnsdalsfjal1 (see Chart 1) and this
is taken to indicate that these lavas were erupted from a source
in the northern Saudadalur-Svinada1sfja11 region (see Map 1).
Several parts of the area show similarities to the
core zones of volcanoes described from other parts of Iceland.
Walker (19 6 3) found that the core of the Dreiddalur volcano is

characterized by large quantities o~ pyroclastic rocks,
propyl~tization and the presence o~ abnormally high dips

indicative of subsidence in the core rocks;

in addition basic

and acid minor intrusions are abundant in the core zone o~ the
Breiddalur volcano, which is cut by an intense dyke-swarm and
numerous basic sheets.
zone

o~

Acid dykes are confined to the core

this volcano.
The presence of all these features in several scattered

patches of highly propylitized and injected ground in the
Vididalur-Vatnsdalur area is felt to sugGest that these
localities mark eruptive orifices;

the similar straticraphic

levels of the scattered outcrops of First Central Phase
agglomerates and tu~fs (see p.143 ) sUGgest that at this time
eruption proceeded simultaneously from several

di~~erent

small

The diametrically opposed flow directions found in

orifices.

the northern Vatnsdalsfjall rhyolite and in the andesite group
which overlies it on JOrundarfel1 are also taken to indicate
that these two units were extruded from different vents (see

27

pp.

and

69 ).

It is therefore concluded that the area

studied represents part. of the core zone of a large central
'Volcano in lvhich extrusion of lava proceeded from a nUlllber of
small orifices now occupied by agglomerate and small plug-like
basic and acid intrusions.

Vents of this type can be seen in

the northern part of the GljJfur~ and in the DreidabblsstadurI

Hnjukur region.

A fifth vent of similar type may have been

active in the KornsJ-Hvamrnur ground, as the isopachs of the

"'-

lIvammur tuff thicken towards this part of the area (see Fig. 7)
and thin basic and acid inclined sheets and dykes cut the
hydrothermally altered basalt flows in this ground.
A small vent of later formation than the five mentioned
above was found to cut and metamorphose the rhyolite flow near
Axla6xl in northern Vatnsdalsfjall;

this has not been eroded

sufficiently to reveal any intrusive structures and consists of
a small mound of basaltic scoriae (see Uap 1).
Relationships between Coarse-grained Intrusives and

Lav~

Flows.

No First Phase intrusions of similar petrographic
character to First Central Phase lavas were found in the area
studied and this is felt to indicate that the available magma
was emplaced almost entirely as intrusions and possibly never
the field relations indicate that the

reached the surface;

surface extrusions at the time of emplacement of these
intrusions were flood basalts (see Fig. 50).

The failure 'of

magma to reach the surface in Iceland has been commented on by
Bodvarsson and Walker

(1964) who estimated from heat flow data

that "only about one-fifth of the magma transported from deep
sources is erupted at the surface whereas four-fifths remain in
the crust as intrusions" (op. cit., p.

296).

Links of a fairly direct nature were found between
coarse-grained Second Phase intrusions and Second Central
I

Phase lava flows.

The similarity between the Hnjukur

plu~

gabbro and the TFB Group has already been mentioned (p.243);
no dykes or other bodies of TFB type were found in the area,

--------..

~,-

..

--~

.--"-~~.-

- ..-~.--~--.-... --_ ..

_-----

~~

and the spatial proximity of the plug and flow group may
indicate that the two units were originally connected.
The coarse Type 2 eucrite centre of the Skessusaeti LE
Sheet is a cumulate modification of the Type 1 olivine-tholeiite
I

seen in bodies such as the AsmundarnJpur plug which has been
interpreted as being coeval with the SFB flow group (p.~91.).
These three units are felt to represent a series of cogenetic
rock types precipitated from the same type of liquid under
Successively more rapid cooling conditions.
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